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1. TNTRODUCTION

Since 1909, when the first foss
rica were discovered, the African
pied a position of significance in
inoidea" Even though they hav
considerable amount of research ov
they are still worthy of study fo
sons. First, they are relativel
data base not only of morphologica

i1
D
t

e
er
r

iferous beds of East Af-
ryopithecines have occu-
he evolution of the Hom-
been the subject of a
the last 75 or so years

at least four major rea-
weII known with a large

and metric observations,

the Proconsul
var I ous specres

vt
but also data of ecological significance. Second, they con-
stitute almost all of the known African fossil Pongid spec-
ies. Third, they have been Iinked morphologically, and in
an evolutionary sense, to later and extant forms (Pilbeam
1969, Conroy and Fleagle 1972, Andrews 1978). Finally, to
find ancestors for the Eurasian genera Dryopithecus Sivapi-
thecus, and Ramapithecus, it is necessary to return-tõ-TIe
Ãffin procoñãuffiEFúhe only currentiy known potential
precursors.

Considering the potential significance of
forms, it iã perhaþs surprisin! that the
have been defined, and phyletic connections developed, a1-
most exclusively on the basis of morphological data (for
example, Simons and Pilbeam 1965, a 7l page monograph com-prising a complete revision of the Dryopithecinae, contains
only morphological information). The reliance on this mode
of analysis, known as the typological species concept (Uayr
1963:16), while used out of necessity when dealing with a
fossil form, has had an unf
the African Proconsul forms
the past to treat sign ific
the paleoecological communi
separated from the matrix o
elemenLs from which they we
beam 1965, Andrews L974,
Tekkaya 1980, LeGros Clark

ortunate impact upon the study of
. There has been a tendency in
ant fossils, not as segments of
ty, but rather as discrete units
f geological, floraI and faunal
re derived (as in Simons and PiI-
1976, FIeagIe 1975, Andrews and
and Leakey 1951).

First, to
Proconsul

In other cases, some ecological information has been pro-
vided, if only in a cursory manner (pilbeam and Simons 1-971,
Andrews 1978, Pilbeam 1969).

FortunatêIy, a number of researchers have published pa-
leoecological data along with paleoprimatological informa-
tion (nistrop 1964, !{aIker 1969). Morè recently, âD ecologi-
cally based approach has been used in respect to the whole
spctrum of African Proconsulines (l¡esbit-Evans et aL 1981,
Pickford 1981 ) 

"

Despite these efforts, however, a further broadening of
the paleoecological approach in this area is appropriate.
The objectives of this paper will be threefold.
assemble as much of the data concerning the genus

I



as is available in published form. Information has been
col-Iected in the following areas: 1) paleogeol-ogy, 2) paleo-
geography,3) dating,4) abundance of nryoþitheõines, S) as-
sociated fauna, 6) -associated flora. 3eõond, to assemble
all of this data inLo a picture of the paleoecotogy
site, and of each species. And finally, to discusê
ecological theories as they apply to the Africa
forms. Briefly, those touched upon will be habit
ty, interspecific relations and competition, a
radiation. Finally, the genus Proconsul will be
far as is possibte, wittrin thtLarger pattern
Hominoid evolution.

In an evolutionary sense the genus Proconsul was quite
successf uI. Às a signif icant ttomínoid -Tamifît is impor-
tant to understand, if possible, what type of environment(s)
these early Hominoids were associated with. An examination
of the available paleoecological information, and the appli-
cation of a number of ecological theories, could lead-to a
greater understanding of the place of the Proconsul forms
the evolution of the Hominoidea.

of each
var ious

n Proconsul
at diversi-
nd adaptive
placed, âs
of Miocene

Ln

¿



1

4

1909 - G.R. Chesnaye
at Koru, Kenya

2. HISTORY OF THE

di scovers

FINDS

fossils of Miocene age

fossils of Miocene age2. 1909 - G,R. Chesnaye discovers
at Karungu, Kenya.

3. 1911 F. Oswald collects at Karungu.

fossils prepared by

foss i Is

on 19091911 Preliminary report
C.W. Andrews.

1914 - Oswald publishes a monograph

H.L. Gordon collects
on Karungu.

more fossils at

5

6

7

I

l-926-l-927
Koru.

19 31 A.T. Hopwood visits East Africa (Koru).

1931-1932 -
singa T sland

L.S.B
and

. Leakey and D. Macinnes visit Ru-
f ind Hominoid fossils.

beds

finds
9enus

11. 1933 - Hopwood describes all of the finds up to 1931;
names Proconsul and Limnopithecus.

12.

9. 1932 Leakey and Macinnes discover Miocene age
at Songhor and Mfwangano Island.

10. 1932 Sir Arthur Keith assigns some of the
from RusiDgâ, Mfwangano and Songhor to the
Dryopithecus.

l-3.

14.

15.

16.

L7.

18"

19.

1933 Archdeacon W.E" Owen finds fossils at Ombo,
Maboko Island, Mariwa, Majiwa and Chianda Uyoma.

1933 Arambourg discovers Miocene age deposits at
Los idok .

1934 - Macinnes and Owen excavate at Maboko.

1934-1935 Leakey finds more fossiLs at Rusinga

1934 and 1938 - Macinnes excavates at Songhor.

1940 and 1942 Leakey excavaLes at Songhor.

1944 P.E. Kent describes most of the known sites.
1947 British Kenya Miocene Expedition begins work
at Rusinga, Mfwangano, Karungu, Koru and Chianda Uyo-
ma"

3



20. 1951 - Report on the f inds of the B.K.M.E. by W.E
LeGros Clark and Leakey.

21. 1958 - w.w. Bisho
Napak and Moroto

22. 1958 - Leakey
Fort Ternan.

23. 1965 - E.L. Simons and D.
of the Dryopithecinae.

p describes Miocene age fossils from
in Uganda.

discovers fossils of mid-Miocene age at

Pilbeam publish a revision

24.

25.

1969 - A Walker describes the site of

197O-present - Continuing excavations
particularJ-y at Songhor and Koru.

Bukwa, Kenya.

in East Africa,

4



3. PROCONSUL: GENUS, SUBGENERA AND SPECIES

these forms P. africanus, P. nyanzae and P.
placed into -th e subgenus Proconsul while

There are current
Proconsul from the E

group of species are
academic community at
beam 1969, LeGros CI
1959). WhiIe their
changed (Andrews I976
The Ranqwapithecus
tioned since being
generic definitions
as follows¡

ly 5 recognized species of the genus
ast African Miocene period. Three of

malor
the

have been
other Lwo

gordon i
enus Rangw

and P" vancouver ínqispec ies, P,in the subg api tFecus (Andrews I , have been placed
974). The former

3, E a f r icanus P

wel-l established and accepted by the
Iarge (Simons and Pilbeam 1965, Pil-

ark and Leakey 1951, Napier and Davis
phyletic position may be, and has been,
), the species themselves seem secure.

species have not been seriously ques-
named by Àndrews (1970 , 19741. The sub-
, based on morphological characters, is

I Genus: Proconsul

a) subgenus: Proconsul

i ) Contained
nyanzae P

species
. malor.

rr)

rrr)
iv)

v)

Size ran
male gor It e

lIa
siamang (P.
(P. maior).

africanus) to fe-

Temporal range EarIy to mid-Miocene.

DisLribuLion - General over the East African
Miocene Hominoid sites, most common at Ru-
singa, Mfwangano and Songhor.

Discussion see below.

b) subgenus: Rangwapithecus

i ) Contained species 2, P. (R. ) gordoni,
P. (R. ) vancouveringi.

- gibbon (P.
qordoni ) .

vancouverinqi ) toii) Size range
siamang (8"

i i i ) Temporal range Early Miocene.

iv) Distribution - most common at Songhor, rare
elsewhere.

v) Discussion see below.

Rangwapithecus and Proconsul are placed together in a
single genus by Andrews on t

5

e sis of a number of shared



morphologic characteristics. These are Iisted by him in a
number of publications"

1. Presence of a superior transverse torus (1978:143).

2. Similar lower dentitions Ã976:43 ) .

3" Enamel thicknesses on molars and premol-ars are compa-
rable Ã97 6: 54 ) .

4. Relatively sraeile mandibular and maxillarv bodies(r976¿54)'. J -' -'

5" Reduced plojection of snout (shared with all Dryopi-
thec ines Ã97 6: 53 ) .

6. Narrow and shallow palate Ã976:53 ) .

'1. Relatively gracile zygomatic regions, sloping poste-
riorly (tglø:53 ) .

8. Gracile alveolar processes (1876:53).

9. Relat ively smaII inc i sors Qgl A: 53 ) .

10. Relatively small and slender canines Qgl6: 53 ) .

11. Upper premolars and rnolars relatively broad
Ã976:54).

12. Small M 1 and larger M 3, elongated M 3 (1976:54).

13 . Presence of molar c ingula (197 6:54 ) .

The distinctions between the two subgenera have also been
described by Àndrews (1978t192-202). They are:

l. Rangwapithecus is characterized by low and more wide-
Iy flaring zygomat ic processes than Proconsul.

2. Rangwapithecus has conspicuously
sinuses whíIe Proconsul species
maxillary si nuses.

extensive maxillar
have more restricte

-^ 
1 - -: -- 

!: ^-¡r19Ict¡- I:ócTLI(,II
Proconsul.

v
d

a D^^^'.'^*i ¿-L^^..^ L^^ Ã Àe^-!^e l^--^^
w ¡raÐ d vrEdLEr uEuf er
of the upper premolars than is common

^E9t
1n

4. Rangwapithecus is characterized by greatly enlarged
M3's, which are by far the biggest of the upper mo-
lars. I n the Proconsul spec ies t,he M3 i s usual j-y
larger than the ffiut smaller than the M2. -

6



5. The three trigon cusps
size in the Proconsul
commonly largffiãl-Eh
spec les.

6. The Proconsul spe
ISthe protoconule

les 
"

7. The upper molars of
broad while Proconsul

are nearly egual in
but the protocone is
in the Rangwapithecus

of M1-M2
spec i es
e others

cies have a developed protoconule:
absent in the Rangwapithecus spec-

Ranqwapithecus are
i the

longer
c ines )

than
have

upper molars broader

8. Rangwapithecus
the lower molar
while M3 lmand.
generalized in the Proconsul s

9 " Rangwapithecus incisors are
those

(and other Dryop
than long.

exhibits a very steep wear gradient on
s ( i .e./ dentine exposed on Ml [mand. ]
] is almost unworn). The wear is more

pec les.

relatively more
of Proconsul

narrolf
( Àndrewsand high crowned than

I974:189).

10. The occlusal surface of the
hibit more wrinkling than í
consul (Andrews 1974:189).

Rangwapithecus motrars
s found on those of

ex-
Pro-

3.1 PROCONSUL SPECIES

3.1.1 Proconsul africanus

I Size Subequal to a pygmy chimp, oF siamang.

a) Maxillary P3-M3 = 35-40mm,

b) Mandibular P3-M3 = 40-45mm.

2" Temporal range - Early to mid-Miocene (Andrews and
Walker 1976).

3. Distribution - Rusinga (common), Mfwangano, Songhor,
Koru (Andrews 1978), and Ft. Ternan (?)"

4 Hypodigm - 118 specimens comprising a complete denti-
tion, mandible, maxilla, frontal, temporal and par-
tial postcranial anatomy, including leg and foot
bones.

P. africanus
been at least 39
distributed eI
this site" P.

is best known from Rusinga where there have
individuals found. Although quite widely

sewhere, it is never very common outside of
africanus is the most studied of all the Pro-

7



consulines, primarily because there is additional material
to augment the Since 1909, when the first fossiliferous beds
of East Africa usual dental information common in fossil
forms. A fairly complete forelimb, ascribed Lo P. africanus
on the basis 9f size and provenance has been fõund--Faþìier
and Davis 1959), and thiè has been compared to those -f 

rom
the extant genus Pan (pilbeam 1969, Andrews 1978). p. afri-
canus shares a suiG of characteristics with the otñerE-
cor¡suf species (see above) to whom it appears to be simîIãr
mõEþñõlogica1Iy, differing, however,- - in size (Andrews
t976:45).

3.1.2 Proconsul nyanzae

I Size - approximately equal to
larger than P. afrícanus.

a) maxillary P3-M3 = 40-50mm.

CI chimpanzee-somewhat

b) mandibular P3-M3 = 45-55mm.

2. Temporal range - Early to mid-l¿iocene (Andrews and
WaIker 1976).

3

4

Distribution
and Karungu ""

The Rangwa sites, Rusinga, Mfwangano
well as r,osidok(?) and Ft. Ternan(?).

Hypodigm - 103 specimens comprising a complete denti-
tion, mandible, maxilla and a few postcranial remains
including Ieg and foot bones.

P. nyanzae is be
45 individuals hav
1975). It is neve
outside of the Kis
characterisÈics wit
from them primarí}y
its Iimited sectori
neither of the other two Proconsul (Proconsul) forms (an-
drews 1978).

3.1. 3 Proconsul maior

1 Size - Roughly equal to a female gorilla.
a) mandibular P3-M3 = 65+mm.

Temporal distribution Early Miocene.

st known from Rusinga where approximately
e been found (Andrews and VanCouvering
r eommon elsewhere, and is extremely rare
ingiri sites. P. nyanzae shares many
h Þ. africanr¿e aña e@, differinþ
oñ ttrffisis ot siZe aEñough it exhib-

ality in the P3 lmand. ], a trait seen in

2

I



3. Distribution Common at the Tinderet sites of Son-
ghor and Koru. AIso widety distributed at the North-
ern (Uganda) sites such as Napak and Moroto,

4. Hypodigm 75 specimens comprising the dentition (ex-
cluding lower incisors), most of the mandible, maxil-
la and nasa] regions of the cranium, as well as a few
postcranials (Andrews 1978).

P. maior is the most widely distributed Proconsuline, oc-
curring at some 7 sites. E. maior is the largest of aII
the African Dryopithecines, ãnd, whILe it shares most of the
characters listed above with the other Proconsul forms, it
also shows some size related differences (Andrews 1978). It
has a very robust mandibuLar symphysis, greater mandibular
breadth an
( relat ive

d great bilateral compression of the P3 [mato the other Proconsul species (Andrews 1978¿2
A further uni
presence of a

que f eature assoc iated vt

true fronLal sinus (Andre

Size approximately equal to
S1ightly larger or equal to P.

a) maxillary P3-M3 = 40
I974:189).

ith P. maior is
ws 1978:213). As

a pygmy chimpanzee.
africanus.

mm.. (one case) (endrews

nd. l
00).
the
far
andas is known this feature is found eLsewhere only in Pan

the Hominids.

3.2 RANGWAPITHECUS SPECIES

3 "2.1 Rangwapithecus gordoni

1

2" Temporal distribution Early Miocene.

3. Distribution
only from Rusi

hor (common). Known elsewhere
and Mfwangano (one individual),

P. (R. ) qordoni shares many
above), â1-

ot completely
than, P. van-

vancouve

- Song
nga(a)

4 Hypodigm 79 specimens comprising the complete den-
tition, most of the mandible, maxilla and palate, and
a few postcranials (Àndrews 1978).

A relati
characteris
tholgh the
known. Mor
couverinqi

vely new species,
tics with P. (R. )
dentition-of-the

pñõI@a-IlF-simi I
(Andrews 1970, l-97

ar to, but larger
4).

latter

9



3.2.2 Rangwapithecus vancouverinqi

1. Size
consul-

Approximately Siamang
form.

size. The smallest Pro-

a) Maxillary P3-M3 3Imm. (one case)(anorews 1974).

2. Temporal distribution Ear1y-Earty Mid(?) Miocene.

3. Distribution Rare, found at Rusinga, Songhor,
Mfwangano and Maboko, but always infrequently. Dis-
tribution is unusual
there Ís no single
common. This may

for a Proconsul species in that
site where P. vañcouveringi is
be due to the fact that finds of

this form are rare (Andrews 1978).

4. Hypodigm - Only 7 specimens had been attributed to
this species as of I974 but Andrews (1978) states
that new specimens have been found since ther¡. The
exact number of fossils assigned to this species,
however, is apparently stiIl uncertain (Andrews
1978). The known material comprises the upper post-
canine dentition and parts of the mandible.

Andrews (1974) states that P. vancouveringi is morpholo-
gically vgry similar to p. qõrdoñ@ñ there arè dif -
ferencès in-size and in Ehe mõEþlõlo-gy of tñe MI [max.]. In
general, this form is poorly known.

10



4. EÀST AFRICAN MIOCENE FOSSIL S]TES

Figure 4.1; EÀST AFRICAN MIOCENE FOSSIL SITES
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4.1 THE PRESENT GEOtOcy/GEOcRApHy OF EAST AFRTCA

The fossil bearíng locations of East Africa are all cen-
tered upon the rift valley system. This system, consisting
of two great, and a number of smaller faults ín the earth's
crust, is usually divided into three components: 1) the
EasLern Rift , 2) the rnter-rift and 3) the Western Rift.
The faults cut across the extensive highlands of East Africa
which lie at a general elevation of 2500-3000m (Andrews and
VanCouvering 1975). Between the Eastern and Western Rift
VaIleys Iies the Inter-rift, a shallow, somewhat depressed
area partially occupied by Lake Victoria. A smaller fault,
the Kavirondo, important because of its fossiliferous sites,
lies in the Inter-rift. This fault runs from the Eastern
edge of Lake Victoria to the Eastern Rift Valley.

The entire area i
highlands rising abov
these mountains, novt
during the Miocene er
êt, E1gon, Napak and
the sites of the na
Africa. Fig. 4.1

s broken up by numerous mountains and
e the general elevation. The oldest of
generally considerably eroded, appeared
â. These volcanoes, Kisingiri, Tinder-
Moroto and their surrounding areas, are
ority of the Miocene fossils from East
s a map showing the locations of these
East African Miocene fossi] sites.

9e, climate and
Couvering 1975).
ts in the under-
sueeessive vol-

tions and essen-
and faulting,

de area is very
e to correlate
have generally
related sites

76:160, Andrews

lt
volcanoes, and of the

Vu1canísm and uplifting continued from the Early Miocene
to recent times with extensive highlands being raised during
the Plio-Pleistocene rift movements (Andrews and VanCouver-
ing 1975). Currently, the area is dominated by more recent
volcanoes, Kenya, Kilimanjaro and Ngorongoro, which rise
along the periphery of the Eastern Rift.

Because of the diverse landscape, draina
vegetation are also diverse (Andrews and Van
The mosl confusing situation, however, exis
lying geology of the region. Because of the
canic eruptions, multiple sedimentary forma
tially distorted strata caused by foldin
finding stratigraphic continuities over a w
dífficult,. Although attempts have been ma
the stratigraphies of the various sites the
only been successful for nearby, or closel(for example VanCouvering and VanCouvering 1
and VanCouvering 1975:66-69) .

II
d
v
v
9

Because the discussions of the geologies of the individ-
ual sites can become fairly technical a glossary of geolog-
ical terms wiIl be included here (drawn largely from Strah-
ler 1970 ) .

1. Basalt an extrusive igneous rock.

T2



2" Conglomerate a rnixture of sand, pebbles and Ìarge
rocks cemented together with silica or calcium carbo-
nate. The origin of the particles is clastic (they
are produced by the disintegration of previous
rocks), and they can either be rounded by weãthering
(conglomerate) or angular (breccia) 

"

Sandstone, Siltstone and Shale formed in the same
manner as conglomerate but exhibiting a decreasing
particle size.

3

4

5

MarI - a soft limestone formed
tion from bodies of water heav
in solution.

chemical precipita-
y charged with 1íme

by
i1

sh extruded dur-
ined pyroclastic
o the ground may

6 Arkose a sandstone containing grains of feldspar
and quartz.

Nephelinite - a crystaline granular volcanic rock
consisting of nepheline and augite; rocks where
nepheline takes the place of feldspar.
Phonolites a compact greyish rock containing crys-
tals of glassy feldspar.

8.

4.2 THE MTOCENE cEOrQErlqEgqBApHr OF EAST AFRTCA

There seems to be general agreement that East Africa in
the Early Miocene (G20 m.!, ago)
Iower than those found today. Both
and VanCouvering and VanCouvering ci
1000 m. for basement domes, later
this region. The former authors(tglS:66) as the time of this upli
Miocene f or the latter writers (1976
is obvious from the sedimentological
widespread volcanic activity throug
probably beginning around the Olig
The African Rift system itself
throughout the Early Miocene and pr
ís today by Mid-Miocene times (VanCo
1976:163). As well as the major f.
Western Rifts, this time also show
smaller fau1t, the Kavirondo Rift,
volcanoes Tinderet at the Eastern e
sw.

Tuff - formed of compacted volcani
ing volcanic eruptions. Any fine
(volcanic ejecta) material settlin
form tuff, even under water.]

ca
9ra
9t

7

typically had elevations
Andrews and VanCouvering
te an elevation of about
to become volcanoes, ín
cite the tate oligocene
ft compared to the Early
:163) . Either wây, it
evidence that there was

hout the entire region,
ocene/¡¿iocene boundary.
was tikely developing

obably was much like it
uvering and VanCouvering
ault,s, the Eastern and
ed the development of a

trending ENE with the
nd and Kisingiri at the
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Throughout the EarIy Miocene the basement domes at
YeIelen Moroto, Napak, Kadamn E1gon, Tinderet and Kisingiri
developed into volcanoes. Evidence of increasing volcanic
activity comes from almost aIl of the Miocene fossiliferous
sites, where features associated with vulcanism are common
(Andrews and VanCouvering I975:68). Such features include
tuffaceous beds and a general lack of fossil soil horizons
and root casts. Both of these features have been considered
indicative of aLkaline conditíons generally unsuitable for
plant development (Andrews and VanCouvering 1975:68). Ear-
Iier studies (leGros Clark and Leakey 1951) eited sueh bar-
ren areas as being indicative of an arid environrnent but a
more like1y explanation Iies in the localized heavy alka-
]inity associated with volcanic ejecta.

Andrews and VanCouvering (1975:69) postulate that
drainage pattern may have been considerably different
that of today. Current drainage is either interior,
the small alkaline basins of the Inter-rift, or to
North, along fault lines, to the Nile River (Andrews
VanCouvering 1975). In the Miocene both the Inter-rift
the Western Rift may have drained to the West. Evidence
this lies in the consistency of the fossil fish from the
areas.

the
than
i nto
the
and
and
for
two

To the East, a fossil whale found at Loperot (East of the
Eastern Rift) suggests that there must have been relatively
easy access to the Indían Ocean through rivers in the area
(Andrews and Vaneouvering 1975). In fact, due to the low
lying nature of the Eastern coastal regions today it is very
possible that the coastline was actually much closer to the
Eastern Rif t in the Miocene than it is n-ow (endrews and Van-
Couvering 1975). A major river may have flowed eastwards
down the Kavirondo Rift draining part of the Inter-rift, but
there is, as yet, no real evidence to support this notion.
If a permanent river did flow here it might have been sig-
nificant as a barrier to the North-South movement of fauna.

4.3 THE MIOCENE CL OF EAST AFRICAIMATE

Present day climates can be examined in detail in a loca
area with the advantage of knowing continent wide, and worl
wide, climatological trends. Local paleoclimatology, how
ever, is confused by a general }ack of knowledge concernin
paleoclimates over a larger area. Since the main influence
acting to create climates are atmospheric patterns and t,h
Iocation of continents, mountains, and ocean currents; an
speculations concerning a broader scope of paleoclimate wil

T

I
I
s
e
vt

be tenuous as none of these variables are the same, in any
area, today as they were in the past. Nevertheless, there
has been some effort made to predict major climatic trends
during the Miocene.

-14



Schwarzback (fg6f) made s
cerning paleoclimates in Europ
consideration such factors as

ome general observations con-
e and Africa after taking into

Nort
brou
Tert
1961
caI
woul

h
gh
1a.)
in
d

for Africa) and changi
t about by the shifting
ry was considerably wa
58) " Currently East Af
climate" If it was eve
be Iike1y that tropíca

nental drift (5-8 degrees
tterns of ocean currents
nents" He feels that the
than today (Schwarzback

is tropical to sub-tropi-
mer during the Miocene it
sub-tropical conditions
the East African Miocene

d by walker (1972:210).

itions during the
of evidence comes
Africa, many of
warm-temperate to
ir formation sug-
I conditions were

onti
9pa
onti
mer
ica
war

o

c
n
c
r
t
n
I

prevailed then also. This view o
temperature range has been support

Dâ, concluding that there were wetter cond
Miocene (t<ingdon I97lz64) . A f inal piece
from the red-bed deposit,s commoR in East
which are of Míocene age. Red-beds are
sub-tropical or vrarmer assemblag€s, and the
gests that tropical temperature and rainfal
present in the Miocene.

t
f
e

Using evaporates, bauxites, glacial deposits and biot-
herms Schwarzback analysed patterns of humidity, and hence
rainfall, in Europe. He states that the Early Miocene was a
period of high humidity (1961:64). This observation is sup-
ported by Kingdon who has studied the Miocene flora and fau-

East Africa today d
rainfall generally,
very heavy precipitat
considerably greater I
ing the Miocene. Si
likeIy just beginning
vat ions vrere generall
crease in elevation Ii

es not have truly tropical levels of
lthough some localized areas receive
on. There may have been, however,
vels of rainfall in this region dur-
ce the major tectonic uplifting r.¡as
t t,his time it is probable that ele-
Iower than they are today. A de-

el v
f

o
a
1

e
n
a
v
k

orographic prec ipitat ion
highlands (Andrews and V

would have reduced the amount of
alling on the windward side of the
Couvering 1975272) 

"

that tropical or sub-
reval-ent in the EarIy
Europe. In East Afri-
mate !{as probably made

Such an event would
rature gradients. I f
only beginning in the

ot as yet reached any
in the Miocene climate

an

It appears to be widely accepted
tropical climactic conditions were p
Miocene throughout much of Africa and
câ, the crucíal impact upon local cli
by uplifting due to volcanic activity.
alter both rainfall patterns and tempe
it is accepted that this uplifting was
Early Miocene (C 20 ß.y. ), and had n
great altitude, several differences
from that of today may be postulated:

1. Greater rainfall.
2. Rainfall distributed more evenly year round.

3. Generally slightly warmer temperatures
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4 Few, if âny, areas with a great temperature range due
to altitude.

4.4 THE MIOCENE VEGETATION OF EAST AFRICA

Although vegetation wiII be discussed in
tions as it is inferred from floral remains
individual site, there are several overall
should be analysed.

following sec-
found at each
patterns which

Andrews and VanCouvering list a number of vegetation
types thought to be of great antíquity in the East African
area: 1) tropical rainforest, 2) moist woodland, and 3)
bushland. AIso thought to be ancient, but not as long es-
tablished as the previous three are: 1) montane forest and
2) coastal lowland evergreen forest (Andrews and VanCouver-
ing 1975). Even if these vegetation types are long estab-
lished the general concensus of most researchers seems to be
that the forest biome was prevalent in the East Afrícan Mio-
cene period(for example Andrews and VanCouvering 1975).

VanCouvering and VanCouvering Q976) Uetieve that the en-
tire Inter-rift area vras covered by lowland forest but by
Mid-Miocene times two biomes prevailed: upland, or montane,
forest in the higher elevations and gallery forest in the
Iowland areas (VanCouvering and VanCouvering I976¡161). In
support of the gallery forest concept Kingdon (1971:57)
cites the presence of CelLlS (Ulmaceae) fruits which have
occasionatly been f ound-iñTñe f ossil sites. ÇeItis, stilI
extant, is a míd-canopy forest tree found in tñæic East
African coastal lowland forest (VanCouvering and MiIler
1969:19). AIl the above authors believe that the predomi-
nant vegetation type here v¡as forest, but the exact nature
of the forest is less eerLain" There is a ehange in the
character of extant East African forests with altitude.
Above 1300 meters (Moreau 1963) or above 1500 meters (an-
drews and VanCouvering 1975) ttre forest changes from sub-
montane to montane, the two biomes being surprisingly dif-
ferent. '

Às has been discussed earlier, the Early Miocene was
probably the time of the first significant uplifting in this
area. It is difficult to assess, therefore, when elevations
of 1300-1500 meters would have been reached. It must be as-
sumed that it would take a considerable lengLh of time for a
montane forest, significantly different in character, to
evolve from a lowland or sub-montane forest. Thus, it would
appear like1y that, for most of the Ear1y Miocene, the true
móñtane foreét would not have existed. If the montane for-
est can be ruled out it is probable that the majority of the
forest at this time was lowland in naLure, âs was suggested
by Àndrews and VanCouvering (1975).
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There is no question that there is evidence strongly sug-
gestive of forest conditions. The exact extent of the woods
is, however, more conjectural. Andrews and VanCouvering en-
vísion a great lowland forest stretching from the Congo ba-
sin to the East coast (1975), Furthermore, of the five an-
cient vegetation types they list, four are forest.
Similarly, both biomes described by VanCouvering and VanCou-
veríng (1976) as being of great antiquity are forest also.
This almost precludes any other type of environment from
having been present, and leads to immediate suppositions
concerning the local environment at each site. It should
also be considered that other environments, such as savanna,
may be of great antiquity as well-. This has
suggested by Kingdon (1971 t64). Even if th
was widespread, local environments could var
and forest conditions should not be assumed
es.

in fact, been
forest biome

cons iderably ,
n all instanc-

I
e

Y
I
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5. METHODS OF FAUNAL ANALYSIS

5.1 FA AS HABITAT INDICATORS

When a fossil is diagnosed as belonging to a form which
is either extant or closely related to an extant form, it
may be used as a habitat indicator species as defined by
Nesbit Evans et aI (1981). If the living form has a prefer:
red habitat type, oE is in some way linked to a particul-ar
environment, it is assumed that the fossil form may have ex-
hibited a similar behavioral pattern (Nesbit Evans et aI
1981:101). It must be remembered that this approach has
several drawbacks, which have been outlined by the above au-
thors (1981:101).

UNÀ

1. Few mammals are
gree.

habitat specific to the necessary de-

2

3

Habitat specificities can change with time and space.

Reliance on a single species or a few animals
misleading unless it is absolutely certain
faunal mixing has taken place, and that the
fauna is derived from the same habitat.

1. INSECTIVORA

ean be
that no
ent i re

Nevertheless, a good habitat indicator species is a va-
luable aid in determining the probable environment aL a fos-
sil site. Species which must be considered especially good
are those v¡hich are very habitat specific (i.e. Ànomalu-
rids). Bigalke ÃglZs145-168) has piepared a list of extant
families, and some genera, of mammals who are generaÌIy re-
stricted to those particular environmental areas relevañt to
this paper.

a) Potamogalidae (otter
stricted to lowland
f orest Q sp. ) .

shrews) - aquatic
forest (f sp. )

feeders re-
and montane

- essentially non-
moist grassland ha-

b) Chrysochloridae
forest dwellers
bi tats .

(golden mole)
- arid through

c) Erinaceidae (hedgehogs) arid savanna dweIlers.

d) Macroscelididae
except for the g
form.

- arid through
enus Rhynchocyon

savanna
which is

dwel 1e r s
a forest

2. PRIMATES
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a) Most Primates are consídered
tors especially Lorisidae and

3. TUBULIDENTATA

to be forest indica-
Pongidae.

rn a savanna
forest a1so.

settinga) Aardvarks
but occur

are generally found
occasionally in the

4 LAGOMORPHA

5.

a) Rabbits and hares are common in arid through sa-
vanna zones - also known from woodland areas (f
sp. ).

RODENTTA

a) Dendromurinae arboreal dwelIers.

b) GerbilLinae savanna dweIIers.

c) Muscardinidae (dormice) - forest forms.

d) Bathyergidae (mole rats) - non-forest forms.

e) Pedetidae (spring hare) - arid dwel1er.

f) Ctenodactylidae (gundís) arid dwe}lers.

g) Anomaluridae (ftying squirrels) forest forms.

h) Sciuridae (squirrels) particular species re-
stricted to many specífic habitats.

CARNIVORA

a) Canidae arid through savanna forms.

b) Musteltidae - savanna dweIIers.

c ) Herpestinae (mongoose) arid through savanna
form.

d) Hyaenidae - savanna dweifers.

HYRACOTDEA

a) Almost all hyraxes are found in arid through sa-
vanna environments with the exception of three

6.

7"

spec íes of Dendrohyrax.

8. PERISSODACTYLA

a) Equidae commonly savanna forms"
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9. ARTIODACTYLA

a) Tragulidae found in forests near water.

VanCouvering and VanCouvering (irgl6zl72) have also pre-
pared a list of certain faunal groups which are today asso-
ciated with restricted environments. This list agrees es-
sentially with Bigalke's except in regard to the preferred
habitat of the Chrysochloridae. While Bigalke states that
the Chrysochloridae prefers non-forest conditions, VanCou-
vering and VanCouvering list all 7 Atriean speeies of this
family as forest dwellers. Kingdon, âD expert on the mam-
mals of Africa, demonstraLes that most Chrysochlorids are
found in the forest and thus is in agreement with VanCouver-
ing and VanCouvering (xingdon 1971). If used as a habitat
indicator, then, âñy species of Chrysochloridae should be
considered indicative of forest conditions.

Under separate headings, the fauna from each East African
Miocene site wiIl be analysed. Fossil forms considered as
good habitat indicator species will be those forms fatling
into the families listed above.

5.2 RELATTVE ABUNDANCES

Ànother approach to divining habitat from the fauna which
dwelled there, involves examining the proportions of various
faunal groups in fossil situations, and comparing them to
those from extant environments. The proportions of these
faunal- groups, selected at any ordinal IeveI, can be signif-
icant indicators of loca1 environments. For example, the
most common fauna in the evergreen forests of West Africa
are arboreal rodenÈs and primates, while in secondary forest
smaIl ungulates are more common (Bourliere 1963:49-50).
Other indicators, such as the relative abundances of ro-
dents, can also be revealing. In ext,ant forests the number
of species of rodents present is great and there are usually
several forms which are more abundant than the others. In
open woodland and grassland, however, the entire rodent fau-
na may be, and often is, dominated by a single species.
This óne form may alone account for up tõ 9OZ of-a1t Ëtre ro-
dents present in a particular area (Andrews and VanCouvering
1975).

On ä more specific level the distribution of species of a
single family may be significant. Squirrels, for example,
show a great size range in the forest but in savanna condi-
tions both arboreal and Lerrestrial forms have a similar and
constant size range (aigalke 1972\, In aII these cases,
however, it is prudent to remember that "relative numbers of
animals in the fossil record may reflect many things other
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than species dominance in
et al 1981 :106 ) .

the Iiving comnunity (Nesbit Evans

Recently, four
sis of a fossiL
(Nesbit Evans et
habitat indices,
c ioecology.

other methods have been used in the analy-
fauna as a community. These methods are
aI 1981): 1) habitat spectra, 2) taxonomic
3) ecological diversity spectra and 4) so-

5.3 HABITAT SPECTRA

Habitat spectra involves weightíng each fossil species on
a scale from 0-6 depending upon how closely related the
species is to an extant form. The living species are then
analysed in terms of the range of habitats in which they are
found. This method will not be used in this paper because
both methods of weightíng (0-6 scale of relaLionship and ha-
bitat preferences) for further analysis seem to be somewhat
subjective.

5.4 TAXONOMIC HABITAT INDICES

Taxonomic habitat indices are also used to analyse the
entire fossil fauna as a community. In this method ãII ex-
tant species, generâ and families of East African mammals
have been scored for how much time they actually spend in
any particular habitat. For example, the African elephant
was anaJ-ysed as 0 . 33 f orest , 0. 33 woodl-and-bushland, 0 .23
grassland and 0.11 semi-desert (Nesbit Evans et aL
1981:102). A generic score is reached by averaging the in-
dividual specific figures,and, the family score is an aver-
age of the generic values.

The authors then selected East African locations which
are representative of partícular environmental types. At
all of these locations the species, genera and families
known to inhabit the area vrere listed and their assigned
values were averaged. The result was table 5.1 (from Nesbit
Evans et al 1981).

The advantage of this method over the habitat spectra is
that it is specífic to the level chosen; species, genus or
f ami ly. Mat,hemat icaf values represent ing habi tat pref erenc-
es are assigned to the entire fauna of a site, or level
within a site, oñ the basis of the habitat preferences of
modern analogues to the fossil forms. The totals for the
fossil sites can then be compared to the totals of the ex-
tant faunas from table 5.1. Vfith thís method, the more com-
plete the fossil fauna, the higher the chances of achieving
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TAXONOMTC HABITAT TNDICES FOR 11 MODERN MAMMALIAN
COMMUNI TI ES

TABLE 5.1

ENVIRONMENT LEVEL FOREST w-B GRASS S-D SWAMP

DECID. FOR-WOODLAND
Aman i

Species
Genus

Fami Iy

0.34
0.43
0.36

0.40
0.46
0.48

0.12
0.06
0.12

0.04
0.03
0.03

0.10
0.02
0.01

SEMI-ÐECIÐ. FOREST
Budongo

Spec i es
Genus

Fami Iy

0.57
0.50
0.38

0.20
0.33
0.40

0.10
0 .08
0.09

0.02
0.01
0.05

0 .11
0.08
0.08

EVERGREEN FOREST
I rang i

Spec i es
Genus

Fami Iy

0.68
0.66
0.46

0.2L
0.23
0.37

0.03
0.05
0.10

0.00
0.05
0.03

0.L2
0.01
0.04

MONTANE FOREST
Semliki

Spec i es
Genus

Fami 1y

0 .44
0.38
0.31

0.32
0.39
0.45

0,12
0.13
0.16

0.00
0.06
0.05

0.12
0.04
0.03

WOODLAND
Banag i

Spec ies
Genus

Fami Iy

0.04
0.13
0.24

0.59
0 .67
0. 50

0.22
0.16
0 .16

0.r2
0.03
0.07

0.03
0.01
0.03

BUSHLAND
Tsavo

Species
Genus

Fami 1y

0.04
0.13
0.27

0.53
0.60
0 .47

0.2r
0.15
0.16

0.15
0.08
0.04

0.07
0.04
0.05

Jebel Mara
Spec i es

Genus
Fami 1y

0.02
0.09
0.22

0.43
0 .49
0 .49

0.22
0.23
0.13

0.30
0.15
0.14

0.03
0.04
0.02

BUSHLAND-GRASSLAND
Rwenzor i

Spec ies
Genus

Fami 1y

0.10
0 .14
0.24

0. 54
0. 59
0.48

0.24
0.14
0.14

0.03
0.02
0.04

0.09
0.11
0.10

GRASSLAND
Serenget i

Spec i es
Genus

Fami ly
0.00
0.05
0.16

0.53
0. 63
0.58

0.32
0.25
0.15

0.15
0.06
0.09

0.00
0.01
0.01

Spec i es
Genus

Fami 1y

0.09
0.r2
0.20

0.52
0. 50
0 .49

0.32
0.28
0.16

0.04
0.07
0 .11

FLOODPLATN-GRASS .
Kafue

0.03
0.03
0.04

FLOODPLAT N/TOREST Spec ies
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Tana Genus
Fami Iy

0.31
0.34

0.49
0 ,44

0.13
0.14

0.05
0 .04

today in East
here when the

0.02
0.04

values which may be comparable to those found
Africa. Thus, this method will not be used
fossil fauna is obviously incomplete.

5.5 ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ANALYSIS

, Ecological diversity analysis involves finding distinc-tive faunal patterns in exÈant mammalian communities, after
analysis based on various criteria (mammal size, feeding
type, locomotor type and taxonomic constitution at the ordi-nal level) (¡¡esbit Evans et al 1981). Andrews et ar (1929)
reviewed 23 African communities and found that their struc-ture, based on the above characters, is símilar in similarhabitats, regardress of variations in taxonomic constitu-tion. This method will be employed in this paper because
most of the criteria used can be relatively easily estimatedor assessed in a fossil situation. Also, this method can
Iead to some conclusions about a fossil site even when the
fauna cannot be considered very complete. Ecological diver-sity analyses of modern mammalian communities may be seen in
tables 5.2 5.6 (from Nesbit Evans et al 1981).-

NM= mean number of species for M communities. LGMpurely terrestrial mammals. SGM = mainly terrestrial
lowest strata of vegetation.

to
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TABLE 5.2

ECOLOGICAL Ð]VERSITY ANALYSTS-LOWLAND FOREST

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

TÀXONOMTC
ORDER

R]PÀCO

SI ZE
CATEGORY

t2345
R=RODENT

I = I NSECTMRE
P=PRIMATE

A=ARTIODACTYT
C=CARNIVORE

O=OTllER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 KG,

4=45.1-180 KG:
5=180+ KG.

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTATTON

LG SG AR SC AQ AE

FEEDING
AÐÀPTATTON

IN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRïAt
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRIAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATTC
AE=AERIAL

IN=INSECTIVORE
FR=FRUGMRE

HB=HERBMRE-BROI{SER
HG=HERBMRE-GRAZER

CA=CARNIVORE
OM=OMNIVORE
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TABLE 5.3

ECOLOGTCAL ÐIVERSITY ANALYSTS-MONTANE FOREST

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMTC
ORDER

RTPACO

SI ZE
CATEGORY

t2345
R=RODENT

I =INSECTIVORE
P=PRIMATE

A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNIVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 Kc.
2=I .1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 Kc,

4=45.1-180 KG:
5=180+ KG.

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTÀTION

LG SG AR SC AQ AE

FEEDING
ADAPTATION

IN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRIAL
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRTAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORTAL

AQ=AQUATIC
AE=AERIAL

I N= I NSECTI RE
FR=FRUGTVORE

HB=HERBIVORE*BROWSER
HG=HERBIVORE-cRAZER

CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNIVORE
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TABLE 5.4

ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ANALYSI S-FLOODPLAIN

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMTC
ORDER

RIPACO

SI ZE
CATEGORY

12345
R=RODENT

I =TNSECTIVORE
P=PRIMATE

A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNTVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 KG.

4=45.1-180 KG.
5=180+ KG.

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTATION

LG SG ÀR SC ÂQ ÀE

FEEDTNG
ADAPTATION

TN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRIÀL
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRIAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATI C
AE=AERIAL

f N= I NSECTMRE
FR=FRUGMRE

HB=HERBMRE-BROWSER
HG=HERBI RE-GRAZER

CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNIVORE
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TÀBLE 5.5

ECOLOGTCAL DTVERSTTy ANALYST S-WOODLAND/BUSHLANÐ

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMT C

ORDER

RIPACO

SI ZE
CÀTEGORY

I2345
R=RODENT

I =INSECTIVORE
P=PRIMATE

A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNTVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=L.1-10 KG.
3=I0.1-45 Kc"

4=45.1-180 KG.
5=180+ KG.

o-

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTATION

LG SG AR SC A0 AE

FEEDING
ÀDAPTATION

IN FR HB HG CÀ OM

LG=TERRESTRIAL
SG=MAINIY TERRESTRIAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATTC
AE=AERIAL

I N= I NSECTMRE
FR=FRUGMRE

HB=HERBIVORE-BROWSER
HG=HERBIVORE-GRAZER

CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNIVORE
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TABLE 5.6

ECOLOGICAL DIVERS]TY ANALYSI S_GRASSLAND

o

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMTC
ORDER

RIPACO

SI ZE
CATEGORY

r2345
R=RODENT

I =INSECTI RE
P=PRIMATE

A=ARTI ODACTYT
C=CARNIVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10 .l-45 KG,

4=45.1-180 KG:
5=180+ KG.

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTATI ON

LG SG AR SC AQ AE

FEEDING
ADAPTATION

IN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRI AL
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRTAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AO=AOUATIC
ÀE=AERI ÀL

I N= I NSECTI.RE
FR=FRUGIVORE

HB=HERBMRE-BROWSER
HG=HERBMRE-GRAZER

CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNMRE
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5.6 SOCTOECOLOGY

Socioecology involves predicting feeding behavior, social
behavior and ñãbitat pref-erences f iom the ñorphology of fos-
sil species (Jarman 1974, Nesbit Evans et aI 1981). At
present socioecology has apparently only been used in regard
to the living African bovids, and only has application,
then, to fossil bovids (Nesbit Evans et aI 1981) Because of
its limited relevance this method wilI only be briefly re-
ferred to in this paper.

AII of the above approaches involve the analysis of a
fossil fauna by comparing and contrasting this fauna to one
or more extant ones. Unfortunately, there is necessarily
some innaccuracy involved in this, especially in assuming
that the ecological preferences of species, genera and/or
families will not have altered substantially over millions
of years. The use of a number of methods of faunal analy-
sis, however, should result ín greater accuracy. Thus, hã-
bitat indicator species, relative abundances of selecÈed
faunal groups, Laxomomic habiLat indices and the ecological
diversity analysis will all be used here in an attempt to
divine the environmenL at the various East African fossil
sites to the greatest degree of certainty possible.
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6. DEPLETTONS ]N THE EAST AFRICAN FOSSIL
ASSEMBLAGE

Over the years a number of researchers have considered
the problem of the completeness of a fauna as represented at
a fossil site. Shotwell (1955) has Iisted some general
trends in fossil populations, trends which can be appiied to
a broad spectrum of fossil situations. According to Shot-
weII, there are certain types of mammals which are IikeJ.y to
be missing from fossil assemblages (1955 ¿329) . Specifical-
ly, animals with arboreal habits wilI probably be under-rep-
resented, irrespective of their adundance in the area.
Likewise, mammals with solitary habits, or those dwelling in
more remote or inaccessable areas, âs well as those who have
a low population density, will probably also be under-repre-
sented (Shotwelt 1955 t329). To determine if any groups of
mammals from the East Àfrican Miocene are likely seriously
over or under-represented it is necessary to combine the
fauna from all of the sites in order to analyse any overall
trends. This combined faunal assemblage has been compared
to extant mammalian faunas from various parts of the world,
and from a variety of environments.

Table 6.1 shows the breakdown of extanL mammalian faunas,
at the generic level, from a number of locations. Table 6.2
shows the relative proportions of mammalian orders from
these locations, and the percentages they
total mammalian fauna. The data for tabl
been drawn from Walker (1975).

constitute of the
es 6.1 and 6.2 has

Bats, generally falling into one or more of Shotwell's
categories, would seem to bear out his observations as the
apply to the East African fossil sites. OnI
bats are known from these sites, a figure whic

v
fv

h is consider-
4 genera o

ably less than the number known from all of the modern envi-
ronments sampled, wiLh the exeeption of the deciduous forest
of West Europe (6) and the grasslands of North America (7).
Compared to the more forested environments, in which the
number of genera of bats range from 14 to 58, the Chiroptera
would seem to be considerably under-represented in the East
African Miocene fossil record. In terms of percentages,
bats consLitute less than 4Z of the total number of Miocene
genera known. This compares to extant rainforests (30%
avg. ) , evergreen forest (ttorth Australia only) (242) , wood-
land-savanna environments (198 avg. ) , and the more open
steppe-grassland environments (16% avg.). This illustrates
that the number of genera of bats from the Miocene probably
constitutes too low a percentage of the total fauna to be
accurate. Thus, it may be concluded that bats are generally
under-represenLed in the East African Miocene sites.

Although not as clear as the previous example, it is also
possible that the Rodentia could be generally under-repre-
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TABLE 5.1

NUMBERS OF MAMMALIAN GENERA

ORDER
E.Afr.
Miocen
sites
total

Cent.
Amer.
rain-

f ore st

N. Sou.
Amer.
rain-

f orest

South
As ia
rain-

f orest

Cent.
Af r ica
rain-

forest

North
Austr.
ever9.
forest

MONOTREMATA 1

MARSUPIALiA 6 I 30

LI POTYPHLÀ 9 4 t 22 13

MACROSCELIDEA 4?

ÐERMOPTERA 1

CHI ROPTERA 4 58 61 49 32 14

PRIMATES 10 6 T1 13 10 1

EDENTATA 7 I
PHOLT DOTA I 1

LAGOMORPHA 2 2 1 3 2

RODENTTA 24 37 41 66 4I 11

CETACEA 1 5

CREODONTA l2

CARNIVORÀ 6 19 18 37 27

PINNI PEDT^A 1 4 I
TUBULIDENTATA 2 I

PROBOSCTDEA 6 I 1

HYRACOIDEA 5 I 3

SI RENI A I 1 I I 1

PERI SSO. 6 I I 4 3

ARTI O. 22 5 3 25 23
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TOTÀL tt2 I47 159 230 157 58

sented in the Miocene sample. There are 24 genera of
rodents described from the Miocene of Africa (VanCouvering
and VanCouvering 1976), compared to 46.2 (avg.) in extant
tropical rainforests, 43.6 (avg.) in extant woodland-savan-
na biomes, 13.5 (avg.) in extant deciduous forests and 30
(avg. ) in extant steppe-grassland environments" The per-
centages of rodent genera in the above examples are: Mio-
cene sample 2lZ, rainf orests 26.5e" (avg. ), woodland-savannas
30% (avg.), deciduous forests 32t< (avg.) and grasslands 38%
(avg ) .

Considering that most rodents are of very small size, and
that many have behavioral patterns Iike those described by
Shotwell, it would not be surprízíng if they v¡ere under-rep-
resented in the Miocene fauna from East Africa. If it is
also considered that t,he percentage of rodents from the Mio-
cene is higher than it normally would be due to the almost
total absence of bats, it would become even more 1ikely that
the number of rodent genera represented is too low.

Comparisons between other orders of mammals yield a vari-
ety of results. The proportions of insectivores, Iago-
morphs, carnivores (including creodonts) and sirenians are
compatible with the figures from extant environments. Even
allowing for a reduction in percentage to compensate for an-
ticipated greater numbers of bats and rodents would not se-
riously alter these results. The orders Primates and Tubu-
lidentata are a IittIe high compared to extant populations
but not inordinately so. In fact, the percentage of pri-
mates (9) from the Miocene is very similar to those from ex-
Lant woodland-savanna biomes (8% avg")" Adjusting the pri-
mate and tubulidentate values down slightly would actually
make them even more comparable to the percentages obtained
from extant populations.

The proportions of Miocene Proboscidea, Hyracoidea and
Perissodactyla are high by the standards of any modern ana-
logues. Even reducing these values somewhat would not put
them into the range of any type of extant environment. It
is possible that there were simply more of these types of
mammals in the Miocene than is common today. Conversely, it
is also possible that more of the larger forms such as pro-
boscideans and some perissodactyls can be more clearly iden-
tified, thus making a greater number of specific and generic
distinctions possible. This would not likely be the case
with hyraxes and other perissodactyls, however, as man
these forms are small in size, and no more easily identi
than other mammals. There is no reason to assume that,

of
ied

v
t
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TABLE 6.2

NUMBERS OF MAMMALIAN GENERA CONTINUED

ORDER
E"Nor
Amer.
dec id
for.

l{est
Europ
decid
for.

East
Afric
f.or /
sav.

South
Afric
wooð,/
sav.

E. Sou
Amer.
f.or /
sav.

North
Amer.
grass
-Iand

Cent.
South
Amer.
sav.

MONOTREMATA

MARSUPIALIA 1 7 I 7

LT POTYPHLA 3 5 11 t4 6

MACROSCELTDEA

DERMOPTERÀ

CHT ROPTERA 10 6 26 26 16 7 26

PRIMATES 1 1 9 I 5 1 T4

EDENTATA 5 1 10

PHOLIDOTA I 1

LAGOMORPHA 2 2 2 2 1 3 l
RODENTIA 11 16 46 45 23 37 40

CETACEA 2

CREODONTA

CARNTVORA 4 10 25 28 10 14 11

PI NNT PEDI A 4 1 3 5 3 4

TUBULIDENTATA 1 1

PROBOSCIDEA 1 1

HYRACOTDEA 3 3

SI RENI A 1 1 1

PERI SSO. 2 3 1 I
ARTIO. 3 4 29 24 3 4 3
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TOTAL

time, these
the Míocene).

39 45 156 160 79 78

groups have not become somewhat reduced (since

117

The situation with the Artiodactyla is similar. The per-
centage (20e") is greater than is found in most extant popu-
lations. The woodland-savanna environments of East and
South Africa, however, contain 19% and 15% artiodactyls re-
spectively, and they are generally common in most recent and
fossil environments in Africa (Andrews and VanCouvering
1975). Thus, there is no reason to assume that artiodactyls
did not constitute a slightly higher percentage of the total
fauna than would be common in extant populations.

The analysis of the general East African Miocene fauna
points out that at each site there are certain factors which
must be considered in addition to the actual fauna present.
For example, since bats and rodents seem to be generally de-
plete, it must be considered that at each site they may be
under-represented. Similarly, ât sites where artiodactyls
are very abundant it should be remembered that this could
reflect the true situation, rather than being an artifact of
depositíon and/or fossilization.

Aeeordíng to ShotweIl (1955t328), a reasonably complete
fossil fauna should show:

1. An Eltonian pyramidal relationship.
2. More herbivores than carnivores.

3. A generalized food energy
balance in the fauna.

cycle with a controll ing

The concept of "Eltonían pyramid" is now usually included in
the concept.s of food chain, food web and trophic levels.
The general theory, however, is still the same. Feeding
starts with autotrophs capa
radiation. The next level
ing on these plants. Next
the herbivores, are the firs
succeeding leveIs of carnivo

of phot,osynthesizing solar
comprised of herbivores feed-

ble
1S
in
t
re

the food chain, feeding upon
level carnivores, followed by
s (Hardesty I977:50-51 ) .

A general rule of thumb seems to be that each level con-
tains about 10% of the total number of animals in the level
beneath it. This is, of course, simplified, âs some ani-
mals, such as man, feed directly from a number of trophic
Ievels. It can be seen that the East African fossil fauna
generally conforms to this schema as herbiverous forms far
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TABLE 6.3

PERCENT OF TOTAL MAMMALIAN GENERA BY ORDER

ORDER
E.Àfr.
Miocen
sites
total

Cent.
Amer.
rain-

forest

N . Sou.
Amer.
rain-

f orest

South
As ia
rain-

forest

Cent.
Af r ica

ra in-
f orest

North
Austr.
ever9.
f orest

MONOTREMATA 2

MÀRSUPIALTA 4 5 52

LTPOTYPHLA &
MACROSCELIDEA 11 2"7 0.6 10 I

DERMOPTERA 0,4

EHT ROPTERA 4 39.5 38 2T 20 24

PRIMATES 9 4 7 6 6 2

EDENTATA 5 5

PHOLTDOTA 0.4 0.6

LAGOMORPHA 2 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.3

RODENTIA 2I 25 26 29 26 19

CETACEA 0.6 2

CREODONTA &
CARNIVORA 16 13 11 16 I7

PI NNT PEDI A 0.6 2.5 0.4

TUBULIDENTATA 2 0.6

PROBOSCTDEA 5 0.4 0.6

HYRACOTDEA 4 0.4 2

SIRENTA 1 0.6 0.6 0.4 2

PERI SSO. 5 0"6 0.6 2 2

ARTI O. 20 3.4 2 11 15
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TABLE 6.4

PERCENT OF TOTAL MAMMALIAN GENERA BY ORDER CONTINUED

ORDER
E. Nor
Amer.
dec id
f or.

I{est
Europ
dec id
f or.

East
Àfric
f.or /
sav.

South
Afríc
wood/
sav 

"

E. Sou
Amer.
f.or /
sav.

North
Amer.
9rass
-land

Cent.
South
Amer.
sav.

MONOTREMATÀ

MARSUPIALIA 2"5 6 9 1.2

LIPOTYPHLA &

MÀCROSCELIDEA 7.5 11 9 9 I
DERMOPTERÀ

CHIROPTERA 26 13 I7 16 22 20 9

PRIMATES 2.5 2.2 6 5 t2 6 r.2
EDENTATÀ 8.5 6 r.2
PHOLIDOTA 0.6 0.6

LAGOMORPHA 5 4 1.2 t.2 0.8 1.3 4

RODENTIA 28 36 29 28 34 29 47

CETACEA 1.5

EREODONTA &

CARNIVORA 10 22 16 18 9 13 18

PINNI PEDIA 10 2.2 2 3 6 4

TUBULIDENTATA 0.6 0.6

PROBOSCIDEA 0.6 0.6

HYRÀCOIDEA 2 2

SI RENI A 0.6 t.2 1.2

PERI SSO ¡ r.2 2 0.8 I.2
ARTIO. 7.5 9 19 15 2.5 4 5
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outweigh carniverous creatures. The proportion of
carniverous genera (f0A) is very similar to the proportions
found in extant populations, and conforms to data presented
by Savage (1977 2268 ) suggesting that carnivores should com-
prise at least 10% of all mammalian genera.

IÈ appears then, that the first two of Shotwell's postu-
lates can be demonstrated in the general East African fossil
fauna. Although an Eltonian pyramid cannoL be fuIly demon-
strated without a comprehensive analysis carried out using
more factors than are completely available in a fossi] situ-
ation, the data suggests that such a relationship indeed ex-
isted. The second postulate, that there should be more her-
bivores than carnivores, ís demonstrated by the number of
genera which fall into each group. Of the third, that there
should be a generalized food energy cycle with a control-
Iing balance ln the fauna, it can-õnly be stated that the
percentages of the various orders of mammals from Lhe Mio-
cene do noL, except in the instances mentioned above, di-
verge coRsiderably from those found in extant populations.
Thus, taken as a whole, using extant populations as ana-
logues, the fossil fauna from the East Àfrican Miocene seems
to constitute a reasonably complete unit.

This Miocene unit as a whole, however, has very little
bearing on the numbers and percentages of forms found aÈ
each individual site. The fauna from each site must, of
course, be consídered on its or{n, separate from the iauna
derived from other sites. The fact that the combined fauna
for this region at this time may be considered reasona
complete, while significant in general terms, gives only
broadest of implications concerning the fauna from each
dividual location.

brv
the
in-
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7. BUKWA

Bukwa is an important site primarily because of the fos-
sil fauna and flora which have been recovered there, but
also for the K/ar dates obtained. UnfortunaLely there are
no Proconsul forms in the Bukwa fossil fauna but the above
factors make its inclusion relevant to the finds from other
sites. The site of Bukwa is located on the slopes of Mount
Elgon in Eastern Uganda (Lat. 0 58'N Long. 34 I'E).

7.I GEOLOGY

Bukwa consists of two
II. Bukwa I is a remnant
ed remains of Deinotherium
site, however, is Bukwa II
ri Hi11.

separate locatíons, Bukwa I and
of a paleosol lens that has yield-
(walker 1969¿592). The principal
which lies at the foot of Kwongo-

The fossiliferous deposits at Bukwa II are bracketed by
Iava flows and other volcanic detritus (nisnop, Miller and
Fitch 1969). The base of the fossiliferous st.rata Iies at
an elevation of 5,900 feet above sea level (watker 1969).
The principal fossi] bearing horizon is composed of a green
clay heavily laced with ostracods. Successive layers are
made up of a sequence of tuffaceous deposits with horizons
of sedge, grass and leaf fossils, capped by a small outcrop
of nephelinite lava (walker 1969, Brock and MeDonald 1969).
The ostracod clay represents deposition in a lacustrine en-
vironment of some sort but the precise depositional mecha-
nism depends upon interpretation.

Chaney (1933) suggests that the fossils vrere deposited in
a series of basins each showing lacustrine sands and other
sediments, notably leaves, fruit and wood (lina and Morisson
L974). VanCouvering and VanCouvering (tglC) are essentially
in agreement with this concept. They state t,hat the preser-
vation of fossils occurred in smaLl mud ponds which were in-
ter-bedded with nlgon lavas. It has aiso been suggested,
however, that deposition was in a small lake rather than in
ponds or small basins (grock and McDonald 1969). A small
lake as a depositional environment appears more Ìikely as
the fossil
(walker 1969
of water lar

fauna contains crocodiles and medium size fish
), whích would probably be more suited to a body
ger than a mud pond. The lake itself was proba-
y faulting which disrupted the riverine system
he collection of water in low lyíng areas. A1-
IocaIIy deposited tuffs could also have blocked

ock and McDonald 1969).

bI
an

v
d

caused b
led to t

ternat ively,
drainage (gr

In any event I a number of geological
more or less certain, and agreed upon by

facts seem to be
most researchers,
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regard to Bukwa II. First, the si
ow and was eventually covered by a
e deposits were layered in a body
nally, the deposits occurred at a
nic activíty in the area, a fact e
on in the fossiliferous sequence.

occurred upon a lava
econd f1ow. Second,
water of some size.

me of continuing vol-
denced by tuff forma-cari

7 .2 DATING

The following R/ar dates have been obtained from the
nephelinite Lava at the base of the Bukwa II sequence, belowthe fossiliferous horizon.

1. 24"2 +/- 0"7 (nistrop 1972').

2. 24.3 +/- 0.7 (PicXf ord 1981) ;

3. 17.2 +/- 0.4 (nisnop, Miller and Fitch 1969).

The lava flow above the fossir bearing layer has also been
dated:

1. 19.8 +/- 1.5 (aisnop, Miller and Fitch 1969).

2. 22.0 +/- 0.2 (nishop, Miller and Fitch 1969).

3. 21.9 +/- 0.2 (nishop, Miller and Fitch 1969).

4. 20"1 +/- 0.3 (picXford 1981).

Ont
fossils
1969) ,
m.y.
Bukwa I

The
conside
dated t
Bukwa I(5-6 m
(picrto

he basis of this evidence the age of the Bukwa IIis estimated to be 22 m"y. (nrock and McDonald
?3 m"y. (VanCouvering and VanCouvering 1976) or 20(r,ind and Morisson 1974). The most piobable age ofI is 22-23 m.y.

17.2 +/- 0.4 date obtained from the lower flow is
red to be discrepant as the upper flow is clearly
o be older than 17 m.y. (walker 1969). The dating ofI is interesting as it seems to be considerably older
.y. ) than most of the East African Miocene- sitesrd 1981) "
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7.3 ABUNDANCE OF PROCONSUT FORMS

None.

7.4 FAUNA

The following faunal list for Bukwa II was published by
Walker (1969¡592). Frequency data are from VanCouvering and
VanCouvering 1976 (p indicates form is present but in uni-
dentif iable quantities) .

1. iNSECTTVORA

a) Myohyrax oswaldi and others

2. PRIMATES

a) Limnopithecus leqetet

3. CARNIVORA

a) smaII and medium sized carnivores

4. PROBOSCIDEA

a) (Pro)Ðeinotherium hobLevi and others

5. RODENTIA

a) Meqapedetes pentadactylus and others

6. HYRACOTDEA

a) Megalohyrax championi (Pachyhyrax?)

b) Meroehyrax bataeae

7 PERI SSODACTYLA

a) Chilotherium pattersoni

b) Dicerorhinus ep.

8. ARTIODACTYLA

a) Brachyodus aeguitorialis (?)

b) Hyoboops africanus

P

P

P

P

P

1- 10

P

P

-40
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c) Diamantohyus africanus *

d) Bunolistriodon eanel I Í P

e) Dorcatherium parvum P

f ) Dorcatherium piqottí P

g) tragulid *

h) Paleomeryx gp. *

In the above list, species marked with a (*) are forms
not cited as occurring at Bukwa by VanCouvering and VanCou-
vering (1976), thus there is no frequency data available.
Additions to the above list v¡ere contained in VanCouvering
and vanCouvering (1976). They are!

1. PROBOSCIDEA

a) Platybelodon kisumuensis P

b) Gomohother í um (?)

2. RODENTIA

a) Paraphiomys stromeri

b) Para hiom s pigotti
3. ARTIODÀCTYLA

a) Masritherium aeouitoriali s

b) Xenochoerus africanus

P

P

P

1- 10

7.4.T FAUNAL ÀNALYSTS

7.4.2 Habitat Indicator Species

As might be expected from such a limited faunal
the habitat indicators are mixed. WhiIe Megapedetes
dactylus i s generally believed to have been associate
a savanna, of even
VanCouvering I976),
be considered as

drier, type of ha
the Tragulids, n

forest indicators

sample,
penta-
d with

bitat (VanCouvering and
otably Dorcatherium mav(Nesb it Evans

1981). Likewise, the two species of
and pigotti may be forest indicators
the Fñeffiomyiäae r âD extinct group
(leakey 1967). In total, both foiest-
ronments are indicaÈed at Bukwa, but n

Paraphioilys
et aI

stromeri
ffirs oï
Iuro i dea
pe envi-
y.

I
as they are me
of the Anoma

and savanna ty
either strongl
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7 .4.5

7 .4.3 Relative Abundances

Because of the limited sample, conclusions based on the
relative abundance of the forms represented must be very
speculative. However, 10 of the 24 species present are un-
gulates, representing 422 of the sample, a considerable por-
tion. Small ungulates dominate the fauna in extant secon-
dary forests in West Africa (Bourliere 1963), and such an
environment might also have been present at Bukwa. There is
no real evidence to support such a conclusion, however, and
with a faunal list of only 24 forms relative abundanee sLa-
tistics cannot be relied upon.

7.4,4 Taxonomic Habitat Index

Not used here because of the Iimited faunal sample.

Ecological Diversity Analysis

The ecological diversity analysis has been calculated de-
spite the incomplete nature of the Bukwa fauna (table 7.1).
Unfortunately, such factors as exacL size, locomotor adapta-
tion and feeding adaptation cannot be assessed with certain-
ty in a fossil form, and thus, this analysis must be, to a
certain degree, speculative. Ðespite the above constraints,
however, some broad ecological implications concerning the
environment at Bukwa can be gained through this analysis.

None of the ecological diversity analysis spectra from
Bukwa match closely those from extant populations provided
by Nesbit Evans et al (1981). Theír cl-osest analogues are,
however, ês f o]l-ows ¡

I Taxonomic order - the Bukwa pattern is most similar
to the extant floodplain and woodland-bushland pat-
terns.

2. Size category the Bukwa spectrum is most similar to
the montane forest pattern.

3. Locomotor adaptation - is most similar to the extant
woodland-bushland pattern.

4

In
ble,
that

Feeding adaptation - most closely resembles the ex-
tant woodland-bushland pattern.

total, from the limited amount of information availa-
the ecological diversity analysis tends to indicate

the woodland-bushland biome was dominant at Bukwa.
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TABLE 7 "T

ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ÀNALYSI S-BUKWA

z

50

40
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10

00

TAXONOMTC
ORDER

RÏPACO

S] ZE
CATEGORY

12345
R=RODENT

I = I NSECTMRE
P=PRIMATE

A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNTVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=l .1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 KG

4=45.1-180 Kc:
5=180+ KG.

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
AÐAPTATTON

LG SG AR SC AQ AE

FEEÐTNG
ADAPTATION

IN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRIAT
SG=MATNLY TERRESTRTAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATIC
AE=AERIAL

ï N= ï NSECTI RE
FR=FRUGIVORE

HB =HERB I VORE- BRO!{SER
HG=HERBMRE-GRAZER

CA=CARNIVORE
OM=OMNIVORE
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7 .4.6 Non-mammalian fauna

The Bukwa fauna is also rich in non-mammaLian forms,
which is somewhat uncommon in an East African Miocene site.
Most of these forms reflect the obvious lacustrine deposi-
tion at Bukwa. This fauna includess ciconiiform birds,
crocodiles, trionychid and pelomedusid water tort,oises, r€-
dium and tiny freshwater fish, ostracods (Heterocvpus Ep. ),
potamid crabs and some millipede fragments (walker 1969).

A number of gastropods have also been recovered at Bukwa.
These have been described by Andrews and VanCouvering
( 1975:82-83 ) .

-------GASTROPOÐ _-ECOLOGICAL INDICATTON

1. Maizania

Homorus

(Ê sp.)
( subulona )

evergreen forest

wet evergreen forest

woodlandBurtoa nilotica
Limicolar ia

Thaps ía

Taylor ia

2

3

4

5

6

7

(? æ.) forest-bushland

forest

GuIe I 1a

(2 g.)
(!. sp. )

drier evergreen forest & bush

forest and thicket
The obvious implication of the gastropods is that some

kind of forest existed at, or near, Bukwa, but the exact
character of the biome is less c1ear. The indications are
divided between more open forest-vroodland- bushland on one
hand, and closed evergreen forest on the other.

7 .5 FLORA

Bukwa has one of the best collections of fossil flora
from the East African Miocene period. The following list(aII are leaves, fruit or wood) has been compiled from: Cha-
ney (1933), Philips (in Chaney 1933), walker (1969), PaLmer
and Pitman (lglZ) and Lind and Morisson (1974).

-***--FLORA*-*-- DESCRIPTION

1. POLYPODIACEAE

a) Acrostichum e!.
2. LEGUMINOSAE

44
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3. OLEACEAE

a ) olea gp. (

4. ROSACEAE

a) Bauhinia wayland i
b) Berlina (2 ep.)

c) Cassia gp.

d) Dahlbergia

large shrub or sm. tree

smalI tree
(uncertain)

tree, shrub or climber

t ree

tree or shrub

trees or shrubs

tree or shrub

( uncerta in )

( uncertain )

(uncertain)

shrub or tree

Fp.

cf. africana)

a ) Parinari æ
5. PITTOSPORACEAE

a) Pittosporum ( 5 gp. )

6. COMBRETACEAE

a) Terminalia SÞ.

7. MELIANTHACEAE

a) Bersama gp.

8. STERCULIACEAE

a) genus and sp.

Most of the trees and shrubs from Bukwa may be construed
as indicators of tropical conditions as many of the families
and genera listed are still extant in tropical Africa t.oday
(Chaney 1933)" Tn addition to the trees ãnd shrubs, grass-
ês, sedges, Truncellus rhizomes and a herb JenceIlus laevi-
gatus have also leer¡ recovered (walher 1969)-TEã TãrtEr
forms may indicate alkaline soil conditions caused by vol-
canic ash fall (VanCouveríng and VanCouveríng J-976) " The
fern,
surpr i

Acrostichum indicates fairl y moist conditions, not
sing consider ing the lacustrine nature of the sedi-

ments (Chaney 1933).

The Bukwa flora indicates to walker (1969) and Andrews
and VanCouvering (1975) that an evergreen forest biome ex-
isted at, or very near, the site. VanCouvering and VanCou-
vering Ã976) also suggest some kind of forest existed be-
cause of the number and kind of trees present. Chaney,
however, states that the size of the leaves recovered is
critical (fgg3z707). He believes that the leaf sizes from
Bukwa are more consistent with those found in extant savanna
or woodland biomes. Many of the Bukwa leaves are of small
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size while larger leaves would
tropical rainforest. Thus, once
forest conditions are índicated,
tion.

be more characteristic of a
again, both open and closed
depending upon interpreta-

The site of Bukwa II lay on the slopes of
likely consisted of a smal1 lake surrounded

7.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

tor specÍes are
the clear cut for
Paranomalurus.
ecological divers
environment, pêr
tions from the ga
between open and

Mt.
by

1

Elgon and
forest of

s debatablesome character. The exact nature of the forest
but neither the faunal nor the floral analy
port the closed evergreen forest biome envi

sis strongly sup-
sioned by Andrews

and vanCouvering (I975). [.thi]e many of the habitat indica-
primarily forest dwelling forms, none are
est oriented species such as Rhynchocyon or
Both the relative abundance figufes antl the
ity analysis tend to reflect a more open
haps some kind of woodland. The implica-
stropods and the flora were evenly divided
closed forest conditions. In total, then,

there seem to be more indicators pointing to a woodland-
bushland or similar environment at Bukwa, âs opposed to a
rainforest or an evergreen forest biome.
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8. KARUNGU

Lying under volcanic deposits from the Kisingiri volcano,
45 km. South of Rusinga Island, is the site of Karungu (S+
12'E 00 52'S ) .

8.1 GEOLOGY

At the base of the fossil bearing lithologies of Karungu
lies an arkose bedrock formation. The main fossiliferous
strata itself is composed of
and y
foss i
mater
conc I
ity a

I beds contain n
ial and no detri
usion that the si
t Kisingiri (vanC

o slgn

The fossiliferous deposit
ered as a single unit althou
same beds (PicXford 1981:87
bearing location, contaínin
covered by Oswald in 1914, a
investigations have added su
naI inventory"

s

tus from lava flows, leading to the
te preceds most of the volcanic activ-
ouvering and VanCouvering I976).

II
red marl, limey arkosic Arits
and VanCouvering 1976). The

ficant amounts of pyroclastic

themselves are usually consid-
h they do not all come from the
. The largest single fossil
only fifteen species, was un-

d is named Bed 16. Subsequent.
stantially to the Karungu-fau-

ellow sands (VanCouverin

The marl and sands indicate that the deposits $¡ere lay-
ered in water. Two differing interpretations suggest that
the depositional medium vras partly lacustrine (Andrews and
VanCouvering l-975) or fluvatile (VanCouvering and VanCouver-
ing 1976). The ]atter authors believe that Karungu lay on a
floodplain which was broken by numerous fluvatile channels.
Nesbit Evans et aI (1981) agree with the floodplaín/f.luva-
tile setting, citing the fact Lhat there ís hydronamic sort-
ing in the deposits, more likely in a riverine or flood
channel depositional environment than in a lacustrine set-
ting,

g
)

I
n
b

8.2 DATING

Only one R/
being 22.5 +/-
Fitch 1969¿697
Pickford (rger
gested that it
rizon on Rusi
18.5 m.y. Si
likely be so c
are probably c
ing, however,

ar date has been obtained from Karungu, this
0.4 m.y. (from biotite)(Bishop, MiIIer and

). This date has, however, been-questioned by
). After analysing the Karungu fáuna, he sug-
was very similar to that from the Hiwegi ho-

nga Island, dated quite securely at approx.
nce, Pickford believes, the fauna would not
ontinuous over 5 million years, the two sites
ontemporaneous. VanCouvering and VanCouver-

do not question the date and point out that
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the lithology of Karungu is similar to that from the Lower
Kiahera Formation on Rusinga Island (dated at approx. 23
m.y. ). Both these fossiliferous horizons overlie arkose
formations and neither contain pyroclastics from the Kisin-
giri volcano (VanCouvering and VanCouvering 1976). The Hi-
wegi formaLion, on the other hand, is characterized by tuf-
faceous redbeds, ât least partially volcanic in origin
(VanCouvering and VanCouvering 1976). Thus, they are not
Iike1y to be contemporaneus with the Karungu deposits.

Pickford's argument does not have any geoJ-ogical basis
but, nevertheless, must be considered. while it is not nec-
essary, in evolutionary theory, that a fauna must show sig-
nificant change over a considerable length of time, it is
assumed that it wi11. The question, then, realIy revolves
around how similar the two faunas are. As will be discussed
below, while many of Lhe species present, are, in fact, com-
mon to both sites, there are also considerable differences
in the two faunas, which tends to weaken Pickford's conten-
tion. Since the K/ar date and the geological evidence both
point to a date of approximately 23 m.y., Lhis must be con-
sidered accurate, ât least for the time being.

8.3 ABUNDANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

Proconsul nyanzae (M.N.l.=2) (Andrews 1978).

8.4 FAUNA

The following faunal list has been drawn from VanCouver-
ing and VanCouvering (1976) and Wilkinson (1976).

1. MACROSCELIDEA FREQ.

a) Mvohvrax oswaldi >100

2. PRIMÀTES

a) Dendro ithecus macinnesi

b) Proconsul nyanzae

3. CREODONTA

a) Anasinopa leakeyi

I
2

b) Metapterodon kaiseri

11- 10 0

1-r0

1-1 0c) Pterodon africanus
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4 CARNIVORA

a) Metailurus africanus

5 PROBOSCIDEA

a) Prodeinotherium hobleyi

b) Platybelodon kisumuensis

c) Gomphotherium ep.

d) Primelephhas Iepersonnei

6. LAGOMORPHA

a) Kenyalagomys rus i ngae

7 RODENTIA

a) Paraphiomys stromeri

b) Paraphiomys pigotti

c ) Diamantomys leuder ítzi
8. HYRACOIDEÀ

a) Pachyhyrax championi

b) Pachyhyrax cf. pyqmaeus

9. PERTSSODACTYLA

a) Chalicotherium rusingense

b) Aceratherium acutirostratrum

c ) Dicerorhinus leakeyi

d) Brachypotherium heinzelini
10. ÀRTTODACTYLA

a) Masritherium aeguitorialis
b) Brachyodus africanus

c) Hyotherium dartevellei
d) Xenoc hoerus africanus

e) Dorcatherium crassum

P

P

?

?

1-10

1-1 0

11-10 0

>10 0

P

1- 10

P

1- 10

1-10

1- 10

11-10 0

1-1 0

3

6

1-1 0

11-10 0
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Iagomorph
be conside
condi t i ons
the two species of
however, the indi

Dorcatherium piqotti
Dorcatherium parvun

Canthumeryx sirtensis
T.lalangania af r icanus

red ás án i
. Possible

ndicator of non or lightl
indicators of forest cond Y

I

f)

e)

h)

i)

1- 10

1- 10

?

?

8.4.1

8.4.2

FAUNAL ANALYSIS

Habitat Indicator Species

The fauna is dominated by two forms, Myohyrax oswaldi and
Diamantomys leuder iLzí. Both of these specles are charac-
terized by extremely hypsodont teeth which suggest
adaptation to coarse ground vegetation (picnford 19

a
81
,
tri

In

I
)
a
o

raz i ng
. The
nd may
rested

ons are
total,

n biome

Kenyalagomys rusingae is weII represented

Paraphiomys and the Tragulids.
cators more clearly point to an ope

as opposed to closed forest conditions.

8.4.3 Relative Abundances

Although only three species of rodents are known from Ka-
rungu one form,
over 100 individ
rodent is common
(Àndrews and Van
centage of the
Iates, whieh aIs
condi t ions .

Diamantomys leuderítzi is represented by
uals. this dom

in open woodl
Couvering 1975)
Karungu mammali
o might be an i

inance by a single species of
and and grassland situations
. Furthermore, a high per-
an species (42e") , are ungu-
ndicator of non closed forest

8.4.4 Taxonomic Habitat Spectrum

Although this analysis must be considered suspect when
computed using a small sample, it will be included here asit has been calculated by Nesbit Evans et al (1981).
This analysis poínts equally to both the forest and the more
open woodland-bushland biomes.
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TABLE 8.1

HABITAT SPECTRUM

z
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00
F W-B GS-D A

F= forest
Trl-B=wood/bushland

g=grassland
S-D=semi-desert

A=aquat ic

8.4.5 Ecological Diversity Analysis

The Karungu ecological diversity analysis has also been
carcurated by Nesbit Evans et al (1981). As these authorspoint.out, the percentages for Karungu (similarly for othersites) do not exactly match modern community struótures, so
the environment cannot be inferred with absorute certainty.
Rather than comparing all four categories as a unit, it máy
be more revealing t9 assess the closest extant analogue iñ
eaçh category índividually. In the Karungu sample, -using
this method, Do clear pattern emerges. The taxoñomic ordei
spectrum most closely matches Èhat from extant woodland-
bushland biomes, size category - floodplain, Iocomotor adap-tation category grassland : the feeding adaptation spec-
trum does not resembLe that from any modern environmènt.In total, while this analysis does not point to any particu-
lar environment, it does generally tend to point away from a
closed forest biome.
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TABLE 8 "2

ECOLOGICAL DIVERSTTY ANALYSI S:KARUNGU
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O=OTHER
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LG=TERRESTRIAL
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRTAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATIC
AE=ÀERIAL

IN=INSECTIVORE
FR=FRUGIVORE

HB=HERBMRE-BROWSER
HG=HERBMRE-GRAZER

CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNIVORE
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There is no data
from Karungu"

available concerning non-mammalian fauna

B " 5 FLORA

There are no published floral remains from Karungu.

8.6 PÀLEOGEOGRAPHY

It is probable that Karungu lay on a floodplain. The
depositional environment was either l"acustrine, or, more
I i kely
su99es
a clos
and Va
ne i the
run9u
oped f.

dated
it ma
ment
23 m.

d everg
Couver i
of the

nd Bukw
rest bi
o G18-1
be pos

,
t
e
n
r
a
o
t

riverine" The analyses of the Karungu fauna tend to
that the surrounding environment was quite open, not

reen forest, ês has been suggested by Andrews
ng (1975). It is interesting to note that

two East Àfrican sites dated @23 m.y. (na-
a) show strong indications of a fulty devel-
ome. Since later sites, particularly those
9 *.y., show strongly developed forest facies,
sible that the time of major forest develop-v

in
v.

thi s area Ìdas between 23-18 m.y., rather than before
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An Eastern Rift
of the most poorly

9. KIRIMUN OR KIRIMON

site (ge 54'8, 00 43'N), Kirimon is one
known Miocene African locations.

9.1 GEOLOGY

The only geological analysis thus far carried out at Kir-
imon was done by Shackleton in 1946. He placed the site in
conjunction with "Rumuruti phonolite" which overlies the ba-
sal Samburu basalt. Shackleton's work is largely accepted
by VanCouvering and vanCouvering (tglø:170) although his
Samburu basalt is nov¡ named Upper Turkana basalt (tvb2),
with the Samburu basalt being considered much older. The
depositional environment is a Iakebed (VanCouvering and Van-
Couvering I976).

9.2 DATING

There are no radiometric dates from Kirimon so estimates
of its age are based upon geological and faunal grounds.
Bishop Ogøl ) placed Kirimon as a Late Miocene or Early
Pliocene site while VanCouvering and VanCouvering (1976)
date it to approximately 13 m.y., both estimates, presum-
ably, based on the geology of the site. Pickford (1981:89)
dates it at 17.5-18 m.¡l. because of similarities between the
Kirimon fauna and those from other sites dated to this age.

None of the above estimates can be considered to be based
on particularly solid grounds. VanCouvering and VanCouver-
ing ß976:170) themselves point out that the geology of the
Eastern Rift is very confusedn which indicates that their
placement of the site must be suspect. Similarly, the fau-
nal list contains only 9 species so dating on faunal grounds
is very uncertain. Nevertheless, the one specimen assigned
to Proconsuf Ej_g_L, if it does in fact belong to that spec-
iesl wouTð seern to indicate an earlier date tñan 12-13 il-.y.,
as there is no corroborative evidence from other sites that
E. maior survived this long.
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9.3 ÀBUNDANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

Proconsul maior(?) 1 individual (Pictford 1981).

9"4 FAUNô

The following faunal list is from píckford
are no frequency figures available.

1. PRIMATES

a) Proconsul maior (?)

2. PROBOSCIDEA

a) "Mastodon"

3. RODENTTA

a) Diamantomys leuderitzi

(1981), there

b) Paraphiomys stromeri

c ) Paraphiomys pigott i
4. PERTSSOÐACTYLA

a ) Aceratherium acutirostratrum
b) Chalidotherium pattersoni

5. ARTIODACTYLA

a) Dorcatherium parvun

b) Canthumeryx gp. ( ? )

No faunal analysis will be carried out as
too smaIl to yield significant results.

the sample is

9.4.1 Non-mammalian fauna

In addition to
pods are also kno
1975). They are¡
members of the fo

the mammalian fa
wn from Kirimon

Liqatella Q

orms of gastro-
nd VanCouvering
aulea. Extant

una, t
(andre

sp. ) a
bit bu

wof
wsa
ndS

those from the ratter are widely distributed (Andrews and
VanCouvering I975:82-83). Thus, Do firm conclusions can be
dra¡,¡n from this information.

rmer genus inha sh]ãÌl-ãFeas while
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9.5 FLORA

There are no published floral remains from Kirimon.

9.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

The depositional environment at Kirimon is described by
VanCouvering and VanCouvering (tglø) as being lakebed, âI-
though, perhaps, a ]ake margin location is also possible.
The surrounding paleoecology is basically unknown and even
the dating is suspect.

According to Pickford (fg8f) tne specimen of P. maior
has been reanalysed after nev¡ work at Kirimon, and frây, in
fact, not be primate at all. The new excavations have, how-
ever, yielded new fossils, and this will lead to an expan-
sion of the Kirimon faunal list in the near future. If Pro-
consuL major did live ât, or near, this site, it mafre
possible to reconstrucL the paleoecology of Kirimon using
ecological parameters defined for this species from other
sites.
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10. KORU

Koru (gs 16'8, 00 09'S) líes within the Tinderet vol-
canic sequence at the Eastern end of the Kavirondo Rift Va1-ley. It has variously been treated, in iegard to the fauna,
as a single faunal unit (Àndrews and VanCouvering lgZS t77) ,ihree discrete units (pickford 1981, Nesbit Evans et al
1981), four discrete units (picfford and Andrews 1981), or a
single unit together with the fauna from the Songhor sites
(VanCouvering and VanCouvering 7976). In the iñterest ofobtaining the maximum amount of ecological information
available, the Koru fossils will be treated here as repre-
senting four different communities from four sites¡ Mãswa
Bridge, Koru, Legetet and Chamtwara.

10.1 GEOLOGY

The enLire succession in the Koru area, centered on Le-
getet Hill to the West of Tinderet n has been analysed and
mapped by Pickford and Andrews (1981) and drawn into a gen-
eral stratigraphy of the area. This was necessary as the
Koru sites are dispersed in a number of locations,- rather
than overlying one another in a single succession. Thus ,in this case, the geology of the whole area must be known in
order to assess the relationship between the separate sites.

In the Tinderet area a
the Muhoroni conglomeraLes
nite and gneiss (VanCouver
characterised by volcanic
which indicates nearby vo
fossil wood are common, al
sil animals are rare exce
Àndrews 1981, Andrews et a

yer of coarse aggl
ies just above the
g and VanCouvering
obbles and lapiII
anic activity. R
ough as yet unanal

at Meswa Bridge
1gg1 ) .

omerate called
basement gra-
1976). It is

i tuff matrix
oot casts and
ysed, and fos-
(Picntord and

1a
1

in
c

1c
rh
pt
I

- Overlying the Muhoroni agglomerates are the finer grained
deposits of the Koru formatíon (picrford and Andrews lg8l).
These deposits are stratified with pareosol horizons, weath-
ering profiles and root casts present. The depositional me-
dium throughout the whole formation is generally tuff. Gas-
tropods are common in the paleosols, and, although the unítis not greatly fossiliferous as a whole, t,he Kõru site is
found in this horizon.

In some locations the Koru formation is succeeded by Le-getet carbonates. The Legetet formation is comprised of sixstratiform carbonate units separated by pareosols and weath-
ering horizons (pickford and Andrews-r981). The fossils
composing the Legetet site are found in the paleosol lenses,
the carbonates themselves being unfossiliferous. In someplaces the Legetet carbonates are succeeded by WaIker's
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limestone composed of well bedded calcified tuff
sparsely fossiliferous (pickford and Andrews 1981).

which is

Variously overlying the Walker's Iimestone deposíts and
the Legetet formation, sometimes to a depth of 200 m., Iies
the Kapurtnay agglomerates. These agglomerates are largely
non-fossiliferous but towards the top of the formation in
the Chamtwara area lies a horizon of well bedded calcified
tuffs with intercalcated red marIs. The Chamtwara fossil
location as well as the site of Songhor are found here
(Pickford and Andrews 1981).

There is some variation in the depositional environments
at the various Koru siLes. Meswa Bridge lies in a fluvatile
channel cut contemporaneously into the volcanic ejecta. The
Muhoroni agglomerates, from the gastropod and wood fossils
as well as the,root casts, appear to be subaerial in nature
(picXford and Andrews 1981). Similarly, the Koru formation,
the Legetet carbonates and the Chamtwara member all appear,
from the paleosols and weathering horizons, to have been de-
posited subaerially (picnford and Andrews 1981). The above
information, coupled with the fact that aquatically oriented
forms are very uncommon in the faunas, leads to the conclu-
sion that the majority of the Koru sites were buried under
successive eruptions from the Tinderet volcano, or even some
more distant cone (pickford and Andrews 1981).

LO.2 DATING

A number of radiometric dates were obtained by Bishop,
Miller and Fitch (1969 t6771 from the Koru sequence, although
t.heir exact provenance is uncertain. The materia] used was
mica, from tuff, and the dates obtained vrere:

1. 24.6 +/_ 9.0

Z. 34.0 +/_ 9.0

3. 51.0 +/- 2.0

4, 72,0 +/- 3.0

These other dates
y. , and they were
, MiIIer and Fitch
ckford and Andrews

IIl .}7.

m.1.

II1. }/.

m.!.

None of these can be reasonably considered accurate, the
first two because of their high +/- values, and the second
two because they are aberrantly high when compared to other
dates which have been obtained from this site.

m

are: 19.6 +/- 0.3 m.y. and 19.5 +/- 0.3
obtained from sampJ.es of biotite (gish-
1969). These dates were also cited by
(1981), who say they probabty come from

op
Pi
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the Koru formation. Other radiometric dates obtaíned
Pickford and Andrews are:

by

envi -
table

1.

¿"

3,

A.

The
s i oned
10.1"

23.6 fl.y. from the Muhoroni agglomerate.

23.5 moy. from the Muhoroní agglomerate.

19.6 ffi.y. from the Chamtwara member/Songhor"

9"7 m.!n from the Kapurtnay agglomerates

stratigraphic and absolute dating of Koru,
by Pickford and Andrews (1981) can be seen

as
in

TABLE 10.1

KORU, STRATTGRAPHV AND DATTNG

FORMATION SI TE R/ar DATE

Kapurtnay agglomerate

Chamtwa ra member/Songhor Chamtwara/Songhor L9.6

Kapurtnay agglomerate Kapurtnay t9 "7
lrlalker's limestone

Legetet formation Legetet

Koru formation Koru 19.5,19.6
Muhoroni agglornerate Meswa Bridge 23.5, 23.6
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10.3 ABUNDANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

Because of the wealth of ma
been uncovered at Koru the a
represented (l¿.n.r. analysis)
most recent excavations have
and Andrews 1981) but this has
of specimens uncovered, rathe
resented. As of 1978 there w
individuals each of Proconsul
(Andrews 1978 ) .

afrícanus and Proconsul
new spec t mens and the I r descript

). The figures in table
list.

terial which has onJ-y recently
ctual number of Proconsulines
is difficult to assess. The

yielded new material (Picnford
been published only as number

r than as minimum numbers rep-
as material representing three

maior
lOnS,

vrere listed by Martin (1981:141-146
10.2 have been calculated from his

TABLE TO.2

RECENT PROCONSUL FINDS FROM KORU

SI TE Proconsul
a f r icanus

Proconsul
nyanzae

#. spec-
lmens

M.N.I. #. spec-
lmens

M.N. T .

Koru 3 1 3 1

Legetet 4 I 11 1+1 im.

Chamtwara T2 1+1 im. 22 2+I im.

Kanrlrtnav I I 0 0

TotaI 20 5 36 7

lm. immature individual.
Unfortunately, there appears to be some confusion regard-

ing the number of specimens recovered in recent excavations
as Pickford and Andrews's count (1981) aiffers considerably
from Martin's (1981). The former authors list onty 18 and
15 spgcimens attributable to P. africanus and P. maior re-
specl ively, âs compared to z0-andEïîsted by Marti-Mar-
tin's count wiII be accepted here because he has itemized
each piece and described them in some detail.
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Presumably, since the above are all referred t,o as new
specimens they must be considered to be in addition to the
six individuals recorded up to 1978 (andrews 1978:208). It
is unfortunate that these previously recorded individuals
are listed only as coming from Koru. At the present time it
is impossible to know which of the four Koru sites, if âDy,
to which they should be assigned. The combined total of nãw
and old finds can be seen in table 10.3.

M.N. I

TABLE 10.3

OF PROCONSUL FORMS FROM KORU

ST TE P. af r icanus P.major UNCERTAIN

KORU I I
LEGETET 1 3

CHAMTWÀRA 2 3

KAPURTNAY 1

MESWA BRTDGE 2

KORU (UnCnnrarN) 3 3

TOTAL I 10 2

The Me
remains w
species (

Chamtwara
qetet 

"1.(uarisson
legetet.

sv¡a Br idge
hich canno
Andrews et
have prod

Dendropi th

ed to any
Koru, Lê

f Limnopit

Proconsul
getet and
hecus le-

site has yielded immature Ðryopithecine
t be clearly attribut
aI 1981). Finally,

uced many specimens o
ecus macinnesi and Mi cropithecus cIa rTi

most common of these is Limnooi1981). The
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10.4 FAUNA

The following faunal list has been drawn from Pickford
and Andrews (1981), Martin (1981) and Harisson (1981).
There is no faunal list available for Meswa Bridge or Ka-
purtnay.

[= uncertain.
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TABLE 10.4

KORU FAUNA (# of SPECIMENS)

ORÐER GENUS/SPECI ES KO LE CH

INSECTIVORA Erythrozootes chamerpes
ProchrysochLoris miocaenicus

Protenric tricuspis
Geogale aletris

Gymnurechinus leakeyi
Amphechinus rusingensi s

Galerix afrÍcanus
Rhynchocyon clarki

Rhynchocyon sp.
Myohyrax oswaldi

i
5
1
1

1
9

I
6

11
1
5
1

I
6
9
3
1

29
15
16

2
15

CHI ROPTERA Taphozous incognita
Propotto leakeyi
Hípposideras sp.

1
1
1 7

1

PRIMATES Progalago dorae
Progalago minor

Progalago robustus
Limnopithecus legetet

Proconsul af , africanus
and P. af. koruensis

Proconsul major
Dendropithecus macínnesi

Micropithecus clarki

;

3

:
I I7

4
11

x
x
x

22

x
x
x

89

I2
22
19
60

CARNIVORA Teratodon spekei
Hyaenodon andrewsi
Hecubides eurydon
Kichechia zamane

:

2

6

?

3

7
3
4
5

TUBULI DENT. Orycteropus minutus 1 3

PROBOSCIDEA Prodeinotheríum sp"
Gomphotherium sp"

I
3

Diamantomys leuderitzi
Paraphiomys pigotti

Paraphiomys stromeri
Epiphiomys corydoni
Phiomys andrewsi

Simonomys genovefae

63

4
5

89
18

57
16

7
5
2

4
5
5

11
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Kenyamys mariae
Elmerimys woodi

Paranomalurus soniae
Paranomalurus bishopi
Paranomalurus walkeri

Af rocricetodon songhori
Notocricetodon petter i

Bathyergoides sp.
Megapedetes sp.

Vulcaniscurius af rícanus

FAUNAL ANALYSIS

Habitat Indicator Species

KORU - The most ambiguous of the three sites under
analysis, probably because the fauna is ímpoverished
compared to the others. Neither forest nor non-for-
est indicators are strongly represented. The two
specíes of Rhynchocyon would be good forest indica-

2

I

1
6
6

I4
I
3
I
1

:
5
7
3

t7
5

9

10.4 .1

r0.4.2

1.

tors except they are eac
gIe specimen. similarl
preferred a more open ha
Orycteropus minutus are

represented by onl
, two species which
itat, Bathyergoides

h
v
b
a

y a sin-
probably
Ep. and
ed.lso poorly represent

It is interesting to note that clear forest indi-
cators, the Anomalurids, fairly common at the other
two sites, are completely absent from Koru. Thus,
while it is by no means certain, it may be possible
that the environment at Koru was more open than that
at the other two sites.

2. LEGETET . T
clear here.
sented as
species of

he indicators of a
Three species of

well as two species
Paraphiomys and a

forest environment are
Anomalurids are repre-
of Rhynchocyofr, two

1HYRACOTDEA Pachyhyrax championi

PERI SSO. Chalicother ium rusingense
Dicerorhinus africanus

3
1 I

Â

ARTIO. Hyotherium kijivium
Dorcatherium songhorensis

Walangania africanus

2
X
1

1
x
x

;
x

TOTAL # SPECIMENS 47 288 458

TOTAL # SPECIES PRESENT 24 39 4T
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mates: aIl which tend to indicate forested conditions
prevaíled at Legetet"

3. CHAMTWARA - Since the species represented at Chamtwa-
ra are almost exactly the same as those from LegeÈet,
it appears likely that forest conditions prevailed
here also.

Relative abundances

KORU - The faunal líst, consisting of önly 24 species
is dominated by insectivores (5), rodents (5), and
ungulates (5), each of which comprise 2lZ of the sam-
ple. Primates are also common, with 4 species known.
On the basís of the number of specimens recovered
none of the rodents apparently dorninated the others
numerically, although the reduced nature of the fauna
makes such conclusions tenuous. In tota}, the rela-
tive abundances within the Koru fauna do not point to
any particular environment,.

LEGETET - The greatest number of specimens recovered
indicates that rodents and smalI primates were common
at Legetet. This is exactly the situation described
by Bourliere (1963) as existing in the evergreen for-
ests of West Africa today. Furthermore, rodents con-
stitute 33% of the sample but the single most common
specres, Diamantomys Ieuderitzi constitutes less than
50% of the rodent specimens recovered, which may also
be indicative of forest conditions (NesbiL Evans et
aI 1981, Andrews and VanCouvering 1975). Thus, a
forest environment is again indicated at Legetet.

CHAMTWARA - The sítuation at Chamtwara is almost
identical to that at Legetet, except that primates
are even more common (202 of species, 44rø of speci-
mens recovered). As at Legetet, forest conditions
IikeIy prevailed here aIso.

10"4.4 Tax nomic Habitat Spectra

10.4.3

1.

The taxonomic habitat spectra for
Koru sites have been calculated
(1981).

all three of the major
by Nesbit Evans et aI

2

3

The taxonomic habitat spectra clearly demonstrate thaL
the affinitíes of both the Legetet and the Chamtwara faunas
lie with the forest biome. The Koru fauna again yielded an
ambiguous result" Comparing the spectra from Legetet and
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TABLE TO.5

HABITAT SPECTRUM

KORU

z
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F= fore st
W-B=wood,/bushland

G=grassland
S-D=semi -desert

A=aquat ic

Chamtwara to those from extant environments (table 5"1)
reveals that both are closesl to semi-deciduous forest, €v-
ergreen forest and montane forest, in that order (Nesbit Ev-
ans et al 1981). Nesbit Evans et al believe that the fact
that the semi-deciduous forest is strongly indicated ís ac-
tually an artifact of the small samples ãnd the nature of
the calculations themselves (1981¡109). They believe that
the biome at these two sites was a lowland evergreen forest,
the spectrum from which is also very similar to those from
Legetet and Chamtwara. Both the fossil spectra are less
similar to the spectrum from the extant montane forest
biome.

of
the

The spectrum from Koru
the spectra from table
semi-deciduous fores|u/

is not particularly similar to any
5.1. I t is closest, however to
woodland, and to the semi-decidu-
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TABLE 10.6

HABTTAT SPECTRUM

LEGETET
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ous forest spectra. Once again,
indication of the paleoenvironment at

there
Koru.

is no clear
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TABLE 10.7

HABTTAT SPECTRUM

CHAMTWARA
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10.4.5 Ecological Diversity Analysis

e ecological diversity analysis has
Nesbit Evans et aI (1981:109).

Th
ed by

also been calculat-

1 Taxonomic Order
spectra are

-.

s lml
forest environmen
most similar to t

Both the Legetet and Chamtwara
lar to spectra from extant montane
ts in Africa. The Koru spectrum is
he Iowland forest pattern.

approxl-
Koru is

¿. Size Cateqory - Both Legetet and Chamtwara
mate closely the lowland forest spectra while
most similar to the floodplain pattern.

3. Locomotor Adaptation In this
lowland

category Legetet most
forest while Chamtwaraclosely resembles the
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TABLE 10.8

ECOLOGTCAL DIVERSITY ANALYSI S-KORU
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HB=HERBMRE-BROWSER
HG=HERBIVORE-cRAZER

CA=CARNIVORE
OM=OMNIVORE
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TÀBLE 10.9

ECOLOGICAL DTVERSITY ANÀLYST S-LEGETET
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3=10.1-45 KG

4=45.1-180 KG
5=180+ KG.
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HB=HERBMRE-BROWSER
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OM=OMNIVORE

¡
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TABLE 10.10

ECOLOGICAL ÐIVERSITY ANALYSI S-CHAMTWARA
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5=180+ KG.
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4 Feeding Adaptation

Koru is most

- Legetet and Chamtwara are simi-
forest spectra while Koru is most,
lar to the woodland-bushland pat-

is most similar to the montane forest.
like the woodland-bushland pattern"

Iar to
but not
tern.

the Ìowland
very , s imi

In summary, the forest orientations of both Legetet and
Chamtwara show through clear1y, while the environment at
Koru is more diffieult to assess" While the Koru fauna
shows some affinities to a savanna environment (i.e. Ioco-
motor adaptation) it is not consistent throughout the whole
analysis (nesbit Evans et aI 1981).

10.4.6 Non-mammalian Fauna

The non-mammalian fauna from Koru at large has not as
been thoroughly analysed. Meswa Bridge has yielded over

et
00

v
7

gastropods, including Ma i zan ia but with the exception of
Legetet non-
(PicXford an
dant, the mo
and Gulella
x.rapEiãIrã- (

mammal ia
d Andrew
st commo
(both St
Streptax

n fossils are rare from the ot
s 1981). At Legetet molluscs
n being Homorus (stenogyridae),
repEaxiaãe pg4eq (Ãchatini
idáe) (PickfordJlffindrews 198

her sites
are abun-
TayIor ia

dae )
1).

and

In total, the family Streptaxidae is most well repre-
sented followed by Stenogyridae. According to Andrews and
VanCouvering (1975) both of the above gastropod families
indicate evergreen forest condíLions. Hogrolgg is considered
to be associaied with a wet evergreen ñrest biome (Andrews
and VanCouvering 1975). Thus, the gastropod fauna supports
the conclusion that the environment at Legetet, and probably
at Chamtwara aIso, !ûas f orest.

There have also been finds of bird, reptile (including
snake) and arthropod fossil-s from Legetet, but these have
not yet been analysed in detail (pichford and Andrews 1981).

10.5 FLORA

There are
Koru sites.

no published floral remains from any of the
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The site of Koru consists of at least five separate fos-
sil bearing locatíons" Meswa Bridge is the oldest (23.s
m"y. ) whíle Koru, Chamtvrara and Legetet all date f rom 19.5
to l-.9"7 ffi.y. radiometrically" Stratigraphically, Koru Iies
above Meswa Bridge and is ín turn followed by Legetet and
Chamtwara respectively. The fifth site, Kapurtnây, Iies in
the Kapurtnay agglomerates, probably contemporaneus with the
Chamtwara Member. This site is poorly defined and pub-
I i shed.

]-0.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

All indications suggest that the Meswa Bridge
sists of an infilled temporary channel (Àndrews et
Because of its early date it will be interesting
detailed listing of the flora and fauna from this
other sites (gukwa and Karungu) in the same time
to have had a fairly open environment.

site con-
a] 1981 ) .
to see a
site, âs

range seem

Deposítion aL the other sites appears to have been su-baerial in nature, âs they all demonstrate roughly the samepattern of pareosols, tuffs and carcretes (pickford 1981).At the time of their formation these sites v¡ere probably
buried in volcanic ejecta from the nearby Tinderet volcano.
Although the evidence from Koru proper is arnbiguous, it
seems almost certain that the area surrounding both Legetet
and Chamtwara vras a fulI evergreen forest. Since mañy of
the clear forest indicators common to the latter two sites
are missing from the Koru locaÈion it may be possibre that
Koru itself was located in a more open, perháps woodland,
env i ronment .
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Located in Uganda
Eastern Rift site.

11. LOPEROT

(gs 50'8., 02 20'N. ) Loperot is an

11.1 GEOLOGY

Stratigraphically, Loperot Iies beneath the Lower Turkana
Basalt formation ( tvb l), and , because of this, has been
assumed to 1ie in what is called "Turkana Crit" (Hooijer
l97I in VanCouvering and VanCouvering 1976). The "Turkana
Grit" is an unspecified sediment found beneath tvb 1 farther
North; it has been dated to G21 m.y. (VanCouvering and Van-
Couvering 1976) . VanCouvering and VanCouvering, however,
believe that Loperot does not lie in the "Turkana Grit" be-
cause Lhe site would then have to be older than other evi-
dence indícates (perhaps G23 m.y. ) . They postulate that the
basalts and other sediments become younger the farther South
they Iie from the Ethiopian eruptive centres. Therefore,
they use "local-" dates for tvb I rather than a general date
for the whole area.

the
the

The fossiliferous deposits lie in limey coarse sandstone,
deposition of which indicates the presence of water at
site.

IL.2 DATING

The tvb 1 just above Loperot has been dated radiometri-
cally at 17.5 +/- 0.9 m.y. (Pickford 1981). This is fairly
consisbent with the date assigned to Loperot by VanCouvering
and vanCouvering (1976), 18 m.y., based upon stratigraphic
grounds. Pickford, of, the other hand, feels it may be
younger, perhaps >I7 m.y., based on faunal correlates.
Thus, while fairly closely braketed (17-19 m.y.) the exact
dating of Loperot is open to interpretatíon.

11.3 ABUNDANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

While there have been finds from Loperot assigned to the
ssi -genus Proconsul apparently no specific designation is po

6re (vãncoffiîng-änd vanôouvering L976, Piõkford 1981).
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11.4 FAUNA

The foJ.lowing faunal list has been compiled from VanCou-
vering and VanCouvering 1976 and Pickford 1981.

1. PRIMATES FREQ.

a) Victoriapithecus ep. p

b) Proconsul 9P.

2. CREODONTA

a) Metasinopa gp.

3. PROBOSCIDEA

a) Prodeinotherium hoble y1

1-1 0

11-1 00

P

P

4

5

b) Plat_fÞelodon ep.

RODENTTA

a) Paraphiomys gp.

HYRÀCOTDEA

?

Pa) cf .

CETACEA

Prohvrax =Meroehyrax

6.

a) ziphiid gen. and sp. nov.

7. PERISSODACTYLA

a) ChilidoLherium pattersoni

8. ARTIODACTYLA

a) Masritherium g.
b) Gelasmodon sp.

c ) Dorcatherium pi qott i
d) Ðorqatheríum sp"

P

P

P

P

?e) walansania gp.
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11.4.1 FAUNAL ÀNALYSIS

I1.4.2 Habitat Indicator Species

Since most of the above identifications have been made to
the generic Jevel only, it ís apparent Lhat the Loperot fau-
Ra is poorly preserved. One interesting feature, however,
is the presence of a whale at this site. While this
nothing about the surrounding vegetation type, it does
cate that this site was obviously under or near.water a
time of deposition, and must have been either coastal,
tuarine or on the banks of a very large river.

says
indi -
t the

es-

The fact that one form, a p
pattersoni is much more abundan
be significant (picnford 1981 ) .
feature of the Loperot fauna,
abundant and weII preserved rhi
dwell in open areas and their a
dance may indicate non or tight

This has not
of the fauna.

Chilidotherium
the r gpec res may

eri
t
apa
noc
ppe
1y

ssodactyl,
than any o
In fact, the most notable
rt from the whale, is the
erous fauna. Rhinos today
arance at Loperot in abun-
forested conditions.

11.4.3 Relative Abundances

Of the 14 listed forms only one is a rodent, which indi-
cates that there has probably been some differential preser-
vation on the basis of size here. This could also be the
result of hydronamic sorting given the nature of the site.
As would be expected, with almost no rodents present, almost
50% of the forms are ungulates, but this can have only lim-
ited, if âDy, significance.

11.4.4 Taxonomic Habitat Index

been computed because of the sparse nature

11.4.5 Ecological- Diversity Analysis

Taxonomic order - The
thel5sence offilents,
extant pattern. It is
spect rum.

pattern, Iargely because of
particularly similar to any
however, to the floodplain

Loperot
is not

c losest ,

Size Category The same situation
taxonomic order.egory as in the

76

appJ.ies in this cat-



Locomotor Adaptation - Closest
pattern.

to, and in fact quite sim-iI ar to, the floodplain

Feeding Adaptation - Not similar to any pattern.
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TABLE 11.1

ECOLOGICAL DTVERSITY ANALYST S-LOPEROT
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3=10.1-45

KG.
KG.

KG
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HB=HERBIVORE-BROWSER
HG=HERBMRE-GRAZER

CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNIVORE
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11.4 . 6

There
ot.

11.5 FLORA

There are no published floral remains from Loperot.

11.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

Non-mammal- ian Fauna

are no published non:-mammalian remains from Loper-

The presence of a whale poses some interesting questions
concerning Loperot. I f thís $¡as a coastal site it -wourd 

belikely that there wourd be other sea going creatures in thefauna" An estuary site would arso probably yierd such forms
as skates, sharks and sirenians (vancouvering and vancouver-ing 1976). It may be possibre that the whare became incor-
porated into inrand sediments after swimming upriver from
the ocean (vancouvering and vancouvering 1976). - The sedi-
ments and other fauna from Loperot tend to support the con-
cept of an inrand rocation for the site. rt must be infer-red, however, that this site would not have been far from
the ocean, although it is a considerable distance from ittoday. This is consistent with vancouvering and vancouver-
ing's_notion Èhat the Eastern coast of l¡ioðene Africa may
have lain as far west as what is today the Eastern Rifl
(r97 6) .

- Arthough the faunal analysis was largely inconclusive,itdid tend to point to more open, not foréstãd , conditions,Thus, i! may be possible that Loperot lay on a f J_oodplain.rt has arso been.suggested that a coastal prain or derla may
have been the site location (VanCouvering and VanCouvering
r976) "
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T2. LOSIDOK_MORUÀROT

Variously known as Losidok, Lothidok, Moruorot
dok HiII, Losidok-Moruarot is an Eastern Rift
45'8, 03 20'N) .

or Lothi-
site (¡S

12.I GEOLOGY

The Losidok fossils are enclosed in the Lower Turkana Ba-
salt "tvb L", the same basalt which overlies Loperot. While
the Loperot location lies beneath a single flow of tvb 1,
Losidok is found between two flows of this basalt, the upper
and the lower tvb I (VanCouvering and VanCouvering 1976).

The depositional medium is a series of tuffaceous sedi-
ments including red marl and siltstone, zeolitic volcanic
sandstone and volcanic arit (VanCouveríng and VanCouvering
I976). There are four fossiliferous levels which are usual-
ly lumped together to create a single Losidok-Moruarot fauna
(Þickford 1981:90). Since both Pickford (fggf) and vanCou-
vering and VanCouvering (I976) feel this is justified, the
sit.e will be treated here as a single unit. Further re-
search ilây, however, necessitate the division of this site
into its component faunas.

12.2 DATING

There are no radiometric dates from Losidok. Two age es-
timates have, however, been made on the basis of paleontolo-
gical correlations. These are: 18 m.y. (t'ladden 1972 ) and
17-17.5 m.y. (picfford 1981). Stratigraphically, it would
appear as if tosidok, lying within tvb 1n would be younger
than Loperot, which Iies beneath it. VanCouvering and Van-
Couvering ß976), however, believe that the tvb 1 becomes
locaIIy younger the further South it is examined, which
would make ttre two sites roughly contemporaneus (C 17-19
m.y. ) .

Neither the paleontological nor the geological evidence
can be considered conclusive, but ín as much as they are
Iargely in agreement, a range of 17-19m.y. orr more specula-
tively, a date of 18 m.y. can be assigned to this site.
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T2.3 ABUNDANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

There seems to be a certain amoun
the exact nature of the species of
sidok, and the frequency in which th
example:

t of confusion regarding
Proconsul present at Lo-
ey have been found. For

1. Andrews (fgzA:208)
maj or .

Iists 2 individuals of Proconsul

2. Andrews
I P. n

and vanCouvering (lgl5:94) list l- p.maior and
anzag.

It can only be assumed that
made on material which is not clea
the above authors list P. nyanzae

lists an unspecified number of

list P. af-
althoügh ãÏ1

identifications have been
rly diagnostic. Three of
, so this form is IikeIy

most recent paper (PicXford
the only Proconsuline present.

3 Pickford
P. nyanzae

(1981:90)
on1y.

thermore, the
. nyanzae as

4. VanCouvering and VanCouvering (1976:200)
ricanus, P nyanzae and P. major(?),
1 pro5ã5ry ) -i nEyfow nuñberil

present. Fur
1981), Iists P
On the other hand, Andrews' 1978 monograph is very detailed,yet he lists only P. maior as being present at Losidok. Un-
til a f urt.her re-evaluãtfõn has been carríed out this prob-
lem cannot be resolved, but on the basis of available infor-
mation it must be assumed that both P. qìgj_g-L and p.
are present at Losidok, in low frequãncÏes.

nyanzae

12.4 FAUNA

The following faunal list has been drawn from pickford
(1981) and VanCouvering and VanCouvering (1976).

Apparently, there is also a considerable amount of confu-
sion regarding the rest of the fauna as wel} as the procon-
sul species. The list above was compiled from tñffio
sources cited but the agreement between them concerning the
species present at Losidok was very timited. The forms-with
an * before them, only 14/39 species listed, were cited as
being present by both authors. Thus, although the fauna ap-
pears to be reasonably complete, it will be treat.ed here asif it lvere incomplete for the purposes of faunal analyses.
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TABLE 12.I

LOSIDOK FAUNA

ORDER GENUS/SPECIES FREQ.

MACROSCELIDEA
PRIMATES

CREODONTA

CARNTVORA
PROBOSCIDEA

RODENTI A

HYRACOIDEÀ

PERT SSODACTYLA

ARTTODACTYLA *

Myohyrax oswaldi
Mesopithecus (e)

Ðendropithecus mac innesi* Proconsul nyanzae
Proconsul major* Anasinopa leakeyi

Leakitherium hiwegi
Hyaenodon andrewsi* Kichechia zamane* Prodeinotherium hobleyi

Platybelodon kisumuensis* Zygolophodon sp.
Mastodon* Paraphiomys stromeri

Paraphiomys pigotti
Diamantohyus af r icanus
Pachyhyrax championi
Megalohyrax championi

Acerather ium acuti rostratrum
Brachypotherium sp.

ChaI icother ium rusingense
Masr ither ium aequi tor iali s
Hyotherium dartevillei

Hyotherium sp.
Bunolistriodon jeanneli

Hyothe r i ne* Lopholistriodon moruoroti
Xenochoerus sp.* Dorcatherium parvun

Dorcatherium crassum
Dorcatherium pigotti

Dorcatherium chappui si* Propaleoryx nyanzae* Canthumeryx sirtensis
Paleotragus primevus

Zarafa zeltini* Walangania africanus
Libyochoerus jeanneli

*

1
1
1-

(

1-
1-

1-
1-

(

1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-

(

?
?
0
)
0
0

P
P
P
(
(

1
?
1
1
P
P
?
?
1
I
?
P
?
I
?
?
P
I
1
?
1
1
1
1
1
1
?
P
P
1
1
I
?

)
)

1
1

)
)
0
0
)

)
0
)
)

0
0
)
0
0
0
0
0
0
)

0
0
0
)

(

I I
(
(

1-
1-
1-

(
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tTo species of Paraphiomvs could represent forest condi-tions, while Hyaeñõdõñ-wõdltl more likery be found in an open
sett ing 

"

12.4.T FAUNAL ANALYSIS

12.4.2 Habitat Indicator Soecie S

Clear habitat índicator species at Losidok are rare. The

12,4.3 Relative abundances

I
sent
tinc
bes
ford
conL
samp
Art i
sibl

t _is readilV apparent that the Rodentia are under-repre-
ed at Losidok. Despite this, however, there is a äis-t emphasis upon Artiodactyls in the sample, which couldignificant. The Iist agreed upon by both sources (picX-
1981, Vancouvering and Vancouvering l-976), Iq species,

ains 6 species of Artiodactyl (43tø), while the-enLireIe listed by both, 39 species, contains 17 species ofodactyl (43.6e")" From this evidence it would ãeem pos-
e that Artiodactyls dominated the Losidok fauna

When the Perissodactyls are added to
the combined ungulate group constitutes s
both cases. Such a high proportion of un
na may indicate. more open, or tightly(Bourliere 1963 ) .

0
the Artiodactyls,

Z of the sample in
ulates in the fau-
orested conditions

I
f

12.4.4 Taxonomic Habitat Index

Due to the nature of the
Iated.

fauna, this wiII not be calcu-

The Losidok-Moruarot ecological diversity analysis has
been carried out using only the agreed upoñ sampre of 14
f orms.

L" Taxonomic order In this category the Losidok sample
most closely matches the floodplain example, although
the rodent population is far too low.

2" Size category This does not resemble any extantpattern because of the dearth of animals- in the
smaller ranges,

12.4.5 Ecological Diversity enalysis
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TABLE I2.2

ECOLOGICAL DIVERSTTY ANALYSI S-LOSIDOK
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2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 KG.

4=45.1-180 KG.
5=180+ KG.
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3

4

Locomotor adaptation
similar to the extant

- The Losidok spectrum is most
floodplain pattern.

spectrum is not sim-

12.4"6 Non-mammalian Fauna

There is some additional fauna from Losidok, in the form

Feeding
i l-ar to

adaptat i on
any extant

The Losidok
pattern.

of gastropods. There are two
ovata and Lanistes carinatus.

known, Ampullaria
to And revJs and Van-
a lakes and rivers

with rivers and

gastropods
According

õuÇ.er ing
habi tat ,
swamps.

( 1975 )
whi Ie

AmpulIarÍa represents
Lanistes is associated

12"5 FTORA

There are no publíshed floral remains from Losidok.

12.6 PALEOGEOGRÀPHY

The depositional medium of red marl and siltstone indi-
cates that there vras probably a large body of water at Losi-
dok at the time of sedimentation. VanCouvering and VanCou-
vering (1976) believe Losidok ray on a floodpráin which was
bisected by fruvatiLe channers. From the ãccumuration of
marl, however, a lake environmenL cannot be ruled out, as
marl is typically a lake bed sediment. The same is general-
ty true of siltstone.

Arguing against a lake or lake margin site is the facLthat there are no aquatic species ín- the fauna. This,
coupled with the fact that small mammals are extremely rare
means_it ig possible that this site has been hydronanically
sorte4, which generally implies a riverine location. It maiweIl be possible that the surrounding environment at Losidok
had both rivers and lakes.

Based on the evidence from gastropod fossils, Andrews and
vancouveríng (1975) reached thè conclusion that swampy rakes
lrere the sedimentary environment at Losidok, which iê-Iarge-}y in agreement r,rith the above analysis, There is very f It-tre knov¡n about the surrounding vegetation but the ecologi-
cal_diversity analysis suggests a floodplain, non or ligh[ly
wooded, Dây have contained the site.
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Maboko Island (g+
end of the Kavirondo
ria.

13. MABOKO

30'8, 00 10's)
Rift Valley, in a

the Western
Lake Victo-

Iies near
f inger of

13.1 GEOLOGY

Maboko lsland has a distinet saddle-shaped appearanee,
with flat-topped hills at the North-west and South-west ex-
tremities, and a smooth depression between (Andrews et al
1981). The hills are erosional remnants of phonolite flows
which covered the fossiliferous site, now exposed in the
saddle area (Andrews et al 1981). Some stratigraphic work
was done by Kent (1944) and Owen (1934) which has been in-
corporated into a stratigraphy of Maboko recently completed
(Andrews et aI 1981).

In general, Lhe sediments at Maboko are at least 40 tn.
thick, and fossils can be found throughout. Directly be-
neath the phonlite cap lies some 10 m. of deposits which are
clearly volcanic in origin, composed of such sediments as
tuff, volcanic agglomerate and marly conglomerate (Andrews
et al 1981). The next 20-30 m. are sediments of clay, silt,
siltstone, mudstone, limestone and marIs, aII of which show
a lacustríne origin (Andrews et aI 1981). Àlthough bone has
been found in these sediments, they are generally only
sparsely fossiliferous.

The next horizon contains the two main collecting areas
on Maboko, Owen's Quarry and Greensand Quarry (Andrews et aI
1981). Owen's Quarry Iies in brown, mottled orange and
white crumbly clay not associated with, but Iying beneath,
primary pyroclastic material-. The Greensand Quarry is a
possible paleosol associated with a green clayey sand, vari-
ously coloured clays, and sandy marL (Andrews et a} 1981).
Andrews et al (1981) believe that these quarries (referred
to as À and B respectively) are from the same level, and may
indeed be the same sites discovered by Owen and Kent, but
this, of course, is not certain.

Some volcanic pebbles, identified as nephelinites rather
than phonolites, have been found throughout parts of the
sediments. It has been suggested that these particles are
not erosional features but rather !{ere ejected into the sed-
iments at the time of their formation, probably from Kisin-
giri which was a nephelinite volcano (Andrews et aI 1981).
These particles are significant in terms of the dating of
the site.
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!3.2 DATING

The overlyilg plateau phonolite has been recently datedat @ 12 m.y. (nisnop, Miller and Fitch 1969). the vóIcanictuffs .Iying below the phonolite yielded dates of 37 m.y. and
9.5 +/- 0.7 ry.y.,.but both were õonsidered discrepant by an-
drews et a1 (1981). No radiometric dates are avairabre-from
the fossiriferous sequence itserf because the nephelinite
cobbles included in the sequence are undatable by k/ar (an-
drews et al 1981). These particles, however, must have been
derived from a nepherinitic sourcen probably either Kisingi-ri (23-16 m.y. ) o? Tinderet (C 15 ñ.i'. ) (endiev¡s et aL IgBÍ).

13"3 ABUNDANCE oF PRqCONSUL FORMS

Thus, a date of 23-15 m.y. would be suggested, but because
the.plateau phonolite is dated at 12-13 m.y. the underlying
sediments are probabry closer to the more recent end of- thé
range (C 15-16 m.y.)(Andrews et al 1981).

Proconsul
ãT-T9BÐ. di f fers

which he cited
vancouver inqi .

more comprehe
be assumed to

Only one Proconsuline is known fron
vancouverrnol

This Iisting
( g spec imens,

Maboko, this being
M.N.I.=1) (Andrews et

1978 monograph in
P. nyanzae and P.
is mõfficent n-

considerably from Andrews'
three individuals each of
Because Lhe former report

nsive in regard to the Ma-
be correct. Although the
it is interesting to note

rimates have been found at

and
boko site, it must
Proconsul spec 1e be lacking,

r important p
ithecus wicke

sma
oth

Rama

v
ethat a n er of

Maboko, notably ri (e spec imens
and Sivapi thecus a r rcanus þ spec lmens M.N.I.=1)

, M.N.I . =1)(Andrews et
al 1981 ) .

13.4 FAUNÀ,

The following faunal list comes from Andrews et aI 1981,
There are four main areas from which collections have been
assembled but only two of these, A and B have clear prove-
nances. The other two collections are the fossils collected
before 1973 by Owen and Kent, and the surface finds.

Becaus
faunas of
( 1981 ) 9ttifiable
lump in a
provenanc
formation
sition of
being put

e there are few differences between the mammalian
the two quarry sites (a and B), Andrews et al

oup them together as a single fauna, which is jus-
given the information" Unfortunately, they ãl"soI1 the other fossils because they are of uncèrtain
Ê. There is, however, Do certain stratigraphic in-
to base such a move upon, and certainly thé compo-
the faunas pre and post 1973 does not warrant themtogether. In fact, although Andrews et aI (lg8l)
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TABLE 13.1

MABOKO FAUNA (# Or SpnCrMsNS)

ORDER oexus,/sPEcI Es ¡t1 x2 B A TOT
MNI

1 1INSECTIVORA Amphechinus

PRTMATES Victoriapithecus mac innesi
Victoriapithecus leakeyi

Victoriapithecus sp.
Limnopithecus legetet

Proconsul vancouveringi
Ramapithecus wickeri

S ivapi thecus af r icanus

9
3

78
2
2
1
3

9
5

23
2
1
I 1

11
3

16
3

1

6
1

I
4

20
1
1
1
1

LAGOMORPHA Kenyalagomys 1 1

1
I
1

1
1
1
1

RODENTIA Phiomyidae
Megapedet,es sp.

Zenkerel Ia

CREODONTA Anasinopa leakeyi
Dissopsalis pyroclasticus I

1 I
1

Pachyhyrax championi 4 I IHYRACOTDEA

PROBOSCIÐEA Prodeinotherium hobleyi
Protanacus macinnesi

ehoerolophodon ki sumuensi s

2
2

67

2 1 2
2

10

PERI SSO. Dicerorhinus sp.
Brachypother ium he inzel ini

Rhinocerotidae indet. 8

1
1

1
1
2

ARTTO. Libychoerus khinzikebi rus
Listriodon akatikubas
Lopholistriodon sp.
Tayassulidae indet.

Dorcather ium chappui s i
Dorcatherium pigotti
Canthumeryx sirtensis

Cl imacoceras af r icanus
Paleotragus primaevus

Eotragus sp.
Bovidae

3
10

9
6

45
1

16
I
2

10

2
1

61 10

1

35

I

2
1
1
?
2
5
I

30
I
2
4

*l=Pre-l971 collections
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*2=Surface collections

feel that the locations of both the Kent and the Owen finds
were in the same beds the L973 collections came from, the
earlier and later faunas differ to an amazing degree. Dis-
regarding the surface col-lections, of the 32 mammalian spec-
ies present in the entire sample,19 of them (60%) are uni-
que to either the earlier or the later group, Ieaving only
402 agreement between them. Thus, rather than treating the
Maboko fauna as a single unit this paper will discuss the
1973 sample and the pre 1973 fauna as two distinct group-
rngs.

13.4.1 Non-mammalian Fauna

Maboko has an excellent collection of non-mammalian fau-
oâ, and, as such, it must be considered when the various
methods of faunal analysis are undertaken.
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TÀBLE 13.2

MABOKO NON-MAMMALIAN FAUNA (# OF SPECIMENS)

PHYTUM/CLASS FAMI LY *1 x2 B À TOTAL
MNI

MOLLUSCA Ma i zan ia
L imicolar ia

indet. 255 90

2
1

74

2
1
5

VERTEBRATÀ
TELEOSTOMATA Siluriformes

Perciformes ind.
CichI idae

1
1
3

1
I
3

1
1
1

AMPHI BI A Anuran
Nectridia

26
1

2 24
1

5
1

REPTI LI A Che Ion i a
Crocodyl idae

Lacertilia ind.
Varan idae

Amphi sbaen idae
Ophidia indet.

Python idae

1

t332
382
t2

1
I
2
3

364
34

3

2

506
23t

9
1
1
2

4
2
2
2
1
1
1

AVES Arde idae
Phasianidae
Burhinidae
Bucerot idae

1
1
1
1

1
I
1
1

I*1
*2

I

=Pre-1971 collect i.åns
=Surface collections

]-3.4.2 FAUNAL ANALYSIS
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13.4.3 Habitat Indicator Spec ies

The most abundant

Pre 1973 Collections The non-mammalian fauna is almost
totãrÏTyiSEeñFETõmTñãse early collections, which is in di-
reet contrast Lo the 1973 fauna dominated by non-mammalian
remains" It must be considered thaL Owen and ¡<ent may not
have collect,ed this type of fossil, as Andrews et aI believe
that both the 1973 and the pre 1973 samples come from simi-lar areas (1981)"

mens present, I
1

terms of the number of specÍ-(macinnesi, Ieakeyí, gp. ),
tñiFffi.no means ceEainmaybe af(ttesbit Eva

Victor
orest indicator
ns et aI 1981).

enus, 1D
api thecus

together their appearance i
open environment at Maboko.

next most abundanL forms are
kisumuensis and two Artiodac-

I
n abundance may suggest a more

but
The

odona Proboscidean, Choerol
ls, Dorcath erlum plqo andTim-ãõõas af r icanus. A1-
ough none of these Ís a go tat 1n lCa or spec ies,

v
h

t
t

Eotragus, the bovid and Pachyhyrax mav also be indicators
t (Nesbit Evans etof an open, perhaps woodlandr ênvironmen

1981 ) .a1

point to a ver
mammalian faun
cate that for
area. Both
open, probably

Recent Collections - The ections obviously
environment. The
and this may indi-
n the surrounding

point to a more

y moisL, probably
a is dominated by
est conditions p
Climacoceras and
woodland biome.

recent coll
swampl i ke
Pr imates ,revailed i

Megapedetes

tylil('affir
many species

spec i es )

of Primate

13 "4.4 Relative Abundances

Pre ]-973 Collections These are dominated by Àrtiodac-
and Primates (30% of species). This(7) would be found Loday only in a
bit Evans et al 1981). The abundance
t neeessarily imply RoR-forest condi-
uld more likely reflect a woodland
ul1 forest (Bourliere 1963).

can be made
represent-

might point

forest environment (ttes
of Artiodactyls does no
tions although they wo
ecotope rather than a f.

on
ed.
to

Becqnt Collec!þqq - Not many interpretations
ñfficõT cofTffiions as oñty 10 Ëpecies are

Of these five are Primate and, again, this
a forest environment.
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13.4.5 Taxonomic Habitat Index

This has been calculated by Nesbit Evans et aI (1981),
but only using the entire sample of earlier and later col-
lections as well as the surface finds. For this reason
their results will not be used here. Furthermore, because
the individual samples are too sma1l the taxonomic habitat
index wiIl not be calculated on them.

13.4.6 Ecological Diversity Analysi s

The ecological diversity analysis has been calculated
both the earlier and later collections from Maboko.

er
of
et

on

Unfortunately, none of the spectra from either the earli-
or the later collections are comparable to the patterns
modern mammalian populations as set out by Nesbit Evans
a1 (rger) (tabte 5.2).

)
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TABLE 13.3

ECOLOGTCAL DTVERSITY ANALYSIS_MABOKO PRE 1963 FÀUNA

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMTC
ORDER

RTPACO

sï zE
CATEGORY

12345
R=RODENT

I =INSECTTVORE
P=PRTMÀTE

A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNIVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 Kc.
2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 KG

4=45.1-180 KG:
5=180+ KG.

o-
-o

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTATION

LG SG AR SC Àg AE

FEEDING
ADAPTATION

ÏN FR HB HG CÀ OM

LG=TERRESTRTAL
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRTAL

AR=ARBOREÀL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATIC
AE=AERIAL

ï N= I NSECTMRE
FR=FRUGMRE

HB=HERBMRE-BROWSER
HG=HERBMRE-GRAZER

CA=CARNIVORE
OM=OMNIVORE
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TABLE 13.4

ECOLOGTCAL DIVERSITY ANALYS]S-MABOKO I973 FAUNÀ

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMIC
ORDER

RTPACO

SI ZE
Y

12345
R=RODENT

I =INSECTIVORE
P=PRIMATE

A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNI RE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 KG.

4=45.1-180 KG.
5=180+ KG.

o-
-o

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPÎATTON

LG SG AR SC A0 AE

FEEDING
ÀDAPTATION

TN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRI AI,
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRIAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATIC
AE=AERIÀL

I N= I NSECTMRE
FR=FRUGIVORE

HB=HERBIVORE-BROWSER
HG=HERBMRE-GRAZER

CA=CARNIVORE
OM=OMNIVORE
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13.5 FLORÀ

There are no published floral remains from Maboko,

13.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

Collections There is fairly good evidence that
vated recently reflect a floodplain
ments of mud, marls and clays suggest
mammalian fauna which is largely com-(Andrews et aI 1981 ) . furtheimore,

Recent
botñlrã?
env 1 ronme
this, âS
posed of

ry sl
nt.
does

aquat i

tes exca
The sedi
the non-
c forms

the long bones found from these sites show a preferred ori-
entation indicating that there was running watèr ai both Io-
cations (Andrews et al 1981). Finally, the fact that many
of these bones were oriented vertically, probably means that
!h"y were trampled into mud, or other soft sediments, by
Iarge animals (Andrews et al 1981).

AIl indicators, then, are of a floodplain, probably an
extremely wet one. The surrounding vegetation, however, is
more difficult to assess. There are no clear forest indica-
tors in the fauna and it is possible that a woodland biome
was present (¡¡esbit Evans et aI 1981). The evidence is un-
c.Iear, however, and thus the vegetation predominant at Mabo-ko, at least as reflected in these two recent quarry sítes,
must remain uncertain.

Pre I973 Cq.llections These are considered by Andrews etaI 1T9'8Ð-tõ corñffim roughly the same provenance as the
1973 eorlections. Aside from the differences in the mamma-Iían fauna documented above, these early collections are al-
most total-ly lacking in the type of remains most prevalenL
in the recent samples, those being fish, reptiles, -molluscs
and amphibians. It is, of course, possible that this is dueto different sampling strategy or technigue, but it might
also indicate that some levels at Maboko were deposited dur-
ing drier periods. The sediments described by-Owen (1934,
Andrews et al 1981) and Kent ß944) seem, howevér, to be of
a water lain nature, âs were the sediments recently de-
scribed by Andrews et aI (1981). It can be postulated ,tþen, that these samples reflect a floodplain also, but pos-
sibly a somewhat drier one.

Once again, as with the recent collections, the surround-
ing vegetation is difficult to assess. While it is by no
means certain, the species present, âs well as their räIa-tive abundances, may point to a woodland biome.
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14. MFWANGANO

Located very close to Rusinga Island in Lake Victoria (33
57'8, 00 25'S), Mfwangano is usually correlated to the Ru-
singa stratigraphic sequence, and consequently, has largely
been glossed over by East African Miocene researchers.

14.1 GEOLOGY

Fossiliferous material has been recovered from three dis-
crete levels on Mfwangano. These levels are considered to
be continuous with strata named on Rusinga rsland (VanCou-
vering and VanCouvering J-976). The Kisingiri stratigraphic
sequence from Rusinga is based upon the actual superposition
of strata (VanCouvering and VanCouvering 1976), but it is
unclear whether these beds are found in exactly the same or-
der on Mfwangano, oE if the Mfwangano situation is inferred
from the Rusinga pattern.

A brief description of the Rusinga stratigraphic pattern
may be found below. An x indicates that the Mfwangano level
with the same name as a Rusingan horizon has yielded fossil-
iferous material. For the time being, it must be assumed
that the Iithologies of Rusinga and Mfwangano are directly
comparable, and that features are continuous between them
(VanCouveríng and VanCouvering 1976) .

I 16 m.y.

17 m. y.2

3.

4. 18 m"y"

5. 19 m. y.

6.

Lunene Iava.

Kiangata agglomerate.

Di scont i nui ty

Sena beds.

Hiwegi redbeds *

Di scont inui ty

7. 19.5 m.y. - Rusinga agglomerate *

8. 20 m.y. - Discontinuity

9. 2l m.y. - Upper Kiahera tuffaceous redbeds

The probable depositional envíronment for the
siliferous horizons has been listed by Andrews
vering (1975):

1. Upper Kiahera
canic dome.

depressíons at the edge of the vo]-

*

three fos-
and VanCou-
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2. Rusinga agglomerate narrow finger lakes.

3" Hiwegi redbeds - river floodplain.

T4 "2 DATING

There are no radiometric dates available from Mfwangano
per.se but many dates are available from the corresponding
horizons on Rusinga Island (vancouvering and Miller-1969):
The relative ages of the horizons (as through the stratigra-
phy) and their absolute ages (x/ar) are as-follows (vanÕou-
vering and MiIler 1969):

1. Hiwegi redbeds - 17-19 ß.Y"

19.5 m.y.

20 (a) il.y.
2 Rusinga agglomerate

3, Upper Kiahera redbeds

14.3 ABUNDÀNCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

Andrews
consul í nes

a)

b)

c)

d)

Andrews
M.N.I . of

(rgza ) agrees
P. nyanzae which

with the
he places

except for the

and VanCouvering (1975)
from Mfwangano:

list the fol-lowing Pro-

Proconsul africanus M"N.I. = 5

Proconsul nyanzae M.N.I

Proconsul gordoní M.N"I

Proconsul vancouveringi M.N, I 1

2

1

above
at 3.

14.4 FAUNA

There is no complete faunal Iist availabte for Mfwangano
because the fauna is typically lumped in with that from Ru-
singa (as in VanCouvering and-VanCóuvering I976). The pro-
portions of t,he taxonomic orders from the Makeira seiies(Hiwegi) and the warangani beds (Kiahera) , constituting B0%of the Mfwangano mammalian fauna, have, however, been listed
by Bishop (1967). They are (approximate values): Rodent
632, Mastodon 4%, Artiodactyl t-3Z, Primate 8% and Other IZZ.
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The high proportions of rodent and Primate probably in-
dicate a forest environment (nourliere 1963). It is unfor-
tunate that there is no breakdown of the rodent fauna by
species, and so no way to tell if one form dominated over
the others.

14.4.1 Non-mammalian Fauna

There is a rich gastropod fauna from Mfwangano, which has
been Iisted by Andrews and VanCouveríng (1975). Unfortu-
nately, they do not divide it by leve1 of occurrence, so it,
must be assumed that this fauna is a combined one from all
Mfwangano fossil horizons.

TABLE 14.1

MF!{ANGANO GASTROPODS

GASTROPOD ECOLOGTCAL IMPLT CÀTT ON

Àmpullaria ovata lakes and rivers
Maizanía (q sp. ) evergreen forest

Edouardia mfwangensis arboreal (lowIand habitat)

Homorus (subulona) wet evergreen forest

Burtoa niloiica woodland

Limicolaria (Z sp. ) f orest,/bushland

Trochonanina (S sp.) lowland evergreen
forest and bush

Gonaxis (l¿arconia) (g sp.) wet evergreen forest

Gulella (S sp.) forest and thicket
Ptychotrema usiforme Iowland evergreen forest
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Six of the ten genera listed above
Iowland or evergreen forest forms, soplication that a forest biome existed

are considered to
there is a clear

on Mfwangano.

be
im-

14.5 FLORA

There are no published floral remains from Mfwangano.

14.6 PATEOGEOGRAPHY

The three fossiliferous Locations on Mfwangano may be
separated chronologically by as IittIe as 1.5 m.y. Unfõrtu-nately, because of the assumption that Mfwangano is simply
an extension of Rusínga Is1and, in terms of stiatigraphy ándfauna, very 1íttre has been published about the-Mfwanganosi*"es. It ís possible that two of the siÈes, Hiwegi and Ru*
singa agglomerateo may be associated with water, a flood-plain in the former case and small finger lakes in the lat-Ler (Andrews and vancouvering 1975). sínce there appears to
be, as will be seen later, a considerable differencé-between
the Hiwegi and Kiahera faunas on Rusinga Is1and, it is un-
f ortunat.e that there is no vray to compãre these faunas f rom
Mfwangano,

Many indications point to a fairly heavily forested envi-
ronment on Mfwangano, but there is no way to assess whether
some of the individual sites diverge from this pattern. fntotal, ít is obvious that, a careful detailing-of the stra-tigraphy, and a clear fauna] list, are necessaiy here.
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Moroto is
32'N ) .

15.

an Inter-rift
MOROTO

site in uganda ( g¿ 35'E , 02

15.1 GEOLOGY

Moroto is poorly known in terms of both stratigraphy and
fauna. The Lwo loeations that eomprise this site (Moroto I
and II) Iie near the volcano of the same name, and are asso-
ciated with volcanic sediments. These sediments,
above an arkose
sumably compos

pr
ed

ecambrian rock surface, are gritt
of sands , silts and clays )

i 1i ferous locat ions

K/ar dates available from
(nisnop, Miller and Fitch

Iying
Y (Pre-
( ni snop

are levels
because of the
of Moroto is

t976).

the overlying
1969):

of Kogole and Loitakero basalt. In general,
numerous discontinuitíes, the stratigraphy
quite confused (VanCouvering and VanCouvering

196421327). Above the foss

l-5.2 DATING

There
basalts.

are three
These are

1

2

3

t2.5 +/- 0.4 m.y.

12.6 +/- 0.4 m.y.

t4.3 +/- 0.3 m.y.

The date cited for the overlying lava at Moroto is usually G

14 m.y. (picnford 1981, VanCouvering and VanCouvering I976),
a date which presumably refers to the basalt which directly
supercedes the fossilíferous horizon, the Kogole basalt
(VanCouvering and VanCouvering I976). The other two dates
appear to come from the Loitakero basalt, which overlies the
KogoIe (vanCouvering and VanCouvering I976). Thus, the fos-
sils themselves must date to earlier than 14 m.!., but their
actual date is uncer.tain. VanCouvering and VanCouvering
(1976) date the Moroto fossils at 16 m.y., but they them-
selves point out that the numerous discontinuities in the
stratigraphy make the dating difficult. Ðating the site by
faunal comparison also yielded no clear results because of
the sparse nature of the remains (picXford 1981).

In summary, Do date other than >14 m.y. can be assigned
with certainty to Moroto, although G 16 n.y. may be likely.
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Proconsul maior is the only Proconsuline known from Mor
to 5ut iËFTrequency is unceriain. Bishop and Whyte (196
Iist I individual at Moroto I, and 2 more at Moroto I
Bishop (ßøq) f ists no primates f rom Moroto I but statthat there âre 64 specimens representing 3 individuals of
major at Moroto II, and Andrews (1978) lists only 1 índivi
ual from the entire site. Thus, it must be assumed that
maior is represented here by at least 1, perhaps 2, indivi
uals, probably from Moroto II.

15.3 ABUNDANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

15.4 FÀUNA

1"

e following faunal Iist
ord (1981).

MOROTO T

a) cREoÐoNTA

i ) Dissopsalis

is drawn from Bishop (1964) and

roclasticus M.N.I. I

o-
1)
ï,
es
Þ

a-
P.
ã-

Th
Pickf

2

b) PROBOSCIDEA

i ) uncertain M.N.I. = 1

c ) ARTToDACTYLA

i) uncertain M.N.I. = 2

d) REPTILIA

i ) unidentif ied M.N.I. = 5

MOROTO IT

a) PRTMATES

i ) Proconsul maior M.N"I. = 2(?)

ii) Komba minor M.N.I" = 1

b) PROBOSCIDEA

i ) Trílophodon angustidiens

i i ) Deinotherium

iii) Rhinoceríd
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iv) Anthrocothere (total Prob. M.N.I. 15)

c) RoDENTIA

i ) uncertain M.N.I . 1

d) ARTIODAETYLA

i ) Masritherium aequitorialis M.N. r . 3

e) REPTILIA

i ) CHELONIA M.N.I.

f ) AVES

i ) uncerta in M.N.I .

It Ís obvious that the fauna from Moroto is extremely
poor. The abundance of Proboscideans must not be considered
significant as the fauna is very poorly preserved (nisnop
1964) and the emphasis upon larger forms may simply be an
artifact of this.

9

1

Very little faunal analysis can be carried out
small sample. At both sites, however, reptiles
ent, the bulk of their remains consisting of
scutes, which must be considered to indicate a
setting (nishop 1964). The fauna does not yietd
mation concerning the probable vegetation type at

on such a
are pres-
chelon ian
waterside

any infor-
this site.

Both sites are apparently of fluvatile origin (Bishop and
vühyte 1962), and may have been situated in a valley (Andrews
and VanCouvering 1975). In general, very little in known
about this site and further research is necessary.

15.5 FLORA

There are no published floral remains from Moroto"

15.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY
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The second problem is that the fossils are not found insitu,_pe! sê, but rather in catchment areas where they col-
rected after weathering out of the overtying banks (Bishop
1964, vancouvering and vancouvering r976). since Bishoþ
states that the fossils in the catchment basins can satislfactorily be traced to their taphonomic origins, he is rike-ly correct in his berief that they may be considered as a
death assemblage (aisnop 1964) -

As mentioned above, the division of the 10 sites into 2groups, based on tithology and fauna, is widely accepted
( i.e. VanCouvering and vañöouvering Ig76) . This-gtoup'ing,
however, should be one of age only, not ecology, âs-the vai-
ious individual sites courd show environmentar-a:.fferences.

The following dqtgs have been obtained by K/ar (nishop,
Miller and Fitch 1969).

]-6.2 DATING

],. UPPER SITES

2

a) NÀPAK I

i) t7.g +/_ 0.S m.y.

ii) 7,5 +/_ 0.S m.y.

iii) 17.g +/_ 0.4 m.y.

iv) 17.8 +/_ 0.4 m.y.

v ) 17. g +/_ 0.4 ffi. y.

b) NAPAI( IX

i) 14.S +/_ 0.6 m.y.

LOWER STTES

a) NAPAK II

(mica tuf f ).

i ) 17.8 +/- 0.5 m.y. (mica Èuf f ) .

(nephelinite).
(nephetinite).
(mica tuf f ).
(mica tuff ).
(mica tuff ).

969), there have been a
btained from Napak. Unf
sted as per site, but r
dates range from 6.7 +/

th I of ihem over 23 m.y

According to Bishop et aI (f
ditional 13 radiometric dates o
nately, these have not been Ii
simply designated Napak. These
m.y. to 31.3 +/- 1.0 m.y., wi
age.

na
ort
ath
-1

d-
u-
er
.5
in
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16. NAPAK

Napak is an Inter-rift site in Uganda (g¿ 14'8, 02 05'N)
which has yielded faunal remains from a number of leve1s.

16"I GEOLOGY

There are at least 10 distinct sites at Napak, numbered
I-x (nistrop and Whyte I962n Bishop 1964, Bishop 1967).
These locations are dívided into two groups on the basis of
stratigraphy and faunal resemblance (nistrop and Whyte 1962,
Bishop 1964, Pickford 1981).

Lying low in the succession, overlying basement rocks,
are Napak II, III, VI, VII, VIII, the most significant of
which, in terms of fauna, is Napak II (nistrop 1964). At Na-
pak II the preservation is poor and the sedimentary environ-
ment consists of gritty deposits similar to those from Mor-
oto I and II (nistrop 1964)" This medium is considered by
VanCouveríng and VanCouvering (I976) to be a limey coarse
sandstone.

There is then a break in the lithology which readily al-
lows for the separation of these sites lower in the succes-
sion f rom those higher up (nistrop and lfhyte 1962). The up-
per sites, Napak I, IV, V, IX, 21, are in a more complicated
lithological situation, and are considerably more complete,
in terms of fauna, than are the lower sites.

In general, these upper sites were found in calcareous
subaerial pyroclastic deposits, usually a medium to fine
tuff (nishop 1964). The various layers are separated by
barren tuff whieh shows some degree of soil formation and
frequent rooL casts (nishop 1964)

The two most significant siLes in this group, Napak I and
IV, have, respectively, 6 fossiliferous horizons in 35' of
deposits and 3 horizons in 25' of deposits. The preserva-
tion is excellent at all of the upper sites due to a high
proportion of calcium carbonate in the soil (nisfrop 1964).

Bishop ßg54:1328) believes that the f ossils represent a
natural death assemblage, despite the realization that sev-
eral factors are present that could possibly argue against
this. First, traces of bone gnawing are common in the fau-
nao This would suggest that the fossils may have been scat-
tered at, or af ter, death (nistrop 1964). While this must be
considered as a possibility, there is really no reason to
assume that the bones ïrere moved far after death as bone
gnawing does not have to imply transportation (as with ro-
dents).
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A date of 18 m.y. for the upper sites is probably reason-
able and conservative. The ]ower sites could range anywhere
from 18.5 23 rr.!. The lithology, however, indicates that
they are probably not greatly removed from the upper sites
chronologieally, and a date of 18.5 - 20.5 m.y. should bequite accurate.

16.3 ABUNDANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

nd group listed above. This could readily
ination in the samples chosen for dating.

rs to be widespread agreement that only one
present at Napak (Andrews

g and VanCouvering 1976).
Proconsul maior is

the presence of Proconsul
nyanzae at Napak I as weII a

d 1981, VanCouverin
however, lists

work, done by the former au
re-examination of the Napak
that only P. major was presen

s P. major. T
thors, makes it
fossils l-ed to
t (M.N.I. = I (An

he more recent
Iikely that a

the conclusion
drews 1978).

AIl the Prqcq¡1sul fossils have come from the upper sites,
primates are apparentty unknown from the lower siiãs (Bishoð
1967, Pickford 1981).

16.4 FÀUNA

Three faunal lists have been published for Napak (nishop
1967, VanCouvering and VanCouvering 1976 and Pickford 1981).
The total number of species listed varies somewhat: Bishop
lists 31 species for the upper leve1s and 5 for the lowei
(Napak II), Pickford lists 33 and 6 for the upper and lower
respectively, while VanCouvering and VanCouvering list 43
species in total. While the number of forms cited does not
diverge greaLly between the samples, the individual species
listed digress considerably" The basic tisting used here
will be that of Bishop Qgq ) because this list was done by
sile, whereas the others are compiled Iists for the entirè
Napak
other

location. Additions, however, will be made from both
lists, on the following basis:
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I

2.

3.

Where both
agree that
by Bishop.

Pickford and
a species is

VanCouver i ng
present o but

and VanCouvering
it is not Iisted

SmaIl prímates Iisted by
authors (presumably these
study of the material).

Pickford but not the
additions came after

other
a re-

From VanCouvering and VanCouvering,
ies of genera listed by Bishop,
writer has not been specific.

additional spec-
where the laLt,er

It must be rernembered that there appears to be a considera-
b1e difference of opinion regarding the species present at
Napak, and this must be considered when further faunal anal-
ysis is attempted. The Napak faunal list can be seen in ta-
ble 16.1.

x = pFêsêfìcê * = presence in greater f requency.
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TABLE 16.1

NAPAK FÀUNA

ORDER GENUS/SPECTES I IV v IX II

INSECTIVORÀ Erythrozootes chamerpes
Protenric tricuspis

x
*

PRIMATES Progalago dorae
Komba robustus

Komba minor
Micropithecus clarki

Proconsul major
Dendropi thecus macinnesi

Limnopithecus legetet
Mioeuoticus bishopi

*
*
*
*
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x x

CARNIVORÀ Metasinopa napaki
PLerodon africanus
Hecubides euryodon
Kichechia zamane

Di ssopsal is pyroclast icus
Kelba quadaemae

Pt,erodon nyanzae
Stenoplestícid

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

PROBOSCTDEA Tri lophodon angustidiens x x x

RODENTIA Ðiamantomys leuder itzi
Paraphiomys pigotti

Paraphiomys stromeri
Megapedetes pentadactylus

Bathyergidae
Bathyergoides neotart iarus

Afrocricetodon
Af rocricetodon songhori

Afrocricetodontine
Paranomalurus bishopi
Paranomalurus soniae
Paranomalurus walkeri

x
x
*
x

*
x
*
*
*
*
*

x
x

x

* *

x
x

x

*
x

x

*

*
x

HYRÀCOIDEA Megalohyrax championi x x

Chalicotherium
Brachypother ium

Dicerorhi nus

ru5 1 ngense
he inzel in i
leakeyi

x

x

PERT SSO.

r07

x x
x



Dicerorhinus sp.
Acerath. acutirostratrum

x x
x

16.4.1 Non-mammalian Fauna

In addition to the
are also non-mammalian

mammalian remains listed above, there
fossils from Napak.

ARTIO. Hyother ium dartevei Iei
Dorcatherium songhorensis

Ðorcatherium pigotti
Paleomeryx africanus
Walangania africanus

Masritherium aequitorial is

x
x

x
*

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

TABLE T6.2

NON_MAMMÀLIÀN FAUNA

I IV v IX x II

REPTI LE 10 65 35 2 359

BÏ RD 4 I 2

FI SH 3

MI LLI PEDE 1 4 I
GASTROPOD 5 74 49 29 5 I
COPROLITE 90

The non-mammalian faunal Iist comes from
and refers to the number of specimens found.

Bishop (1964)

The gastropod fauna has
Couvering (1975).

been analysed by Andrews and Van-

.GASTROPOD-.--.--------ECOLOGI CAL IMPLICATIONS
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I Maizania

2. Homorus

(q sp. )

( subulona )

Limicolar ia (2 gp.)

Trochonan ina

Evergreen forest

Wet evergreen forest
forest & bushland

Evergreen forest &

3

4
bush

16.4.2 FAUNAL ANALYSIS

16.4.3 Habitat Indicator Specíes

UPPER SITES - The indícators are relatively evenly divid-
ed Eetweeñ-ETest and non forest forms. Mole-rats (-Bathyer-
gidae) are commonly found,in non forest conditions and Mãqa-
pedetes_ penta{actvlus and the hyrax are generally seen torepresen-ãTiffiEugh savanna condi t ioñs ( nigaike IgTz ,
VanCouvering and VanCouvering 3"976). On the other hand,
Paranomalurus is a strong forest indicator I

IParanomalurus bishopt is the only form I
q
(

espec iaIly since
sted with a fre-

uency greater than 10 by VanCouvering and VanCouvering
1976). On this basis, a forest envirõnment ai the Napa[
pper levels is more strongly indicated.

LOWER SITES There are no clear indicators from the low-rffi.-

16.4"4 Relative Àbundances

u

e

UPPER SITEI - The highest percentage of species are ro-
denEsTOãJ-tollowed by primates (Z2Z) anä arriodacryls(I2Z) " Dominance by arboreal rodents and primates is commonin forest'environments, and Èhus, must be considered to in-
dicate forested conditions here (gourliere L963). Further-more, there are a number of rodent species represented (12)
and none of them shows a clear dominance numerically over
the others, âs is often the case in open environments (en-
drews and VanCouveríng 1975).

LOWER SITE$ - The Lower sites do not have enough fauna to
calõìiGTeãTl-reasonable relative abundance f igurãs.
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16.4.5 Taxonomic Habitat Index

The taxonomíc
cause the highly
to a fauna in-wh-i
tainty concerning

habitat index has not been calculated be-
specific nature of this test is not suited

ch there is a considerable amount of uncer-
which fossil species are actually present.

l.6.4.6 Ecological Ðiversity Analysis

The ecological diversity anal-ysis has been calculated for
the upper sites only.

Taxonomic Order This spectrum resembles most closely
thaffinr tñeEî[and forest (tqesbit Evans et aI 1981), al:
though the percentage of primates from Napak is higher than
would be expected, and those of rodents and artiodactyls are
somewhat too low. Nevertheless, the match is stiIl reason-
ably close, perhaps surprisingly so considering the temporal
distance between the two samples.

Size Cate r
in Eãã 1 t rese

The size category spectrum is
es most of the published spectra

ambiguous
to a cer-

y. It istain degree, but matches none of them very closel
most similar to the woodland-bushland spectrum.

Locomotor Adaptation
Iy match any of the publ
to the floodplain sample
are too low.

- The Napak spectrum does not close-
ished spectra. It is most similar
but the S.G.M. and Aquatic classes

Feedinq Adaptation Napak spectrum does not resemble
any modern spectra at

The
all.
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TABLE 16.3

ECOLOGICAL DTVERSITY ANALYST S-NAPAK

%

50

40

30

20

10

00

TÂXONOMI C
ORDER

RIPACO

SI ZE
CATEGORY

12345
R=RODENT

T =INSECTIVORE
P=PRÏMATE

A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNIVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=!.1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 KG

4=45.1-180 KG.
5=L80+ KG.

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTATION

LG SG AR SC A8 AE

FEEDTNG
ADAPTÀTI ON

TN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRTAL
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRIAL

AR=ARBOREÀL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATI C
AE=AERIAL

I N= I NSECTMRE
FR=FRUGI RE

HB =HERB I VORE- BROI^ISER
HG=HERBMRE-cRÀZER

CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNIVORE
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16.5 FLORA

There are no published floral remains from Napak.

16.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

LOWER STTES

The Iower sites are apparently not clearly associated
with volcanic detritus. The sedimentary environment of
gritty deposits, including sandstone, indicates deposition
under wet conditions. This is substantiated by the faunal
remains, much of which are non-mammalian, prirnarily reptile.
No conclusions can be drawn regarding the surrounding vege-
tation type because of the sparsity of the fauna. Although
5 sites are generally considered to comprise the lower hori-
zon only one, Napak II, has been published in any detail
(nistrop 1964), and it is possible that the others may differ
ecologicaIIy. IL is, in fact, impossible to decide whether
this grouping is justified on the basis of the available
data.

UPPER SITES

The upper sites are much more well known. The faunal
Iists for Napak I, IV, V, IX, and X resemble each other
quite closely. The species present at Napak IV, V and IX
agree with those from Napak I (which has the longest faunal
list) l0Z, 692 and 832 respectively. Thus, it is reason-
able to assume that these sites can be considered as a
group.

In contrast to the lower levels, the upper sites are as-
sociated with pyroclastics, and the majority of the deposi-
tional medium is volcanic tuff. This argues for subaerial
deposition at these sites although it should be noted that
tuff can accumulate under water (Andrews et al 1981). The
fauna, however, does not particularely support the notion of
a waLer covered, oF water margin, location as it did for Na-
pak II. The non-mammalian fauna constitutes onl
6eo, and leo of the fauna f rom Napak I, IV, V, an

v
d

3Z , 4.52,
IX respec-

tively. In total, the indications here are of subaerial
deposition at the upper sites.

The surrounding vegetation pattern, from the faunal anal-
ysis, vras probably forest. The relative abundance figures,
the gastropod fauna and parts of t,he ecological diversity
analysis, as well as some of the habitat indicator species
a1l point to a forest biome.

1,I2



The only Proconsul species Þresent is P. maior and it. is
g ) (enarã"s 1978 ) . -sinffie envi ron-

evels is quíte well known, this a
not uncommon (M.N.I
ment at the upper I
tobeacaseofas
particular habitat,

ingle Proconsul species associated
the forest.

pp
w1

ears
tha
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17. oMBO

e North side of the Kavirondo Rift Valley
'S) Ombo lies mid-way between Kisingiri and
information is available concerning Ombo,

remains have been found there, so it will
further.

(
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18. RUSINGA

usinga Islandr ârì erosional remnant of the North ftank
of
of
07'
mos
mos

R
K
t
E
t
t

isingiri mountain, I
he Kavírondo Rift, j
to 34 13'8, 00 2
studied East Africa
information " Many

in Lake Victoria, at the mouth
15 km. North of Kisingiri (34
to 00 27'5, " Rusinga is the
ocene site and has yielded t,he
ts of this site are, however,

ies
ust
3'S
nMi
face

complex and confusing, especially the provenance of the com-
ponent sites and faunal material-.

18.1 GEOLOGY

Rusinga Island contains an immense number of fossilifer-
ous localities. There are at least 77 numbered sites(listed discontinuously from RI to RIt3) and an additional
18 or so named locations. Many of these sites are listed in
groups (í"e. R30-40 Bíshop 1967, Clark and Leakey 1951) and
apparently have little fossiliferous material" The most
significant sites, beeause of the fauna recovered, are!
Gumba, Kalim (nZ¿ and R75 at Gumba, Bishop 1967), Kathwanga(R5), R2 & 4, R105, Wakondu, Hiwegi, Rl and R3, R106, R107,
Kiahera, Rl13, Rl0-19, Kiune, Sienga and Vlaynama (picXford
1981). In addition to this list there are some sites that
Pickford does not discuss in detail: Kathwanga Point (an-
drews and VanCouvering 1975), and Kulu (VanCouvering and
VanCouvering 1976). AIl of these sites can be fitted, with
varying degrees of certaínty, into the Iithology of Rusinga
Island as developed by VanCouvering and MiIler (1969).

Finally, a group of sites which are sign
of fauna, R100-R112, cannot apparently b
stratigraphy with accuracy (nishop 1967'),
them (R105-R107) have been placed in one o
by VanCouvering and Miller (1969) and Pick
map of Rusinga Is1and may be seen below (ri
VanCouvering and Miller 1969).

ifi
ep
aIt

cant in terms
laced in the
hough some of
he formations
d (1981). À
!8.2) ( from

fr
for
g.
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18.1.1 KIAHERA FORMATION

The lowest formation in evidence on Rusinga is the Lower
Kiahera. This feature is composed of purely epiclastic con-
glomerates and sandstones, and, on this basis, is presumed
to be pre-volcanic (VanCouvering and VanCouvering J_976).
with the appearaRce of tuff, indicating volcanic activity,
the Lower Kiahera becomes t.he Upper Kiahera. Besides tuf f
this horizon also shows the hyper alkaline rock alnoite, and
numerous large mica flakes (VanCouvering and VanCouvering
tg76).

There is no clear evidence that any of the Rusinga fossiL
localities can be assigned with certa-inty to the Kiãhera se-
ries. Various authors, after studying the Rusinga litholo-
9y, have come to a variety of conclusions.

Bishop (1967 ) places R73, R76, RII3, Kalim, and, possi-
, R100-R112 in the Kiahera formation. Of the above, R73v

h ich ma be part of Ka1im) and R76 need not be discussed
as they ve very few

b1
(w v

ha
could not be placed wit
Ly, several of this
(VanCouvering and MiI
(1978), however, â9
Rl00-Rl12 which he pu
the site of Kiahera H
probable, that at lea
either the Basal Hiweg

fossils (nishop 1967). Rl00-R112
h certainty by Bishop and subsequent-
roup have been deal-t with separately
er 1969, Pickford 1981). Andrews
ees with Bishop in the placement of
s in the Kiahera ser ies , al-ong wi th
11. It is quite possible, oÍ even
t some of these sites are located in

or the Kathwanga Point horizons.

I
1
r
t
I
5
i

Kalim was also placed in the Kiahera formation by Whit-
worth (fgSg) and Shackleton (fgSf) but vanCouvering (cited
by Píckford 1981) could not place it lithologically and is
unsure of its provenance. On faunal grounds, Pickford
(1981) places it in, or near, the Hiwegi series. In an ear-
lier report, however, VanCouvering and VanCouvering (1976)
state that Kalim has no volcanic sediments, and may be con-
sidered older, ot of the Kiahera series, on this basis. For
the time being, Kalim should be retained in the Kiahera for-
mation, at leãst until more Iithological information becomes
ava i lable .

The final site listed by Bishop as being of the Kiahera
formation, is R113. This site, as $rere some of the above,
is lithologically unclear (VanCouvering cited by Pickford
1981). Pickford (fgAf) places it in the Hiwegi formation on
the basis of faunal similarities. There are uncertainties,
however, Eê
(picxford 1
that Rll3,
formation.

arding what material has actually come from R113
81). While awaiting further data it seems best
as was Kalim, should be retained in the Kiahera

I
9
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18.1.2 Rusinga Aqqlomerate

The Rusinga Agglomerate horizon consísts mainly of a con-
glomerate composed of large stones in a calcium carbonate
matrix. There are incorporated tuffs, alnoite is common,
and large flakes of míca are present (VanCouvering and Van-
Couvering J-976l. " There are apparently no fossi
this horizont although it is líke1y that some sc
sils have come from here. The Rusinga agglomer
used as a marker to separate the Kiahera series
wegi.

18"T"3 HIWEGI FORMATION

The Hiwegi formation has produced
noid material from RusiDgâ, and so
(VanCouvering and MiIler 1969).

ites from
ered fos-
is often

m the Hi-

all of the Homi-
great importence

Is
att
ate
fro

almost
is of

18.1.4 BasaI Hiweqi

The basal Hiwegi consists of thick bodies of Rusinga me-
lanite agglomerate and folded and faulted stratified rocks
caIled "grey hards" (VanCouvering and Miller 1969). Bishop
(1967 ) assigns the f oJ.lowing sites to this f ormation: RI,
RlA,
raphy
that

R3,
of

the

RI0-R19 and Wanyama. Since, however, the stratig-
Rusinga I sland vras revised in 1969, it is possible
sites Iisted above would now fa1l into the Kathwan-

ga Point Series, which is generally more fossiliferous than
the Lower Hiwegi (VanCouvering and MiIler l-969 ) .

The Basal Hiwegi series co
Agglomerate, but in places ( f
wegi Hill ) ttre unit generall
the Kathwanga Point series,

mmonly lies directly on Ru
or example, ât the base o

s r. nga
f Hi-
wegi,
glom-
i lIer
es is

Basal Hi
e the ag
gand M
nt seri

found above the
ies directly abov

erate with no intervening layer (VanCouverin
1969) " In these locatioñs the Kathwanga Poi
considered to be the Basal Hiwegi.

18.1.5 Kathwanqa Point Series

Composed of greenish-grey and red brown highly m
flaggy volcanic siltstones and sandstones, the K
Point series represents a considerable (35') portio
entire Hiwegi sequence. The sites listed above as B
wegi mây, in fact, be of Kathwanga Point orígin, a
some of the Rl00-R112 group, notably RI05-R107 (VanC
and Miller 1969).

vI

icaceous
athwanga
n of the
asal Hi-
s may. be
ouver rng
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18.1.6 Kathwanga Series

Lying above the Kathwanga Point series, Lhe Kathwanga
formation is the single most productíve fossil horizon on
Rusinga. Generally, the sediments are non-micaceous calca-
reous volcanic arits, but at the site of Kathwanga Point
they grade into grey or brown clayey silts (VanCouvering and
MílIer 1969). The Kathwanga series contains the fossils
from the important sites R105, R106 and R107 which represent
more than one-third of the total Proconsul material from Ru-
singa (vaneouvering and Miller 196'9-æ I967). The Kath-
wanga Point site, described by Andrews and VanCouvering(1975), including the fossiliferous Iocalities KB, KF, KG
and KH, also lies in the Kathwanga series (VanCouvering and
MilIer 1969).

The Kathlranga series sediments are considered to be of
lacustrine origin (nistrop 1967, VanCouvering and Miller
1969, Pickford 1981) and closely resemble those from the
Kulu formation. Several authors have equated the two se-
quences and they frây, in fact, be the same feature (nistrop
l-967, VanCouvering and MilIer 1969).

The principal fossiliferous beds from the Kathwanga Point
site lie at an equivalent, oÍ slightly lower, stratigraphic
Level as the site of Hiwegi on Hiwegi HiIl (VanCouvering and
Miller 1969). Thus, although the site of Hiwegi is consid-
ered to lie in the Upper Hiwegi sequence it may well be con-
temporaneus with the Kathwanga Point site from the Kathwanga
serles.

18.1.7 Upper Hiweqi

There is a general tendency in the entire Hiwegi series
towards finer grained sediments moving from bottom to top
(VanCouvering and Miller 1969). Às would be expected, then,
the Upper Hiwegi contains a considerable amount of sands and
silts, with some conglomerate mixed in (pickford 1981). The
following sites are probably of Upper Hiwegi origin, â1-
though a Kathwanga series location must be considered pos-
sible: Hiwegi, Kiahera, Kiune and Sienga. The Upper Hiwegi
sequence probably constitutes only one-half to one-third of
the total Hiwegi formation, the bulk of this feature being
contained in the Kathwanga,/Kathwanga Point units (VanCou-
vering and MiIIer 1969).
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18.1.8 KuIu Beds

A faírly localized feature West of Hiwegi
Beds are fine grained sediments of lacustrin
ford 1981). As well- as mammal (including
mains, Lhere are fossil fish, plants, an

HiIl, the Kulu
e origin (Picf-
Proconsul ) re-
d non-mammalian

forms represented. The following sites are considered to
Iie in the Kulu f ormation: Kulu, l.lakondu, R20-R29, R2 and
R4 (aistrop 1967). As mentioned previously, the KuIu series
and at least part of the Hiwegi formation are probably con-
temporaneous, and may even be the same feature.

18.1.9 KIANGÀTA AGGLOMERATE

The first appea
occurs ín the Kiang
vering 1976) " Th
graíned agglomerate

rance of non-micaceous nephelinite lava
ata agglomeraLe (VanCouvering and VanCou-
is lava is incorporated into the large
mixture.

18.I.10 LUNENE LAVA

True nephelinite lava from the Kisingiri volcano which
today caps the two most prominant features on Rusinga Is-
land, Hiwegi Hill and The Lunene Peak.

In summation, the stratigraphic sequence on Rusinga Is-
land is noÌ{ quite weLl documented. Unfortunately, the
provenances of the many Miocene sites are not always clear"
Even worse, the faunal samples have often been mixed, and,
with the exception of recent samples, their exact origins
can be problematic (pickford 1981).

On the other hand, most of the faunal material comes from
the Hiwegi formation, and the majority of this from the
Kathwanga series. rn addition to this, the fossils from the
Kulu formation may be added to the Kathwanga series on the
basis of similar lithologies. Thus, the bulk of the Rusin-
gan faunal material may have a consistant origin.
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18.2 DATING

Both VanCouvering and MiIler (1969) and VanCouvering and
VanCouvering (I976) have provided dates for the various Ru-
singa formations based on both K/ar dates and stratigraphic
information. Those provided by VanCouvering and VanCouver-
ing (I976) are:

I. 16.5 m.!. - Lunene Lava

2. 18.0 m.y. - KuIu Formation

3. 18.5 fr.y. - Hiwegi Formation

4. L9.6 ffi.y. - Rusinga agglomerate

5. 21.0 m.!. - Upper Kiahera FormaLion

6. 23.0 m.1l. - Lower Kiahera Formation

Those provided by VanCouvering and MilIer (1969)

1. 16.5 m.y. - Lunene Lava

2. 17.0 m.1l. - Kiangata Agglomerate

3. 17-18.6 m.y. - Hiwegi Formation (XutuZ)

4. 19.6 m.y. - Rusinga Agglomerate

5. 20-22.0 m.y. Kiahera Formation

are:

The following radiometric dates have been obtained from
Rusinga Island: (unless otherwise referenced these dates
have been drawn from VanCouvering and Miller 1969).

16.8 +/- 0.6 m.y. (Lunene lava)

l-6.3 +/- 0.5 m.y. (Lunene lava)

16.5 +/- 0.7 m.y. (Lunene lava)

16.6 +/- 0.7 m.y. (Lunene lava)

15.3 +/- 1.5 m.y. (site Rl07, Kathwanga series) (ev-
ernden et al 1964) (considered unreliable because of
the hig}' +/- figure)

13.5 +/- 0.4 m.y. (lower Hiwegi)

13.5 +/- 0.4 ûr.!. (Iower Hiwegi) (both these last two
dates are considered discrepant as they are younger
than the lava overburden)

t.
2.

3.

4.

tr

6

7
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8. 19.6 +/- 0.2 fit.1l. (Rusinga aggtomerate)

There are a considerable number of problems regardíng
K/ar dates from Rusinga. In addition to the disðrepanÈ
dates cited above, there are other, more obviously incor-
rect, examples: 107 m.y. (site RlÀ) , 16'7 ffi.y. (site un-
known), 42 m.y. (site R107)(gvernden et at 1964).

The highly vol-canic f orrnations, Lunene lava and Rusinga
agglomerate, are, however, consistently dated, and these
provide the framework for the whole Rusinga sequence. The
other formations are dated more clearly relative to one an-
other by stratigraphy. VanCouvering and VanCouvering (l-976)
date the important Hiwegi f ormation at 18.5 rr.!. which is
Iargely consistent with VanCouvering and MilIer's (1969)
dates of 17-18.6 m.y. !,7ithin the Hiwegi f ormation, the
Kathwanga series, with íts significant fauna, Iies near the
mid-point. Following VanCouvering and MiIIer's stratigra-phy, the dates for the Kathwanga series should be G

17.8-18.2 m.y., which would agree, by and large, with the
18"5 m.y. date proposed by VanCouvering and VanCouvering
(1976).

If the two most imporLant fossiliferous series v¡

Hiwegi formation (Uppe
gether, they still con
of approximately one m
il.y. date suggested fo
VanCouvering I976) tat
possible thaL the majo
ga Island come from a
temporal terms.

iwegi and Kathwanga) are

18.3 ABUNÐANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

The following distribution of Proconsul forms (table
18.1) was provided by Andrews (197EF His placement of
sites in the various formations differs somewhat from that
used here. Some sites were not placed in any formation by
Andrews, and their locations, based on the evidence present-
ed above, are listed in brackets: Kathwanga (ttathwanga se-
ries), Sienga (upper Hiwegi), wanyama (Lower Hiwegi), Rl14(?), Gumba (xiahera formation), RI13 (Kiahera fõrmation),
and R73 (Katim) (Kiahera formation).

Andrews' placement of Rl00-R112 in the Kiahera series is
questionable, âs it appears likely that at l-east R105-R107
are in the Kathwanga formation (Leakey 1967, VanCouvering
and MiIler 1969). For the time being RI00-R104 and
RI08-R112 will also be placed in the Kathwanga series. Fur-
thermore, based on Lhe stratigraphy, it appears líkely t,hat

he Ku
withi
yof
i ted

rH
sti
i11
rt
Is
rit
lim

tute
ion y

reasonably limited
ars. Furthermore,

irh
tak
tim
rh

in the
en to-
e span
e 18.0

a
e
t
n
t
a

u formation (VanCouveríng and
this time span. Thus, it is

he faunal remains from Rusin-
rea, in both geographical and
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the site of Kiahera HilI is
Kiahera formation as listed

in the Hiwegi formatíon,
by Andrews ( I978 ) .

not the

An examination of table 18.1 reveals that two species P.
africanus and P. nyanzae dominate the Proconsu] fossils frõm
Rus i nga .
ited, and
the fact

The
the

the

appearance
significanc
S

no
o

This unit contains 86qø of the P.
80% of the P. nyanzae individuãI
formations ãre grouped

ingle specimens assigned to B. maior and P.
known provenance. It is also evident that

of the other FroEõniltines is Ìim-
e of their occurrence is reduced by

f the Hominoid fossils come from the Hiwegi
africanus indi-

qordon i
the maj
format i

have
ority
on.

viduals and
gi and KuIu
and 86% of
spectively.
come from the

the P. africanus and P.

s. If the H iwe-
together they contain 883

nyanzae individuals re-
t''r na

H l- l,t
lrY'
e91

the only specimens
formation. Thus,

of P. ve¡çouvelingi
i t-i slTrfrliFEïãT

the ecology of the Hiwegi formation is of paramount impor-
tence.
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TABLE 18.1

DISTRIBUTTON OF PRTMATES, RUSINGA

FORMATION SITE P.
afr

D

nya
Þ

maj
D

90r
El

van

Gumba
Rl13
KaI im

1
3 3

1

KIAHERA TOTÀL 4 4

R1
R3

Wanyama

3
6

I
3
1

LOI^IER HIWEGI OR
KATHWANGA POINT TOTAL 9 t2

Rl00-Rl05
RI0 6

R]07-Rl12
Kathwanga

3
6
1

13

1
6
4

13

2

1

KATHWANGÀ TOTAL 23 24 3

Hiwegi
Kiahera Hill

S i enga

1

?

2
3

UPPER HIWEGI TOTÀL 3 5

R2
R4

Wakondu

I 2
1

KULU TOTAL I 3

RI14
Unknown

1
3 1 I

UNCERTAIN TOTAL I 3 I 1

HIWEGI FORM. TOTAL 35 4T 3

KÏAHERA FORM. TOTÀL 4 4
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KULU FORM. TOTAL 1 3

18.4 FAUNA

The difficulty in ana
lies not in determining
have been provided by Va
Andrews and VanCouverin Itovenance of the fossi

gs for only Gumba, R113 (Pickford 1981) and Kathwanga
int (+ locations) (endrews and VanCouvering 1975). Other-

Iysing the fauna from Rusinga I
which species are present (as
nCouvering and VanCouvering 197

1975), but rather in fíndin
s. There are complete faunal

sland
lists
6 and
g the
Iist-

wise, there are listings only for Primates (Andrews 1978),
insectivores and bats (¡utIer 1969) wittr appropriate specif-
ic siÈe information. VanCouvering and VanCouvering(1976)
have provided a complete faunal Iist for all of Rusinga Is-
land, but with no detailed information.

As discussed earlier, few sites can clearly be placed in
the Kiahera formation. In aII Iikelihood these arei Gumba
and/or Kalim, R76, and R113. The Gumba and R113 fauna has
been listed by Pickford (1981) and will be used here as the
Kiahera formation fauna.

Because most of the sites, and fossils, from Rusinga come
from the Hiwegi formation, it will be assumed here that the
forms specified by VanCouvering and VanCouvering (I976) have
largely come from Hiwegi sites, and these will be used here
as the Hiwegi faunal list. It must be remembered, however,
that fauna from oLher levels has almosL eerLainly been mixed
into this sample.

Pr
1n
Po

F
Hi we
t975

lna
I
)

I
Ily, a faunal list from the Kathwanga series (in the
formation) wiII be provided (Andrews and VanCouvering

Additional information for all of the above lists
Butler (1969) and wíIkinsonwiII come from Andrews (1978),

(1976).

4I 51 1 IRUSTNGÀ TOTAL 3
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TABLE I8.2

KIAHERA FAUNA

ORDER GENUS/SPECTES Rl13 GUMBÀ

TNSECTTVORA Nasus rusingensis x x

PRIMATES Progalago sp.
Limnopithecus legetet

Dendropi thecus mac innesi
Proconsul africanus
Proconsul nyanzae

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

CREODONTA Metapterodon
Anas i nopa
Teratodon

zadok i
sp.
sp. x

x
x
x

TUBULÏDENTATA Orycteropus africanus x

PROBOSCIDEA Prodeinother ium hobleyi x x

RODENTTA Diarnantomys leuder i tz i
Paraphiomys pigotti

Diamantohyus af ricanus
Simonomys genovefae

Megapedetes pentadactylus

x

x
x

x
x
x

HYRÀCOTDEA Megalohyrax championi x x

PER] SSODACTYLÀ Brachypotherium heinzel ini
Chi lother idium pattersoni

Aceratherium acuti rostratrum
Chal icother ium rusingense

Dicerorhinus leakeyi
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

ARTTODACTYLA Masr ither ium aequitorial is
Hyoboops africanus
Nguruwe kijivium

Libyochoerus jeanelli
Dorcatherium pigotti
Dorcatherium parvun
Propaleortx nyanzae

Walangania africanus

TOTAL SPECTES

x

x

14

x
:{
x
x
x
x
x

26
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TABLE 18.3

HIWEGI AND KULU FAUNA

ORDER GENUS,/SPECI ES FREQUENCY

tI POTYPHLA Protenree trieuspis
Geogale aletris

Galerix africanus
Gymnurechinus leakeyi

Gymnurechinus comptolophus
Amphechinus rusingensi s

Crocidura sp.

I
I
I

43
8
6
1

MACROSCELIDEA Myohyrax oswaldi
Rhynchocyon clarki

Rhynchocyon rusingae
Rhynchocyonid sp.

11- 10 0
11

7
1

CHI ROPTERA Taphozous incognita
Megadermidae sp.
Propotto leakeyi

1
1
I

PRTMATES Progalago dorae
Progalago songhorensis

Komba robustus
Komba minor

Mioeuoticus bishopi
Limnopithecus legetet

Dendropithecus macinnesi
Proconsul africanus
Proconsul nyanzae

Proconsul vancouveringi

1-1 0
1-1 0
1-1 0
1-1 0
1-1 0

6
43
35
4t

3

CREODONTA Kelba quadaemae
Anasinofa leakeyi

Anasinopa sp.
Di ssopsali s pyroclast icus

Metapterodon kaiseri
Metapterodon zadoki
Pterodon africanus
Leakitherium hiwegi
Hyaenodon andrewsi
Hyaenodon metthewi
Hyaenodon pilgrimi

Meg i stother i um osteothalastes

1-10
11-1 00

1-1 0
P

1-1 0
1-1 0
1*10
1-1 0
1-1 0
1-1 0
1-1 0
1-1 0

Hecubides euryodon
Hecubides macrodon
Kichechia zamane

1-1 0
1-1 0

11- 10 0

CARNIVORA
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TUBULIDENTATA (uy )orycteropus af ricanus
TubuLidentate (large)

1-1 0
1- 10

PROBOSCTDEA Prodeinotherium hoble
Platybelodon kisumuens

y1
1S

r.1- 10 0
11- 10 0

LAGOMORPHA Kenyalagomys
Kenyalagomys

rus r ngae
mI nor

100
11-10 0

RODENTIÀ Phiomys andrewsi
Paraphiomys stromeri
Paraphiomys pigotLi

Epiphiomys coryndoni
Diamantonys leuderítzí

Kenyamys mariae
Simonomys genovefae

Myophiomys arambourgi
Elmerimys woodi

Bathyergoides neotart iarus
Prohel iophobus leakeyi
Paranomalurus soniae
Paranomalurus bishopi

Megapedetes pentadactylus
Megapedetes sp"

Af rocricetodon songhori
Protarsomys macinnesi

Notocr icetodon petteri
VulcanÍsc iurus af ricanus

Sciurid

1-10
11- 10 0

100
1- 10

100
1- 10
1-1 0
1-10
1-1 0
1-1 0
1-1 0

11-100
1- 10

11- 10 0
1- 10
1- 10
1- 10
1-1 0

11- 10 0
1-1 0

HYRACOIDEA Pachyhyrax championi
Pachyhyrax cf . pygmaeus

Meroehyrax bateae

11-10 0
1-10
1-1 0

PERI SSODÀCTYLA ChaI icotherium rusingense
Àcerather ium acut irostratrum

Chi lother idium pattersoni
Dicerorhinus leakeyi

Brachypotherium heinzel i.ni

11-1 00
11- 10 0

1- 10
11- 10 0
11-1 00

ARTTODACTYLA

Metailurus africanus
N imrav i ne

Masr itherium aequi tor ial i s
Brachyodus africanus

Hyother ium dartevillei
Hyotherium sp.

Bunolist,riodon jeanneli
LisÈriodon sp.

Xenochoerus africanus
Dorcatherium crassum
Dorcatherium pigotti
Dorcatherium parvun
Gelocus whitworthi

1-1 0
P

11-1 00
1-1 0

11-1 00
11*10 0
11- 10 0

1-1 0
1-1 0

11-100
11-1 00
11-1 00

1-1 0
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Propaleoryx nyanzae
Canthumeryx sirtensis
l.lalangania af r icanus

1-1 0
1-1 0

11-1 00
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TABLE ].8.4

KÀTHI^TANGA SERIES FÀUNA (TNOU KATHT{ANGA POINT STTE)

ORDER CENUS,/SPECI ES KB KF KG KH

LI POTYPHLA Gymnurechinus leakeyi
Lanthanotherium sp.
Lipotyphla indet x

*
x
x

x

MACROSCEL. Rhynchocyon clarki x x *

PRÏMATES Progalago songhorensis
Komba robustus

Komba minor
Limnopíthecus mac innesi

Proconsul africanus

*

x

x
x
x
x x

CREODONTA Anasinopa leakeyi
Hyainailourous sp.

*
x

CARNIVORA Carnivora indet x x *

PROBOSCIDEA Prodeinother ium hobleyi x

LAGOMORPHA Kenyalagomys rusingensi s * * x

RODENTIÀ Diamantomys leuderitzi
"Àpodecter" sÈromeri

Megapedetes pentadactylus
Anomalurid sp. A
Phiomyid sp. À
Phiomyíd sp. Ð

Phíomyid sp. indet(?)Bitis
Rodentia indet vars

*

*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
x

*
*

*
*

*

*

x

*

x

x
x
x

PERT SSO. Chalicotherium rusing
Chalicotherium sp. i

Rhinocerotid inde

ens r_ s
ndet
t

x
x

x

ARTT O. Dorcatherium pigotti
Dorcatherium parvun

Masritherium aequiLorialis
Suidae indet

Artiodactyla indet

x
*

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
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NON-MAMMAL.
FAUNA

Crocodylus niloticus
Crocodyla indeL
ehelonia indet
Squamata indet

Lacertilia indet
Chamelionid indet
Serpentes indet

x

x

*

*
x

x
x

x
x

NON-MAMMAL. SPECIES PRESENT TOTAL 1 4 3 1

TOTAL SPECiES PRESENT 10 16 19 16

18.4.1 FAUNAL ANALYSTS

I8.4.2 KIAHERA FAUNA

In addition to the mammalian fauna ]isted above (table
18.21, some non-mammalian material has been recovered from
Gumba (Picntord 1981). These are:patharia triangulata and Iridina

Aetheria e1típtica As-
(Pliodon) moharen-s1s(fish), crabs, crocodyles ano rarge turtles. These provide

a strong suggestion that the habitat at Gumba was a lake
margin or l-acustrine Iocation (picXford 1981).

18.4.3 Habitat IndicaLor Spec ies

The single species of
forest indicator (Andrews
other hand Tubulidentates
ing forms (nigalke I972),
believed to have preferre
tions (nigalke I972, Van
As a whole the habitat in
open, non closed forest,
t imes .

Progalago can likely be seen as a
and VanCouvering 1975). On the

are today primarily savanna dwelI-
and Megapedetes pentadactylus is

d ari
Couve

d through
ring and

dicators seem to
environment dur

anna type loca-
Couvering J-976).
point to a more
ing the Kiahera

sav
Van
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18.4.4 Relative Abundances

The índicators here are unclear. While primates and ro-
dents are both quite common (17e" each), the ungulates are
more frequent (perissodactyls = 77%, arLiodactyls = 27% to-
tal = 442). The rodents are not clear forest dwellers (i.e.
anomalurids), so the predominance of ungulates may indicate
a secondary forest, or more open, environment (Bourliere
1963). There is no frequency data available for the indi-
vidual rodent forms so it is impossible to teII if one spec-
ies dominated the others.

18.4 . 5

1.

Ec oLog i ca I Ðiversity Analysis

Taxonomic
mation (ta
modern env
f Ioodpla i n
values for
the rodent

Order This spectrum from t
EmB.s) does not match an
ironments. It ís closest,

he Kiahera
v
h

obtained
owever, to

although
high,

for-
f rom
the
the
and

and woodland-bushland spectra
primates and "others" are too
percentage is too low.

2. Size Cateqorv - This spectrum does not resemble any
of the modern spectra.

3. Locomotor Adaptation
c ose yt se from ext

This spectrum resembles most
ant floodplain environments.

4. Feeding Adaptation The Miocene spectrum resembles
both the shoiÈ grass plaíns and the floodplain spec-
tra in terms of overall distribution of forms in the
various classes, but the actual values diverge con-
s i de rably .

In total the ecological diversity analysis from the Kiah-
era horizon points towards a floodplain, or similar habitat.
Taken together with the non-mammalian fauna: fish, croco-
dyles, crabs and turtles, a lacustr íne/r iver ine/f.loodpla in
environment is indicated. The relatíve abundance and habi-
tat indicator species analyses !{ere inconclusive, buL nei-
ther indicated strongly the presence of closed forest near-
by. The predominant vegetation type could have been a
savanna/woodland, which might, help explain the mixed torest/
non-forest indicators.
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TABLE 18.5

ECOLOGICAL. DIVERSITY ÀNÀLYSI S-KIAHERÀ

o-a

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMIC
ORDER

RIPACO

SI ZE
CATEGORY

L2345
!!

R=RODENT
I =INSECT] RE

P=PRÏMATE
A=ARTIODACTYL

C=CÀRNIVORE
O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=1.1-10 Kc.
3=10.1-45 KG.

4=45.1-180 KG.
5=180+ KG.

o,
b

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTATTON

LG SG AR SC AQ AE

FEEDT NG
ADAPTATTON

IN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRIAL
SG=MAINLY TERRESTRIAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIÀL

ÀQ=AQUATI C
AE=AERTAL

I N= I NSECTMRE
FR=FRUGIVORE

HB=HERBIVORE-BROWSER
HG=HERBIVORE-GRAZER

CA=CARNIVORE
OM=OMNIVORE
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18.4"6 HIWEGI FAUNA (excludinq Kathwanga Point site)
]-8.4.7 Habitat Indicator Species

As with the Kiahera fauna, the habitat indicators are
mixed in the fauna from the Hiwegi formaLion (table 18"3).
Those that may be considered to be forest indicators are as
follows

I Rhynchocyon There
Hiwegi fauna, one,
while the other two

are
B.
are

three species present in the
çlarki is moderately frequent
Iffio.

highly frequent, wh
quent (Leakey 1967)

pecies
ile P.

2. Paraphiomys - Two s are present, P.
stromeri is moderately fre-

piqotti is

3. Paranomalurus - Two species are present, P. bishopi
e P. qp¡rqe is moderately frequent"

4

The
IY, or

s rare, w

Tragul idae
present an
frequent.

There are
d Walangania

t,hree spec
africanus:

ies of Dorcatherium
all are moderately

non-forest indicators in the Hiwegi fauna are equal-
even more, impressive. They are:

Myohyrax oswaldi - moderately frequent.

Hyaenodon Three species are present, aII infre-
quent.

I
2

3 Tubul identata
present, both

uslngensls 1s

-

nus Is

Artiodactyla Several artiodac
woodland browsers, including:

- There are two forms of tubulidentate
are uncommon.

5

6

4. Lagomorpha There are two species of Kenyalagomys
present: K. minor is moderately frequent while K.
rus I ngae is frequent.

Bathyergoides One species is present, it is rare.
pentadacty-Megapedetes two specreS are pres

frequent while
,U.
-9!. is infre-lus is moderately

@nt.
7 Erinaceidae There are four specíes of hedgehog

the Hiwegi formation, Gymnurechinus leakeyi is
quent, G
chinus r

. comptolophus i s moderately frequent, Amohe-4africa-
rare (Leakey 19

infrequent and Galerix
67).

ent
u.

I

f rom
f re*

tyls may be considered
Hyotherium darteveil-
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lei (moder
TEquent ) ,quent) and

ately frequent), H.
BunolisLriodon jeanneli

s-p (moderately
(ñõderately fre-

Listriodon gp. ( inf requent ) (cooxe and
Maglio 1978)

There are more good habitat indicator species from the
Hiwegi series on Rusínga Island than from any other Miocene
site from EasÈ Africa. Unfortunately, the same problem of
conflicting indicators that exists at the other sites exists
here also, only magnified to a greater degree. Although the
Hiwegi fauna is treated here, out of necessityo as a single
fauna, it is highly Iikely that there were ecological dif-
ferences between the great number of sites from which the
fossils were derived. while the sítes assigned to the Hiwe-
gi formation are consistent lithologically, and were proba-
bty roughly contemporary (within approximately 1 m.y. ), the
habitat indicators point towards both forest and non-forest
conditions. Thus, rather than searching for a dominant veg-
etation type, it may be possible that during a fairly re-
stricted period of time there were at least two differing
biomes existing side by side in the Rusinga area. which may
have existed side by side.

18.4.8 Relative Abundances

The highest pr
rodents (222), fo
(16%) and primates
dicate forest cond
others numerically
1981). with prec
however, it migh
great frequency (

oport i on
llowed by

(11%).
itions a

( Àndrews
ise fauna
t be seen
ie. Para

of the Hiwegi fauna consists of
carnivores (19%), artiodactyls

The abundance of rodents may in-
s no one form dominates over the
and VanCouvering 1975, Pickford

I Iistings from each Hiwegi site,
that

phiomys
one of the forms found in
piqottí, Diamant.omys leu-
dominated the rodent pop-deritzi , or Kenyalagomys rusingae)

ulation at any particular location.
The abundance of carnivores (Carnivora + Creodonta = 19%)

is interesting, higher than at other East African Miocene
sites. In ex[ant eñvironments, corresponding percentages of
carnivores are found in quite open environments (N. American
steppe = 18%, S. African savanna = 18%) (Walker 1975).

The high percentage of primates has been seen as an indi-
cation of a forested environment (picfford 1981).
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18.4.9 Ecological Diversity Analysis

1. Taxonomic Order - The Hiwegi spectrum
matcñãffiãc tra--T?om modern enü i roñment s 

"Iargely due to the number of species falling
"other" category.

2" Size Category

does
Thi s

i nto

not
is

the

ãTosely the ex
trum. The onl
ter patÈern Iie
Miocene sample

- The Hiwegi spectrum matches fairly
tant African woodland-bushland spec-
y significant deviation from this lat-
s in the >180 kg. class, in which the
is less than is found today.

match
extant

3. Locomotor $dêptation - There is a fairly close
5ãffienThe M-iocene spectrum and those- f rom
woodland-bushland environments.

4 Feeding Adaptation - The Miocene spectrum matches the
spectra from extant woodland-bushland environments
qui te c IoseJ-y .

In total, the ecological diversity analysis
woodland-bushland component in the fauna.st ron

espec
r1es.
vi ron

9
1

reflects a
This is

ally clear in the size and feeding adaptation catego-
None of the categories strongly reflect a forest en-

enL.
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TABLE 18.6

ECOLOGICAL DTVERSITY ANALYSI S-HIWEGT

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMTC
ORDER

RÏPACO

SI ZE
CATEGORY

r2345
R=RODENT

I =INSECTI RE
P=PRIMATE

A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNTVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 Kc.

4=45.1-180 KG.
5=180+ KG.

o-
-õ

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTÀTTON

LG SG AR SC AQ AE

tt

FEEDING
ADAPTÀTION

IN FR HB HG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRTAL
SG=MATNLY TERRESTRIAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=A9UATIC
AE=AERIAL

I N= I NSECTMRE
FR=FRUGMRE

HB=HERBI RE-BROWSER
HG=HERBIVORE-GRAZER

CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNIVORE
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18.4.10 Non-mammalian Fauna

A number of gastropods have been recovered from the Hiwe-
gi formation on Rusinga Island. The following come from
site R3A (Lower uiwegi) (Andrews and VanCouvering 1975).

TABLE 18.7

HIWEGI GASTROPODS

GASTROPOD ECOLOG] CAL IMPLI CATION

Ampullaria ovata Iakes and rivers
Maizania (q sp. ) evergreen forest
Ligatella (Z sp. ) bushland

Homorus (Subulona) wet evergreen forest
Burtoa nilotica woodland

Limicolar ia (Z sp. ) forest/bushland

Troehonanína (S sp.) lowland
forest

evergreen
and bush

Cerastua miocenicus wide distribution
Tayloria (Z sp. ) drier evergreen

forest and bush

Edentulina rusingensis green forest

The implications of the gastropod fauna are mixed in the
same manner as they were from the mammalian fauna.

There has undoubtably been a considerable amount of addi-
tional non-mammalian fauna recovered from Rusinga. Unfortu-
nately, this has not as yet been analysed or published ex-
cept for brief mentions of a cichlid fish (Andrews and
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18.4.11 Hiweqi Summary

As mentioned earlier, it is likely that the individual
sites from the Hiwegi formation differed eeologíeaIly to a
significant degree. Thus, when using a combined fauna, it
is possible only to obtain a general impression of the ecol-
ogy of the whole area over a period of time. This situation
will exist until such time as each site, and its component
fauna, is listed individually.

I.fhile there are a considerable number of f orest indica-
tors in the Hiwegi fauna, the overall implications seem to
be of a more open, perhaps woodland-bushland biome. There
are more good habitat indicators for the latter type of en-
vironment than for the former. Furthermore, in the ecologi-
cal diversity analysis, the woodland-bushland component of
the Hiwegi fauna was clearly demonstrated. Notwíthstanding
this, however, the indicators of a forest biome are also
clearly present.

Since there was a considerable amount of standing/flowing
water on Rusinga Island at this timen âs evidenced by the
sediments which are largely lacustríne/fluvatile in origin,
it is possible to speculate that the forest biome existed in
well watered areas, such as the margins of lakes and rivers.
Apart from these moist areas, the prevailing environment on
Rusinga may have been a more open woodland or savanna. The
concept of a gallery or riverine forest was first proposed
by Chesters (1957) after an analysis of the flora trom nu-
singa, but has recently been contested by Andrews and Van-
Couvering (1975). These authors believe that the floral re-
mains indicate a more extensive lowland forest.

It is obvious that the Rusinga flora can be interpreted
in a number of ways (as will be discussed under FLORA), so
the faunal evidence must be largely considered when trying
to assess the paleoenvironment at Rusinga. WhiIe some of
the faunas closely studied and discussed by Andrews and Van*
Couvering (ttathwanga Point síte - Kathwanga series) have a
strong forest component, this component is certainly not as
clear in the larger Hiwegi formation fauna.

Thus, it seems reasonable to propose that on Rusinga
land, the Hiwegi formation, spanning approximately one
lion years, showed a number of differing environments.
Ieaves more Iatitude for analysis than simply stating

Is-
mi 1-
Thi s
that
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over a
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million year period, was all forested or all

18.4.12 KATHWANGA SERIES FAUNA

Although part of the Hiwegi forrnation, the Kathwanga fau-
na (tab1e 18.4) from the site of Kathwanga point wiff be
treated separately here for a number of reasons.

1. The site vras excavated fairly recently (1971) (en-
drews and VanCouvering 1975).

There is a clear faunal list of both mammalian and
non-mammalian forms.

3. The fauna has been listed for each of the four fos-
siliferous localities whích comprise this site.

Andrews and VanCouvering (fgZS) carefully analysed the
fauna from the four individual fossiliferous Iocations and
reached the fol]owing conclusions: a) site KF streamsidewith forest (a) affinities, b) sites KB and KG - forest, c)
site KH - possibly open or bushland environment.

18.4.13 Habitat IndicaÈor Species

KF Andrews and VanCouvering (1975:89)
(rare) as a forest indicator" In addition

list Rhynchocyon
to this the two

ies commoR) may be forest
Gymnurechinus leakeyi (com-

vanna type of .environment. Th
species are mixed.

(common) may reflect a sa-
us, the habitat indicator

KB Andrews and VanCouveríng list the following forest
indicators: Progalago, Rhynchocyon Paranomalurus. There
are no clear i ndicators of non-forest conditions.

species of Dorcatherium (one spec
indicators. On the ofher hand,
mon) and Kenyalagomys rusingensis

KG - The forest indicators are!ys, an Anomalurid and two species
first three of the above are all

2

Rhynchocyon Paraphiom-
of Ðorcatherium. The

common. Gymnurechinus
leakeyi and Kenyalagoffiys rusinqensis, indicat

but both are uncommon.
rng more open

conditions, are present,

KH - A possible indicator of open conditions, Megapedetes
pentadactylus , is present. In addition to thi s are!
nailourous and Kenvalagomys both which may be considere
dicators of non- f orésf cõnTi t i ons . Furthermore , the
commonJ-y occurring species at KH is Megapedetes. The
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form that might indicate
by tv¡o species.

forest is Dorcatherium represented

18.4.14 Relative Abundances

KB 602 of the KB sample is composed of
entire list from this site consists of only
the high percentage of rodents could easily
Ecolooical Indication = none.

rodents buL the
ten species so

be artifactual.

KF - The most dominant groups here are Rodentia (31% and
Insectivora (25e"). Most of the rodent forms are common and
none dominates over the others numerically as would be typi-
cal in a savanna situation (Andrews and VanCouvering 1975).
The high percentage of insecLivores is unusual but not nec-
essarily indicative of any particular environmental type.
Ecological Indication = Probably forest.

KG - The dominant orders at KG are Rodentia (32e")
Primates (2I%). This is exactly the situation found in
modern forests (gourliere 1963). In addition to this,
of the rodent species are common, an even distribution t
caI of forest ecosystems (Andrews and VanCouvering 19
Ecological Implication = forest.

and
many
most
vpi-
75).

KH - Only Rodent
ent in sisnificant
tive of open condit

The individual sites do not have
late the taxonomic habitat index.
(1981), however, computed the THr for
Point fauna.

ia (38%) and Artiodactyla (31%) are pres-
nereentaoes at KH. This mioht be indiea-
ions. Megapedetes pentadactylus is more

common than the other rodents which may be suggestive of a
non-forest environment. Ecological Implication = woodland,/
savanna.

18.4.I5 Taxonomic Habitat Index

enough fauna to calcu-
Nesbit Evans et aI

the combined Kathwanga

The taxonomic habitat index points to both forest and
woodland- bushland components in the fauna, with the empha-
sis on forest oriented species. This is consistent with the
notion that sites KB and KG reflect a forest environment
while only KH was apparently nore open.
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TABLE ]8.8

HABITAT SPECTRUM

KATHWANGA POINT

z

60
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20

10

00
F W-B GS-D A

F= forest
W-B=wood/bushland

G=grassland
S-D=semi -desert

A=aguat ic

18.4.16 Ecological Diversity Analys i s

The ecological diversity
ïras calculated by Pickf ord
been computed for site KB
represented there.

spectrum for the combined fauna(1981). This analysis has not
because there are so few species

KF The taxonomic order and size category spectra do not
match the spectra from any modern environments. The locomo-
Lor adaptation spectrum most resembles the spectra from ex*tant woodLand-bushland biomes whire the feeding adaptation
spectrum most resembles the spectra from the }owland forest
of East Africa. Ecological Implication = mixed.

KG The spectra from KG do not closely resemble the
spectra from any extant environment. Ecologicat rmplication
= nong.
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TABIE 18 " 9

ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ANALYSIS_COMBINED FAUNA
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A=ARTI ODACTYL
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O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10.I-45 Kc

4=45.1-180 KG
5=180+ KG.
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OM=OMNIVORE
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TABLE 18.10

ECOLOGICAL DIVERSTTY ANALYSIS_KF
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TABLE 18.11

ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ANALYSI S-KG
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TABLE 18.12

ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ANALYSIS-KH
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KH - The taxonomic order spectrum resembles
tant floodplain environments except in that KH
tivores. The locomotor adaptation spectrum
that from the short grass plains. The other
not resemble those from extant environments.
plication = open conditions.

that from ex'
has no in"""l

is closest to
two speetra do
Ecological Im-

combined fauna re-
the taxonomic or-
Ecological Impli-

COMBINED FAUNA - The spectra from the
sembles the lowland forest spectra in both
der and Iocomotor adaptation categories.
cation = forest.

18.4.17 Non-mammalian Fauna

A number of gastropods have been recovered from the Kath-
wanga Point sitè but from different levels than the mammali-
an fauna described above (Andrews and VanCouvering 1975).

The gastropods reflect both the forest and lacustrine/
riverine conditions suggested by the fauna. They are, how-
ever, more clearly forest oriented forms than those from the
Hiwegi formation (Iower) , described above. In total, the
gastiopods reflect forest conditions at the Kathwanga Point
site.
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TABLE 18.13

KATHWANGA POINT GÀSTROPODS

GASTROPOD ECOLOGICAL IMPLI CÀTION

Ampullaria ovata Iakes and rivers
Maizania (q sp. ) evergreen forest

Edouardia mf wanganensi s Iowland arboreal habitat
Homorus (subulona) web evergreen forest

Gonaxis (g sp.) f orest

Limicolaria (Z sp. ) f orest,/bushland

Trochonanina (S sp.) Iowland
forest

evergreen
and bush

Cerastua miocenicus wide distribution
Gulella (g sp.) forest and thicket

Ptychotrema usiforme lowland evergreen forest.

18.4.18 Kathwanga Point Summary

The faunal indicators are all in agreement for three of
the Kathwanga Point locations. KB and KG (as suggested by
Andrews and VanCouvering) both show a strong forest orienta-
tÍon while there are few, if âDy, clear forest indicators
from KH. KH apparently reflects a savanna or woodland
biome. Site KF has features suggestive of both forest and
more open environments. The fossils from KF show a prefer-
red orientation when presented on a rose diagram (a rose di-
agram is a chart, produced to determine if there is a prefer*
red orientation to the long axes of fossil material from a
site. If such an orientation exists, it is an indication
that deposition took place in flowing water, or that the
site has been hydronamically altered. ) . Thus, the whole
site may have been altered by flowing water. The nature of
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the fauna and the sediments indicates that a streamside
location is possible (Andrews and Vaneouvering 1975) "

The only Proconsuline present,
currs at both KG (forest) and

Proconsul africanus
KH( savanna/woodland

I oc*
(z),

which adds little to the notion of a preferred environment
for this species.

18.5 FLORA

Rusinga has the largest fossil flora from the East Afri-
can Miocene. The following floral list and descriptions
have been compiled from Chesters (1957), Palmer and Pitman
Q972), Lind and Morisson (L974) and Andrews and VanCouver-
ing (1975).

Five of the genera lisÈed above are apparently gallery or
canopy forest trees. Entandrophrasma (mahogany) is fairly
abundãnt and it has bee@at this fórm is an in:
dicator of evergreen forest (Chesters 1957). CgItis (ulma-
ceae) (elm) is seen as a lowland form, âs speãÏffirom the
same genera today are mid-canopy trees in the East African
lowland forest (andrews and VanCouvering 1975). The above
are fairly clear indicators of a forest- environment on Ru-
singa sometime during the Miocene, but it must be remembered
that the exact site locations of the fossil flora are appar*
ently unknown (due to the poor stratigraphic recording of
the earlier expeditions) (andrews and VanCouvering 1975).

Two genera are seen as forms more likely to be common in
a woodland-bushland environment. These are: Odina ( tree,

thorn-mango family ) and Berchemia (Brekthorn famil y, smalI
less tree or shrub).

There are six genera of trees or shrubs present which are
ambiguous ecologically in that they can be found in environ-
ments ranging through bushland to forest.

Seven of the genera and twelve of the species listed are
woody climbers or lianas. Furthermore, many of the speci-
mens of fossil wood bear the impressions of twining stems,
indicating that climbers were common (r,ind and Morisson
1974:190). Chesters (1957) concluded that one-half of the
fossil flora from Rusinga was composed of climbers. He sug-
gest,ed that this was an indication of riverine f orest, his
conclusion presumably based on the amount of sunlight re-
quired for this type of plant to grov¡, and on extant rive-
rine forest analogies. At any rate, climbers require trees,
and so they can all be seen as indicators of at least wood-
land conditions, and probably forest.
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TABLE 18.14

RUSINGA FLORA

FAMT LY GENUS/SPECT ES DESCRI PTION

ANÀCARDTACEAE Antrocaryon sp.
Odina sp.

forest tree
bush or woodland

t ree

ANNONACEAE 5 sp. trees or shrubs

APOCYNACEAE Leakeyia sp. ríverine trees
BURSERACAE Canarium sp. trees or shrubs

CONNARACEAE Cnestis sp. shrubs or climbers

CUOURBITACEAE Lagenaria sp.
2 sp.

climber (?)
may be climbers

EUPHORBTACEAE 4 sp. var iable
LEGUMINOSAE PLerocarpus sp.

3 sp.
tree forest/woodland

unknown

MELIACEAE Entandrophragma
or Paleocarpus

tree or
canopy

shrub
t ree

MENT SPERMACEAE Cissampelos sp.
Stephan'ia sp.

Syntrisepalum sp.
Triclisia sp.

woody climbers
lt'l

wÙ

llIt

OLEACEAE Schreberoidea sp. forest tree/shrub
RHAMNACEAE Berchemia sp.

Ziziphus sp.

bushland tree
or shrub

forest/bush Lree
or shrub

RUTACEAE sp" tree or shrub

SAPINDACEAE Sapindospermum sp.
4 sp.

clirnbers G
cLimbers (z

)
)

Celtis sp.
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18.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

Like the other East Àfrican Miocene sites apparently old-
er than 20 m.y. or so (Karungu and Bukwa), the Kiahera for-
mation (ZO-23 m.y. ) seems to represent a non-forested envi-
ronment. The sediments at Kiune and R113 consist largely of
sands, silts and mar1s, and are considered to represeñt ãep-
osition on a floodplain (picfford 1981). The non-mammalian
fauna, consisting of such forms as crabs and crocodiles,
agrees inasmuch as it poinLs to wet conditions also. The
mammalian fauna, when analysed, does not show any clear for-
est affinities. The ecological diversity analysis tended to
reflect patterns similar to those found under extant flood-
plain conditions. Ðuring Kiahera times, then, it is possi-
ble that the predominant geographical feature was a, or sev-
eraL, large floodplain(s). The vegetation pattern on this
floodplain appears to have been quite open, perhaps a wood-
Iand or bushland biome.

WhiIe there is no clear evidence of forest conditions
from the Kiahera formation, there are ample forest indica-
tors from the Hiwegi formation sites. Unfortunately, there
are also ample indieators whieh point to non-elosed foresL
conditions and, in general, these are just as convincing, if
not more so.

The Iithologies of the sites from the Hiwegi formation
vary, but they alI indicate the presence of nearby water.
The sites placed here in the Basal Hiwegi (R1, RlA, R3,
Rl0-19, Wany
depositional
being largel
other divis
KuIu and Upp
Iake margin
in location

ama) are all considered to reflect a floodplain
environment by Pickford (1981); their sediments

sheet conglomerates, silts and sands. The
ons of the Hiwegi formation, the Kathwanga,
r Hiwegi sites, Iie in sediments described as
nd swamp (silts and marls) through lacustrine
silts and shales) (plckford 1981).

Y
I
e
a
(

The mammalian fauna from the Hiwegi formation seems to
indicate that both forest and non-forest environmental con-
ditions were present. Since, in Hiwegi times, the geography
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of Rusinga Island was variable, divided by lakes, rivers and
swamps, there is no reason to assume that there was a singu-
lar vegetative pattern. It has been suggested, however,
that the whole of the East African area, in Miocene times,
vras forested, part of a great lowland forest that stretched
from the Congo Basin to the East coast (Andrews and VanCou-
vering 1975, Àndrews 1981a). In regard to the Hiwegi forma-
tion on Rusingâ, at least, this notion appears to be sim-plistic. l,thile the f orest f ace is well developed, there are
also many species more likely to have been derived from a
more open environment. It seems unlikely that any single
environmental type would contain all of the diverse fauna
found at Rusinga.

Thus, while it would be advantageous to state that the
two Proconsulines common at RusiDgâ, P. africanus and P"

envl ron-nyanzae , were clearly associated here witt¡ a srngle
mental type,
ticularely t

it is not possible to do so.
he re-evaluation of material

More work,
col lec ted

par-
years

sites,ã9o, and more work on the provenances of many of the
is necessary.
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19. SONGHOR

the Western end of the Kavirondo Rift Valley is
songhor Hilt (ss 13'8, 00 02'S. ). This impor-
locality is 17 km. NW. of the summit of Tinderet

d 15 km. North of the site of Legetet Hill.

The
cussed
rev i ew
more d
the So
by Pic

19.1 GEOLOGY

ogy of the Tinderet area has already been dis-
etail in regard to the Koru sites. OnIy a breif
he overall õequence will be provided herê, with a

etailed analysis of the geology and stratigraphy of
nghor site. The Tinderet stratigraphy, âs described
kford and Andrews (1981) is shown below.

Figure 19.1: TINÐERET FOSSIL SEQUENCE
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The Songhor fossiliferous locality Iie
Kapurtnay agglomerates. These agglomerates a
coarse nephelinite agglomerates poorly sorte
with Lenses of well bedded silty to sandy tuf

One }ens of grey tuff ha
of leaves found within it
been reworked, possibly in
Andrews 1981 ) ,

s been dated, but the
indicates that the t
fluencing the date (

s within the
re composed of
d and bedded,
fs, red marls

rientation
f may have
ckford and

and bedded calcified tuffs (pickford and Andrews 1981).

A bedded calcifíed tuff facies, similar to that found at
the Chamtwara member in the Chamtwara areas, marks the base
of the fossiliferous sediments at Songhor (pickford and An-
drews 1981). This is also the lowest of the four recognized
sedimentary units in the main Songhor gullies.
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Fígure 19.2: SONGHOR STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE
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the most fossiliferous sequence at Songhor. The ten beds
are divided into five units, with a sharp stratigraphie eon-
tact between each pair. The five couplets are basically
identical, each composed of a lower red marl horizon grading
upwards into a stigfrtty coarser calcified grey ñorizoñ(pictford and Andrews I981). The red marl horizons are gen-
era1ly more fossiliferous than the grey calcified sediments
although faunal material has been recovered from each.

r'' l gu
sLraLig
signifi
Iat ter
dibles
1981 ) .

re 19.3 (after Pickford and Andrews 1981)
raphy of the red bed member at Songhor 

"eant beds, in terms of fauna, are beds 5
of which has yielded severaL complete skul
of rodents and insectivores (picfford a

and
1s
nd

shows the
The most
9, the

and man-
Andrews
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10 pink to red medium grained sandy clay, poorly fossiliferous

brick red medium to coarse sandy claystone, fossiLiferous
grey to red sandy and pebbly calcified sandstone
red to grey sandy marl
4-8 resistant horizons=sandy calcified layers, orlw brick
red medium fine to medium sandy clay, mod. fossiliferous
mottled red medium sandy claystone, richly fossiliferous
light grey medium to coarse sandy calcified mudStone

brick red medium sandy claystone
red to grey calcified sandstone, rounded limestone pebbles

brick red medium sandy claystone, mod; fossiliferous
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Figure 19.3: THE RED BED MEMBER - SONGHOR

GREY TUFF MEMBER - This unit is generally composed ofgre!.EtETitt¡ a Tãw lenses of red mãrI. A discoñtínuous
bed of grey to red marl lying midway in the member has
yielded a few fossils (picXford and Andrews 1981).
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TUFF AND ÀGGLOMERATE MEMBER - Overlyin
this mem6ã is conìpõæ-offiãrse tuf f wit
It is fossiliferous in patches, yielding g
dents (pickford and Andrews 1981).
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19.2 DATING

Three K/ar dates from the Songho
lished by Bishop et al (1969). Tw
Iar, 19.7 +/- 0.5 m.y. from the
19.9 +/- 0.6 m.y. from an unident
date !{as obtained f rom the overlyin
0.5 m.y.

equence have been
f these are very
cified tuff membe
ed source. The
asanite lava - 9.

Additiona
ford and And
and 23.6 m.y
formation (@

m.y" ). The

1
re
.)
I
I

radiometric dates have been provided by Pick-
r{s ( f ggf ) f or the Muhoroni agglomerates ( 23.5
, the Koru formation (19.6 m"y.), the Legetet
9 . 5 m. y " ) and t,he Kapurtnay agglomeraLes Ã9 "7nteresting feature of these dates is that at}

of the fossiliferous sites from the Tinderet sequence, with
the exceptions of Meswa Bridge and Ft. Ternan, date to al-
most
sili
per i
lng
bvt
st ra
Iy,

exac
ferou
od or
in un
hes
t igra
15 We

t1y the same age @ 19.6 m.y
s sediments were deposited

some factor is influencing
iform values. Thus, the r
tratigraphy is very importan
phy of Tinderet in general,
1I documented (Pic¡<tord and

. Either all the fos-
in a very narrow time
the K/ar dates, result-
elative dating supplied
t. Fortunately, the
and Songhor particular-
Andrews 1981).

19.3 ABUNÐANCE OF PROCONSUT FORMS

Songhor is rich in Proçp¡¡gl fossils and four species
have bèen recovered f roñi-Effiite. The distribution of
Proconsul forms can be seen seen in table 19.1 (number of
specimens drawn from Pickford and Andrews 1981, M.N.I. fig-
ures from Andrews 1978).

The most common form is P.
als. AIso common is P. maiõr
P.africanus (5) and Pl ]-Ë:f

(R. ) sordoni with 17 individu-(ili.H.î::-Ts), but less so are
vancouveringi (3). AII of the

men of P. qordoni which came from
of the earlier material excavated
cavations) also vras from the red
drews 1981), but the largest por-
as surface collected, and hence
pec imens, however, are apparently
ization and proportions of forms

ÞroconsuT material fFom tEe 197I-1972 collect ions, with the
exceptlon o f a single speci
the red bed member. Some
by Leakey (1948 and 1966 ex
bed member (Pickford and An
tion of Leakey's material w
has no provenance. These s
simiLar in colour, fossil
found, to those from excavations in bed 5 of the red bed
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TABLE 19.1

PROCONSUL DISTRIBUTION, SONGHOR (# of specimens)

SPECI ES t97t-r972 TOTAL M.N.I .

P. africanus 3 T2 5

P. major 6 44 15

P (n. ) gordoni 6 7t I7

P. (R. ) vancouveringi 1 3 J

L. legetet 13 94 19

D. macinnesi 2 29 T2

member (pickford and Andrews 1981). It is possible, then,
that lhe vast majority of the Proconsul material, and the
fauna at large, can be assigñffi the red bed member.
Within the reã beds themselves, a provenance of either bed 5
or bed 9 for the Proconsul
t97t/2 collectionffiF
these areas (Pi ckford and Andrews 1981). If bed 6 forms a
unit v¡ith bed 5,
then 95e" of the
three horizons
that the orig

material is probable, âs, in the
of the Proconsul fossils came from

as is suggested by Pickford and Andrews,
Proconsul material is contained in these(beffi and 9). Thus, it may be possible

in of most of the Proconsul fossils is re-
stricted to quite specific areas.

19.4 FAUNA

The
1981 )
end of

following faunal- Iist (after Pickford and Andrews
contains aII the material collected at Songhor to the
1978.
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TABLE I9.2

SONGHOR FAUNA

ORÐER GENUS/SPECI ES FREQUENCY

INSECTIVORA Erythrozootes
Prochrysochlor i s

Protenric t
Gymnurechinus s

Amphechinus r
Galerix af

Rhynchocyon
Rhynchocy

Myohyrax o

chamerpes
miocaenicus

r icuspi s
onghorens i s
uslngensls
r lcanus
clarki

on sp.
swa 1d i

2
6

2I
I7

2
13
23
14

3

CHI ROPTERA Taphozous incognita
Propotto leakeyi
Hipposideras sp.

1
4
5

PRÏMATES Progalago dorae
Progalago minor

ProgaJ-ago robustus
Limnopithecus legetet

Proconsul gordoni
Proconsul vancouver ingi

Proconsul africanus
Proconsul major

Dendropithecus macinnesi

10
7
6

94 MNI =1"9
MNI =1"7
MNI =3
MNI =5
MNI =15
MNI =l 2

7t
3

l2
44
29

RODENTTA Diamantomys leuder itz i
Paraphiomys pigotti

Paraphiomys stromeri
Epiphiomys coryndoni

Phiomys andrewsi
Simonomys genovefae

Elmerimys woodi
Paranomalurus soniae
ParanomaLurus bishopi
Paranomalurus walkeri
Zenkerella wintoni

Af rocricetodon songhorí
Notocricetodon petter i

Bathyergoides sp.
Megapedetes sp.

Vulcani scurus af ricanus
Goniodon songhori

Protarsomys macinnesi
Andrewsimys parvus

Proheliophobus leakeyi

159

529
51
44
I

L2
42

2
34
62
19

2
58
29
105
14

5
1
1
2
1



CARNIVORA Teratodon enigmae
Teratodon speki

Hyaenodon andrewsi
Hyaenodon pilgrimi
Hecubides euryodon

Kelba quademaae
Mustelidae indet

Metailurus africanus
Kichechia zamane

2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
4

PERI SSODACTYLA ChaI icother ium
Dicerorhi nus

rus I ngense
leakey i

3
4

HYRACOTDEA Bunohyrax sp. 3

PROBOSCIDEA Gomphotherium sp. 3

TUBULIDENTATÀ Orycteropus minutus 2

ARTIODACTYLA Hyotherium ki j ivium
Masritherium sp.

Dorcatherium songhorensis
Gelocus whiLworthi

Walangania africanus

6
1

151
4

222

TOTAL NIIMBER OF SPECIES = 60

19.4.1 Habitat Indicator Species

There are a number of good forest indicators in
ghor fauna. These are: 3 species of Paranomalurus

equent, ) , 2 specles
es of
and Wa

o
three speci Proqalago (alI

Dorcather iun langan ia ( both
species both modera f requent

and a si ,ngle species of Prochrysochloris (rare

the Son-
(one fre-
ynchocyonquent and two moderately fr

(both moderately common),
uncommon), two tragulids
common), Paraphiomys (two tely

).

Gymnurechinus,
(2 sp. ) and the

There are also som
more open conditions.
this class is fewer, h
est oriented forms.
group of indicators,
being infrequent or ra
Amphechunus I Galerix

e forms present that tend to indicate
The number of species falling into

owever, only I as compared to 13 for-
Furthermore, only one of this latter
Bathyergoides is common, the others
re. the others are:

, Meqapedetes
opus.

Hvaenodon
tubulidenÈate Orvcter

In total,
oriented, âs

the faunal indicators are
!{as noted by Pickf ord ( 1981
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TABLE T9.3

RELATÏVE ABUNDÀNCES

ORDER NT'MBER
OF SPECIES

Z OF TOTÀL
SPEC]ES PRESENT

RODENTTA 20 33

INSECTIVORA 9 15

PRÏMATES I 15

CARNTVORÀ 9 15

ARTIODACTYLA 5 I
CHI ROPTERA 5 5

PERI SSODACTYLA 2 3

HYRACOTDEA 1 2

PROBOSCIDEA I 2

TUBULIDENTATA I 2

19.4.2 Relative Abundances

Rodents constitute th
by insectivores primates
abundance of rodents and
tant African forests (go
Diamantomys leuderitzi c
covered. fnrs amoun t,
percentages of several o
pattern characteristic o
bit Evans et aI (1981).
arguable as Diamantomys

e highest percentage at 33lø followed
and carnivores, all at 15%. The
primates is a common pattern in ex-

urliere 1963). Within t.he Rodentia,
onstitutes 522 of the specimens re-

coupled with the "moderately high
ther rodent species" is considered a
f modern forest communities by Nes-

This conclusíon, however, might be
, constituting as it does greater

than 50% of the rodent remains, may be considered to have
dominated numerically over the other rodents at this site.
This would be more characteristic of a savanna setting (en-
drews and VanCouvering 1975). Furthermore, the nexL most
common rodent forms, in terms of numbers of specimens recov-
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ered, arejust l0 " 5%
bishopi 6Z

not highly frequent.
of the rodent soeei

Bathyergoides
mens reeovered,

represents
ranomalurus

gp.
Pa

and Afrocricetodon sonqhori 5.5%.

On the other hand, the dominant form in extant grassland
and savanna situations often reaches 80-90% of the total ro-
dent population, which is considerably more than 50%. Also,
the number of specimens can hardly be directly equated be-
tween species. A minimum numbers analysis is required be-
fore such comparisons can be regarded as highly significanL.

In total, the percentages of the varíous rodent species
cannot be seen as indicative of a particular environment, âs
was suggested by Nesbit Evans et aI (1981). In the overall
sample, however, the high percentages of rcdents and pri-
mates do seem to point towards a foresLed environment.

Two additional points of interest are the relatively high
frequencies of insectivores and carnivores, both 15% of t,he
total. The percentage of carnivores may be accurate as it
is comparable to frequencies from some extant environments
(watker 1975) and there are definite traces of predator ac-
tivity in Lhe fossils (picXford and Andrews 1981). Nesbit
Evans et al (1981) cite the high
as being puzzling, but not indicat
particular environment. None of

roportion of insectivores
vê, necessarily, of any
the modern environments

has been computed
value is for for-
other categories
component of the

P
L

I i sted by Wa1ker ( 1975 ) show such a high percent,age of in-
sectivores, so no ecological conclusion can be readily drawn
from their abundance here.

19.4.3 Taxonomic Habitat Index

The taxonomie habitat index for Songhor
by Nesbit Evans et aI (1981). The highest
est, followed by woodland-bushland. The
are insignificant. Once again the forest
Songhor fauna is strongly reflected.
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TABLE 19.4

HABITAT SPECTRUM

SONGHOR

%

60
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00
F W-B GS-D A

F= forest
W-B=wood/bushland

g=grassland
S-D=semi -desert

A=aquat ic

!9.4.4 Ecological Diversity Analysis

This analysis has also been computed by Nesbit Evans etaI (1981), both for the 1972 fauná in total, and for the
1972 fauna from the red bed formation, bed S only, A fur-ther analysis has been calcurated here using the total fauna
recovered from Songhor, prê and post 1972"

The 1972 total collecti
from extant forests. In
tween the Songhor and mode
tistically significant (p=
ries (Nesbit Evans et al
similar to the 1972 spectr

pectra are símilar to spectra
, correlation coefficients be-
owland forest spectra are sta*
) in three of the four catego-
81). The bed 5 pattern -is
large o

ons
fact
rnI
0.05

19
aat
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TABLE 19.5

ECOLOGTCAL ÐIVERSITY ÀNALYSIS-SONGHOR-1972 FAUNA

z
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00
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SI ZE
CATEGORY

t2345
R=RODENT
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A=ARTIODACTYL
C=CARNIVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=1.1-10 KG.
3=10.1-45 KG,

4=45.1-180 KG:
5=180+ KG.
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I N= I NSECTMRE
FR=FRUGI RE

HB=HERBMRE-BROWSER
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CA=CARNI RE
OM=OMNIVORE
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TABLE 19.6

ECOTOGTCAL DTVERSTTY ANALYSIS-SONGHOR BED 5

9o
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CATEGORY
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O=OTHER
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3=10.1-45 KG

4=45.1-180 KG:
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TABLE I9.7

ECOLOGTCAL DIVERSITY ÀNALYSIS-SONGHOR TOTAL FAUNA

%
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4=45.1-180 KG:
5=180+ KG.
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CA=CARNMRE
OM=OMNIVORE
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The addition of the pre 1972 fauna changes the overall
pattern only sIightIy. The only significant difference Iies
in the taxonomíc order category, in which the total Songhor
collections have a much lower percentage of primates ùhan
does the 1972 collection aIone. This is due to the fact
that, for some reason, the earlier expeditions uncovered a
greater diversity of forms, thus making the percentage of
primates, of the total forms, Iower.

19.4. 5 Non-mammalian Fauna

In addition to the mammalian fauna there are a number of
non-mammalian forms, most gastropods, from Songhor. The
following list comes from Andrews and VanCouvering 1975.

Of the above, six forms are
two are non-forest (bushland)
with the mammalían fauna which
biome at Songhor"

forest oriented while only
forms. This is consistent

also pointed to a forest

The I97l/I972 excavati
other non-mammalian forms,
Andrews 1981). There wer
respectively recovered of
sions can be reached from

d remains of only two
nd Python (Picnford and
only9and5specimens

ra and no firm conclu-
nce here.

ons yielde
Chelonia a

e, however,
these gene

their prese

r67



TABLE 19.8

SONGHOR GÀSTROPODS

GASTROPOD ECOLOGI CAL IMPLI CATION

Bloyeta ar id,/bushland

Thap's i s f orest

LigatelIa (Z sp. ) bushland

Homorus (Subulona) wet evergreen forest

Gonaxis (g sp.) wet evergreen forest

Limicolaria (Z sp. ) forest/bushland
. Trochonanina (S sp. ) lowland

forest
evergreen
and bush

GuIelIa (g sp.) forest and thicket
Tayloria (Z sp. ) drier evergreen

forest and bush

Krapfiella angusta montane evergreen forest
Pr imi guleI Ia montane affinities

19.5 FLORA

There are no published floral remains from Songhor.
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].9.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

It has been suggested in the past (Kent L944, Shackleton
1951) ttrat the limestone in the Tinderet sequence indicates
that this area.was f looded, ât least periodically. Cit.ing
work by James (1956), however, pickford and Andiews (1981)
postulate that the limesLone in the Koru/Songhor sequence
wâs formed, not in a lacustrine setting, but rather by rain-
fall and groundwater acting upon the tuff extruded from the
tinderet carbonatite volcano. The carbonatite nature of the
tuff a]lows for rapid calcifícation when water is added, and
limestone can be formed in this manner (picnford and Andrews
1981). Thus, with this method of limestone formation there
is no need to postulate any lacustrine influence in the Tin-
deret sequence. Support for thís notion lies in the nature
of some of the beds that show weathering, paleosols and
rootcasts (pic¡<f ord and Andrews 1981) .

The red bed horizon in the Songhor sequence is seen by
Pickford and Andrews to reflect complete to partial calcifi:
cat.ion and alteration by mechanical and biologic processes
on the surfaces of several successive horizons. This would
explain the cyclic nature of the red bed member, with only
the upper portion of each successive extrusion of tufi
brcoming altered before being buried (picXford and Andrews
1981 ) .

The fauna from Songhor tends to support the notion of
terrestrial deposition of limestone as there are abundant
terrestrial mammals but aquatic forms are extremely rare.

It is almost certain that Songhor, ât the time of deposi-
tion and therefore at the time of occupation by the Prõcon-
sul forms, Iay in a forest, probably one that was evõE@n
and fairly dense in naLure. It is probably significant that
while four Proconsul species are known from Songhor, two ap-
parently weFJnuc-ñ-Torè f requent than the otherã" rogethei,g. maior (38%) and P. qordoni (422) constitute 80%-of the
ErocõnãüT individuals thifEãFf ound at Songhor. The other
Fñ-õrSEies, tr: ?f ricalus Q2Z) and P. vañcouverinqi (g%) ,are considerably l-ess-lgni f icant. ThusE!'ñõTãffiars t,o
be a good example of a particular environment (forest) being
associated with particular species, notabLy P. maior and p.
gordoni.
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20. FORT TERNAN

Part of the Tinderet sequence, the Fort Ternan beds (¡S
zJ-'F,, 00 13'S) lie above both the Koru and the Songhor }ev-
els. Because of the unique nature of the Fort Ternan fauna,
and the site's relat.ively late date, it is dealt with here
after the other East African Miocene sites.

20.I GEOLOGY

The geological sequence at Tinderet has already been de-
scribed from the basement granite through the Kapurtnay ag-
glomerates under the Koru and Songhor headings. Above the
Kapurtnay agglomerate lies a resistant, coarse grained,
non-fossiliferous nephelinite agglomerate, often of consid-
erable depth, called the CIiff agglomerate (pictford and An-
drews 1981). Above the CIiff agglomerate, the Tinderet se-
quence becomes more confused and has to be interpreted from
a number of outcrops over a fairly large area.

There are a variety of lavas, given the blanket name of
the Kericho Phonolites Group, occurring between the agglom-
erate and the Ft. Ternan fossil beds (picfford and Andrews
1981). Three separate lavas are recognized in this group by
Pickford and Andrews (1981), biotite phonolite, nephelinite
and baraget phonolite. None of these contain fossils.

Superseding these lavas is a sequence of tuffs which show
ripple marks and have been re-vrorked by water (Andrews and
l.lalker 1976). These tuf f s have yielded radiometric dates.
Above the water worked tuffs are two groups of tuffaceous
sediments, separated by a layer of phonolite, called the
Fort Ternan À and B group beds (Shipman et al 1981). The
lower group, A, is largely unfossiliferous, but the upper
group, B, contains two fossiliferous paleosol horizons
(Shipman et al 1981). The depositional environment in the
tuffs surrounding the paleosoJ. horizons is generally consid-
ered to be subaerial although some lacustrine elements can
be defined (Andrews and llalker 1969).

Above the fossiliferous deposits are fine grained and
sorted sediments, probably riverine in origin (Andrews and
llalker 19761 . FinaIIy, to top the sequence, f urther vol.can-
iclastic material has yielded additional R/ar dates.
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20.2 DATING

Andrews and WaIker (tgl6z293) have províded the following
K/ar dates from Ft. Ternan:

1, I4.7 +/- 0.7 m.y. - from crystal Iithic tuff (below
paleosols).

2. 14.0 +/_ 0.2 m.y" *'

3. 14.0 ûr.1z.

4. 11.8 +/- 0.2 m.y. - from top of Ft. Ternan succes-
sion.

5. 11.9 +/_ 0.3 m.y. ,e'

6. 12.6 +/_ 0.7 rlt.!.
7. 12.5 +/_ 0.4 ffi.y. rr*

There seems to be a general concensus that the Ft. Ternan
fossils can be dated from 12.5 - 14.0 m.y. (Andrews and
WaIker 1969, Pickford 1981, Pickford and Andrews 1981). The
above authors have even suggested that more specific dating
is possible, and that the-Ft. Ternan fauna tinefy dates tó
13. 5 14.0 D.y.

20.3 ABUNDANCE OF PROCONSUL FORMS

P.
Ta
dr
sh
ma

Proconsu
n anzae
revrs an

ews (rgze
ipman (et
pi thecus

lines represented in the Fort Ternan fauna ares(l specimens) and P. africanus (g specimens)
d Walker l-976). M.N.T. figures calculatêd by An-
) are: P. nyanzae=3 and P] africanus=2 altÏroughal 1981T riffiîry one indiÇiäuaT oE each" Rã-
wickeri has also beén recovered f rom Ft. Terñn

which is an unusual occurrence (Andrews and Walker I976).

It is possible, or may even be likely, that the Proconsul

fact be part of the natural death assemblage from Ft. Ternan(Hesbit Evans et aI 1981). UntiI this is-ascertained defi-
nately, if possible, these elements should be consideredpart of the Fort Ternan fauna. WhiIe these fossils probably
r,¡ere transported by water, there is no nay of telling how
far they were moved or their exact origin, so it is prudent
to retain them with the rest of the faunal assemblage, but
further analysis involving the Lqoconsu! material should be
conducted with caution.

remains, which show evidence of rolli
may have been derived from other area

ng and water transport,
s, and thus may not in
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20.4 FAUNA

The following Ft.
Shipman et al (1981)

Ternan faunal list has been drawn from
and Andrews and Walker (1976).
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TABLE 2O.I

FORT TERNAN FAUNA

ORDER GENUS/SPECT ES M.N. ]

LI POTYPHLA Amphechinus sp. 3

MACROSCELTDEA Myohyrax sp.
cf. Rhynchocyon sp.

Macroscelididae

1
1
4

CHI ROPTERA Chiroptera indet 1

PRIMATES timnopithecus legetet
Lor i s ine

Proconsul africanus
Proconsul nyaRzae

Ramapithecus iicxeri

5
t

2or1
3or1

5

CREODONTA Dissopsalis sp.
Megi stotheríum osteothalastes

5
2

CARNIVORA lar
sma

9e
I1

Amphiocyon id
Amphi ocyon id

3
1

TUBULIDENTATA Orycteropus sp.
Myorycteropus sp.

2
1

PROBOSCIDEÀ Platybelodon ( Z )
Deinotherium sp.

6
1

RODENTTA Leakymus ternani
Ðiamantomys sp.

Paraphiomys pigotti
Anomalur idae
Bathyergidae

Afrocricetodontine
large Microcricetodont idae
small Microcricetodont idae

Megapedetes sp.
Sciuridae

I2
5
5
3
2
I
1
1
1
1

PERI SSODACTYLA Paradiceros mukirii 10

Paleotragus primaevus
Climacoceras af ricanus
Samotherium afrícanus

Listriodon sp.
Propaleoryx sp"

13
9
3
2
1

ARTTODACTYLA
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bovidae

20.4.! Habitat Indicator Species

There are few forest indicators f
are! Rhynchocyon
and t tragul ids

.Ð., the anomalurid
(Nesbit Evans et al

Bunolistriodon kidogosana
Walangania africanus

Dorcatherium chappui sí
Dorcatherium parvun
Oioceros tanyceras

Protragoceras labidotus
Gazella sp.

Pseudotragus potwar icus
Eotragus sp.

1
2
4
1

94
69
11
I
I

a number o
c i f ically:

f indicators of open or sa
Megapedetes, Orycteropus

rom Ft. Ternan; they
and possibly the loris
1981). There are also

vanna conditions, spê-
, Myorycteropus and the

species of the famil
indicators of a grass

vIand environment
Bathyerg idae .

the East African Miocene sites. The
vids from Ft. Ternan and the two
Oi oce ros

There are also clear
, which is unique among
re are 5 genera of bo-
most common species t

teeth of these forms,
they were mixed feeders

tanyceras and Protragoceras labidotus , both bovids,
c onst tute between theL m 50% of the total ind ividuals from
the site. From an analysis of the
Shipman et a] (1981) concluded that
preferring grass.

In total, the
are mixed, but the
a woodland/savanna

habitat indicator species from Ft. Ternan
evidence of an open environment, possibly
or even a grassland biome, is stronger.

20,4.2 Relative Abundances

The most common order is
Rodentia 2IZ, Primates 10U
dominance by ungulates may
or more open conditions.

Artiodactyla at 30% followed by
and all carnivores at 82. The

be indicative of secondary forest

Nesbit Evans eL aI (fggf) have calculated the browser/
grazer ratio from Fort Ternan to be 2¿1- . This compares to
a modern savanna biome 1:1 and modern forest environments
2¿l to 3:1. Thus, the Ft. Ternan raLio occupies an interme-
diate position between these two environmental types.

In total, there are no clear patterns apparent
relative abundance statisLics.
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20.4"3 Taxonomic Habitat Index

The Ft. Ternan taxonomic habitat index has been cal"culat-
ed by Nesbit Evans et al (1981).

TABLE 20.2

HABTTAT SPECTRUM

FORT TERNAN

o-
-o

60

s0

40

30

20

10

00
F W-B GS-D À

F= forest
W-B=woodr/bushland

G=grassland
S-D=semi -desert

A=aquat ic

The index shows equal dominance
bushland forms while the other clas
tain these figures Nesbit Evans et
the bovids as woodland-bushland dw
Iand forms. This would be contra

forest and woodland-
are very Low, To ob-
must have considered

ers rather than grass-
ntry (1970:310) whose

by
ses
al

eII
Ge

analysis of the bovids from Ft. Ternan concluded that the
species were more likely to have come from an open, oÉ
sJ.ightly wooded,bíome. In the final analysis, however, mov-
ing the bovids into a different category would have a negli-
gible impact on the index as a whole.
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The ecological diversity analysis !{as also calcu}ated by
Nesbit Evans et aL (1981).

Taxonomic Order The Fort Ternan spectrum is similar to
those from extant floodplain environments, differing only in
that the proportion of primates is higher than would normal-
Iy be found today.

20.4.4 Ecological Diversity Analysis

pectrum - This spectrum resembl-es spectra from ex-
Iand-bushland biomes. One peculiarity in the anal-
he Low number of forms falling into the 1.1-10 kg.
Nesbit Evans et aI (fg8f) Uelieve that this is not
mpling error but rather, accurately reflects the
which existed. Because forms falling ínto the
class are relatively common, and, since the smalI-

are more likely to have been lost in a fossil situ-
hrensmeyer et aI 1980), Nesbit Evans et aI are
correct in their analysis. They go on to suggest
absence of monkeys and small carnivores is respon-
the low numbers in the 1.1-10 kg. class as these

animals form the bulk of species in this category
Unfortunately, what this means ecologically is un-
but a lack of monkeys may suggest a dearth of trees
ea.

Size S
tant wood
ysis is t
cIass.
due to sa
situation
0-1 .1 kg.
er forms
ation (ne
probably
that the
síble for
types of
today.
certain,
in the ar

Locomotor Spectrum - The Miocene locomotor s
sembles extant floodplain and woodland-bushland b
cause, however, there are no aquatic vertebrates
exception of a single crocodile bone, from the si
odplain environment is not Iikely (Nesbit Evans e
So, an open environment, possibly a woodland i
here.

pectrum re-
iomes. Be-

with the
, a flo-
a1 1981 ) .
indicated

I
te
t
s

Feedi n
spec t rum
bit Evans
those from

I
d

Àdaptation - The Fort Ternan feeding adaptation
oes not closely resemble any extant pattern. Nes-
et al (1981) Uelieve the pattern falls between
extant forest and savanna environmenLs in Africa.

In tota1, the ecological diversity analysis demonstrates
non-forest conditions at Fort Ternan. Because the nature of
the fauna is not consistant with a floodptain environment, a
woodland,/bushland/savanna biome is more Iikely.

\
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TABLE 20.3

ECOLOGICAL DTVERSITY ANALYSIS_FORT TERNAN

0,

50

40

30

20

10

00

TAXONOMIC
ORDER

RIPA,CO

ST ZE
CATEGORY

r2345
R=RODENT

I = I NSECTMRE
P=PRIMATE

A=ÀRTIODACTYL
C=CARNIVORE

O=OTHER

1=0-1.0 KG.
2=I " 1-10 KG.
3=10 " 1-45 KG

4=45.1-180 KG
5=180+ KG.

z

50

40

30

20

10

00

LOCOMOTOR
ADAPTATION

tG sG AR SC AQ AE

FEEÐING
ADAPTATION

IN FR HB I.IG CA OM

LG=TERRESTRIAL
SG=MATNLY TERRESTRIAL

AR=ARBOREAL
SC=SCANSORIAL

AQ=AQUATIC
AE=AERIAL

IN=INSECTIVORE
FR=FRUGMRE

HB=HERBIVORE-BROWSER
HG=HERBMRE-GRAZER

CA=CARNIVORE
OM=OMNIVORE
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20.4.5 Socioecoloqy

Using Jarman's Ã974) socioecological categories f or an-
telopes, Nesbit Evans et aI (1981) have analysed t,he bovids
from Fort Ternan. Based on a number of characteristics of
these forms (size, sexual dimorphism, Iimb length) they
reached several conclusions regarding some of the social
habits they might have had (ie. group size, home range size,
territoriality and seasonality). They concluded Lhat the
socioecology is indicative of mammals Iiving in closed to
moderately cLosed habitats. It must be remembered, however,
that this type of analysis is in its infancy and should not
be relied upon too heavily.

20.4.6 Non-mammalian Fauna

Various non-mammalian
listed by Andrews and
(1981).

from Fort Ternan have been
(1976) and Shípman et al

fauna
Walker

1. MOLLUSCA

a) Maizania evergreen forest.
b) Cerastua wide distribution.
c ) Homorus - wet evergreen forest.
d) Burtoa nilotica - woodland.

e) Trochonanina - forest and bushland.

f ) Gul-ella - f orest and thicket
2. ARTHROPODA

a ) Potamidae

3. REPTILIA

a) Chamaelodontidae

b) Crocodylus sp. - M.N.I.=1

4. AVES

a) Struthio cf . asiaticus - M.N.I.=2

b) Falconidae

c) Acciptrid vulture ' M.N.I.=1
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The environmental implications of the gastropods are mix-
ed but generally they poínt towards forest conditions (en-
drews and Walker I976), The crocodile, of course, indicates
the presence of water nearby when the site was formed but
since this form is represented by a síngle bone only, and
since there are no other aquatic forms in the sample it must
be considered that water was not a major factõr at the
site.

d) Genetta sp.

e) Percrocuta

2O " 5 FLORA

The
probabl
shrubs

The ostrich
good indicator
(Nesbit Evans

Struthio on the other
of open cond itions,

et a] 1981 ) 
"

hand, ilây be seen as a
perhaps even grassland

is a single leaf,
woodland trees and

iliferous area at Fort
d vegetative develop-
ret volcano. Most of
Ternan levels is eom-

while some levels have
am indicates that this
beds themselves ( Sfrip-
y environmeRt here, âs
bably subaer ial ( Sfrip-
reement that Fort Ter-
searchers seem to feel
hland or wooded grass-
te (Nesbit Evans et aI
1970). Most types of
nt themselves, seem to

only flora Iisted from Fort Ternan
y from the Sterculiaceae family of
(Andrews and Walker 1976).

20.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHY

It seems likely that the main foss
Ternan represents a period of soil an
ment between eruptions from the Tínde
the stratigraphic sequence in the Fort
posed of pyroclastic materíaIs, and
been influenced by water a rose díagr
was not the case in the fossiliferous
man et aI 1981). Thus, the sedimentar
at most of the Tinderet sites vras pro
maR et al 1981). There is general ag
nan vlas not a f orest locale. Most re
that a woodl-and, savanna, wooded bus
land was the probable biome at this si
1981, Andrews and Walker 1976, Gentry
faunal analysis, and the species prese
point towards this conclusisn.

Fort Ternan is significant because it shows one of the
earl- iest appearan
cant that this fo
is quite clearly
bovids, which a
first appear here
the appearance of

ces of Ramapithecus.
rm occurrs at a site
non-forest. Other fo
lso were not common i
in abundance. It has
Ramapithecus and the

It could be signifi-
where the environment
rms, for example the
n the Early Miocene,
been postulated that
other new forms may
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have been related to an ecological shift towards more open
country (Shipman et al 1981). It is also possible, however,
that there vras an influx of mammals from another area (Eura-
sia) at about this time, which would explain the divergence
in forms between the Early Miocene sites and Ft. Ternan (An-
drews 1978).

An environmental shift in the Ft Ternan area could have
readily been caused by volcanic activity from Tinderet,
changing the prevailing biome from a forest (as at Songhor)
to a more open environment (Shipman et aI 1981). On the
other hand, a number of nev¡ forms do appear at Fort Ternan
and it must be assumed that they were invaders moving into a
nevJ territory. An environmental shift, however, would make
it more Iikely that invading species would find niches
available to them, and it is reasonable to believe that with
a change in the environment came a change in t.he fauna.

Thus,
had little
condi t ions

Ramapithecus seefns to have moved into an area that
primate fauna, presumably because environmental
vrere not favorable for the primates common in the

Proconsul

Early Miocene, Limnopithecus, Dendropithecus and Proconsul.

It is interesting to note, however, that the
species most common at the other Tinderet sites,
and P. qordoni, are absent from Fort Ternan entirel
other Tinderet sítes vrere almost certainly forest
so it appears as if the above forms were unable to
changing conditions. On the other hand,
unless intrusive, makes its only appear
series site at Fort Ternan which may indi
either preferred non-forest conditions or

Proconsul nyanzae

than the other Proconsul spec 1es.

E
vI

. malor

. These
ocat i ons

adjust to
ance in a Tinderet
cate that this form
was more adaptable
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2T" SUMMARY OF THE EAST AFRICAN MTOCENE S]TES

The daLes lísted in table 2I,I are based upon both R/ar
and t,he stratigraphies of the various sites. The mean age
of the sites is 18"64 m.yo and they are more or less normal-
Iy distributed around this point.
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TABLE 2T.T

AGE OF THE EAST AFRT'CAN MIOCENE SITES

SI TE ESTTMATED AGE PROBABLE
ACCURÀCY

FORT TERNAN 14 m.y. good

KI RIMON 13 il.y. + unce rta i n

MABOKO 15-I6 m.y. fair
MOROTO I 16 m.y fair
MOROTO II 15 m.y. fair

LOPEROT 17-19 m.y moderatd"

LOSIDOK 17-L9 m.y moderate

MFWANGANO (HIWNCT ) 17-19 M. Y. moderate

NÀPAK i (GROUP) 18 m.y good

RUSINGA (HTWECT ) 18-19 m.y good

NAPAK II (GROUP) 18.5-20 m.y. moderate

KORU (nOnU) 19.5 m.y good

KORU (Lsenrnr) 19.5 m.y. good

SONGHOR 19.5 m.y good

KORU (CHAMTWARA) 19.6 m.y good

MFT^TANGANO (NUSTNGA AGGLOM. ) 19.6 m.y moderate

MFWANGANO (UPPNN KIAHERA) 20.0 fl.y. moderate

RUSTNGA (nraUnne) 21.0 m.y. moderate

BUKWA 22.0 m.y good

KARUNGU 23.0 m.y. moderate

KORU (UESW¡ BRIDGE) 23.5 ûr.!. good
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DEPOSITTONAL ENVIRONMENTS AND PROBABLE VEGETATION TYPES OF
THE EAST AFRICAN MIOCENE STTES

TABLE 2I.2

DÀTE
M. Y.

SI TE DEPOSI TIONAL
MODE

PROBABLE
ENVIRONMENT

14 FORT TERNAN SUBAERIAL OPEN WOODLAND

MABOKO FLOODPLAIN WOODLAND (?)

MOROTO I UNCERTAIN UNKNOWN

MOROTO TI RTVERINE/
FLUVATT LE

UNKNO!,ÏN

LOPEROT RTVERINE (Z) FLOODPLÀIN

L8 LOSIDOK LAKE MARGIN//
FLWATI LE

FLOODPLAIN

UNKNOWN

18. 5 MFWANGANO
(urwncr )

WATER BORNE
SEDTMENTS/
FLOODPLATN

FOREST (?)

NAPAK r (cnoup) LARGELY
SUBAERIAL

FOREST

RUsrNcA (urwnor ) LAKE t,lengfN/
RrvnnrNn/

FLOODPLAIN

FOREST AND
SAvANNA (?)

NAPAK II (cnoup) LACUSTRI NE UNCERTAIN

KoRU (KoRU) SUBAERIAL FOREST/WOODLAND

KoRU ( r,gcgtgr ) SUBAERIAL FOREST

SONGHOR SUBAERIAL FOREST

KORU (CHAMTT,IARA) SUBAERI AL FOREST

MFwANGANo (nusr-
NGÀ Acci,ounnern)

WATER BORNE
snorueNrs/
FLOODPLÀTN

FoREST (?)

MFWANGANO
(uppen rrausRa)

LARGELY
SUBAERI AL

20
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RUSTNGA (nreHnne) FLOODPLAIN WOODLAND-BUSH

BUKï^fA LACUSTRINE WOOÐLAND (?)

KÀRUNGU nrvnHrnu/
leeusrnrNn/
FLOODPLAIN

WOODLAND_
BUSHLAND

23.5
KORU

(unswe nnrooe)
RIVER CHANNEL UNKNOWN

A brief examination of table 2I.2 shows that the sites
older than approximately 20 m.!. do not seem to show well
developed forest facies. The evidence from these sites
tends to point towards a more open, probably woodland,
biome. Similarly, sites younger than 18 m.y. also seem to
have been predominantly non-forested. This is Iess conclu-
sive, however, as many of the younger sites are poorly dat-
êd, poorly known stratigraphically, and have unknown or un-
certain vegetation patterns.

The majority of the sites, and the bulk of the well docu-
mented ones, fa11 into a fairly narrow range chronological-
Iy: from approximately 18 to 20
generally have a well developed
the .f ew sites where there are
closed forest conditions (as
also good evidence to support
forest as well.

million years. These sites
forest component. Even at

strong indications of non-
at Rusinga-Hiwegi) there is
the conclusion that there was

Andrews (198la) has recently re-iterated his position
that forest eonditions dominated during the East African
Miocene period. There is strong evidence that this posi-
tion, for the most part, accurately reflects conditions at
those sites dated from @18-20 million years. Earlier and
Iater sites may not, however, fit this pattern.

22. ASSOCIATIONS OF PROCONSUL FORMS r^rITH
PARTICULAR ENV]RONMENTS

Based on
following si
ing (at leas

the accumulated evidence presented above, the
tes can be considered to have been forested dur-
t part of) the Miocene period: Mfwangano (Hiwegi
Agglomerate horizons), Napak t (group), Rusinga
rtim), Koru (noru Iprobablyl, Legetet and Chamt-
Songhor. Table 22.I shows the distribution of

forms in these sites (based on M.N.I. analysis).

and Rusin
(Hiwegi )
wara), a
Proconsul

9a
(pa
nd
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TABLE 22,I

PROCONSUL ASSOCIATIONS VIITH FOREST SITES

SITE Þ

afr.
P.

nya.
Þ

ma j.
E'

gor.
P.

van.

MFT^IANGANO 5 3 1 I
NAPAK I I

RUSINGA (HiT^TEGI ) 35 4T 3

KORU I 1

LEGETET 1 3

CHÀMTWARA 2 3

SONGHOR 5 15 t7 3

The number of individuals from table 22.1, is expressed
in table 22.2 as a percentage of the total number of indi-
viduals, by species, found in the East African Miocene.

Because, ãS has been discussed earlier, it is possible
that forest v¡as not the only environment present on Rusinga
Island during the Miocene, Lhe same analyáis shown in table
22"2 has been re-calculated, (table 22.3) tt¡is time using
the assumption that Rusinga-Hiwegi was largely non-forested"

An analysis of the above table reveals that Èwo Proconsul
stently associaÈed
ssified as forest

locations. It must be remembered, however, that P. qordoni
is extremely Iimited in distribution, and that 17 offfi6'
individuals known have come from a single site (Songhor).
Thus, because of its Iimited distribut
mature to suggest that P. gordoni
dwelling form. OR the oEher -fãñã;
certainly than any other site, v¡as for
gordoni is the most abundant Proconsul
significant. In total, the associatio
forest biome may be considered a fairl

forms, P. maior and P. gordoni are consi
with siÏes -ffiãE can Çuit-ãfearly be cla

ion, iL might be pre-
was clearfy a forest
Songhor, perhaps more
ested" Àt Songhor P.
ine and this is like1y
n of P. gordoni with a
y welI documented one.
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TABLE 22.2

PERCENTÀGE OF PROCONSUL INDIVIDUALS ASSOCIÀTED WITH FOREST
SITES

SPECI ES M.N.I . FROM
FOREST SITES

TOTAL M.N.I.
ALL SITES

Z TOTAL

P. africanus 49 53 92.59o

P nyanzae 44 51 86.490

p. major 30 34 88.5%

P. gordoni 18 18 100.0%

P. vancouveringi 7 I 87 .52

TÀBLE 22.3

PERCENTÀGE OF PROCONSUL INDIVIDUALS ÀSSOCIATED WITH FOREST
STTES - EXCLUDING RUSINGA_HIWEGI

SPECIES M.N.T. FROM
FOREST SITES

TOTAL M.N.I.-
ALL SITES

Z OF TOTAL

P. africanus 14 53 26.5%

P. nyanzae 3 51 6. 03

p. major 30 34 88.5%

P. gordoni 18 18 100.0å

P. vancouveringi 4 I 50.0%

Based on the analyses shown in tables 22.
major may also be considered a forest dwe
Like P. qordoni it is strongly represented a

2a
IIi
IS

nd 22.3, . 9.n9 specres.
onghor, but
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unlike this latter form it is also well distributed
elsewhere. P. major is known from a number of forest sites
including I -nor[Egetet, Chamtwara and Napak I . The re-
maining individuals of P. rr¡a-icl., those that do not come f rom
Lhe sites considered to-haffiEen f orested, come f rom sites
that are poorly known, such as Moroto and Kirimon" Thus, a
relationship between P. major and forested }ocations can be
substant iated

P. vancouverin i must remain as somewhat of an enigma.
s 1970 , 1974) ttris form is poorly
specimens have been assigned to it

50% of these individuals (table
s that can be considered to have
nificance caR be attached to this
s so poorfy distributedo

Recently scrr Andrew

The final two Proconsul

known, and,
(M.N.r.=8).
22.3 ) were
been forest
because P.

in fact, few
WhiIe only

found Ín site
êd, little síg
vancouverinqi i

nyanzae, would seem to be
species, EIess clearrv å

I,lhere does this leave the question of t
ences of P. afríeanus and P_. nyan?ee? It
ered to hãveTã-ETge1y Eorffi-then t
22.2 would suggest that Lhey were forest d
Rusinga is considered to have been lar
then the data presented in table 22.3 vrou
that neither vlas a forest oriented form.
must be included from other sites in orde

africanus and P.
ssociated with for-

ested sites, based on the figures in table 22.3" p. africa-
llqs is known f rom sites such as Songhor, Legetet ãnd-C=Fãffi-
wara that were probably forested bút the eúidence suggests
that it was not common at these sites, certainly Ieés so
than other forms. Conversely, P. nyanzae has not been found
at the above sites at a1l, and,-baseã on table 22.3, can not
really be coRsidered as clearly associated with a foresÈ
biome.

When the specimens from Rusinga-Hiwegi are added to those
described above, however, the picture changes dramaticalty(table 22.2). If RusiDgâ, during Hiwegi times, was largely
foresbed then 92.52 of the P. africanus individuals and
86,42 of the P. nyanzae indiîiduãTs 'doum have been recov-
ered from forest sites. Thus, the question of which type ofhabitat might have been preferred by these two forms lãrgely
revolves around the environment at a single site, Rusinga(Hiwegi levels). Unfortunately, âs has already been dis-
cussed, tÞe ecological picture from Rusinga, particuiarly in
the Hiwegi levels, is unclear. Despite Andrews' (1981a)
views it seems possible that there was open woodland or sa-
vanna on Rusinga along with the forested areas. On the ba-
sis of current evidence it is even possible that these more
open areas might have constituted a greater area than the
forest.

he
Rus

Th
rt

he
wel
gel
Id

habitat prefer-
inga is consid-
data from table
Iing forms. I f
y non-forested
tend to suggest
us, information
o make the most
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accurate assessment possible of the probable environmental
preferences of these two forms.

P. afrícanus has been found at the best documented forest
sitãs ñmEe East Af rican Miocene, Songhor, Legetet and
Chamtwara, atbeit not in great frequency. Its only associa-
tion with sites that might, be considered non-forested, other
than Rusinga-Hiwegi, are its presence in Rusinga-Kiahera
levels and the problematic specimens from Fort Ternan.
Thus, based upon a fairly stron
forest sites, and a weak assoc
have been non-forested, it is t
B. africanus may have been found
9a.

g association with probable
iation with sites that may
easonable to speculate that
in forested areas on Rusin-

E. nyanzae, however, is known from sites that w
bly non-forested including Karungu, Rusinga-Ki
again Fort Ternan. Its only known appearance in a
was probably forested, excluding Rusinga-Hiweg
Mfwangano where it occurrs in low frequency in
levels. Significantly, there is an apparent nega
tionship between P. nyanzae and the clear for
around Tinderet. P. nvañZae is the only African
species that does not appeàr át Songhor, and neith
occur at any of the Koru sites.

ere proba-
ahera and
site that

i, is at
the Hiwegi
tive rela-
est sites

Proc on suI
er does it

have showed at
ng the Miocene
, lake margins
in drier areas

ed, then, that
more open areas

that may 5ã col-
Mfwangano and

a forest dweller
no firm conclu-

It seems possible that Rusinga Island may
Ieast two distinct environmental types duri
period; gallery forest along the river banks
and in moister areas; and more open parkland
breaking up the forest. It must be consider

have been associated with the
e forested ones.

vancouverinqi is known from sites

Ð nyanzae mav
hrather than t

in the forest
vaneouver i ng i

come from for-
est sites, from 50% to 87,52. As in the case of P. africa-

Finally, the inclusion of Rusinga-Hiwegi
sites (tab1e 22.2) alters the proportion of P"
individuals that might be considered to have

nus, P.
Eiã'ered
Songhor.
but beca
sions ca

to have been forested, notably
Thus, this form míght have been

use it is generally so poorly known,
n be drawn at this time.
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Because aIl of
one site it is pos
at which a species
other forms are co
ies in question.
pared charting al
each individual Pr

the Proconsul
s1 b1e to analys

has been foun
nsistently foun

To this end t
I fossil forms
oconsul spec i es

t.he actual number of sites at w
Iines occur varies from species
charts have been prepared using c
consul form and another species a
ffiere ttre Proconsul f orm- has be

Only one species, a rodent,
found at a}l I sites that
Proconsul africanus. Àccor
is characLerised by extremely
gests an adaptation to grazi
Although by no means cerLain,
that D. þuQqritzi was probabl
it waã, Tivreã.õtrr-The maigins o

The tw
pr imate ,
cother i um

Limno i thecus
rusrnqense are
however, f,ây

, indeed, oD t

23. FAUNAL CORRELATES

species occur aL more than
e the fauna from every site
d, in order to see if any
d with the Proconsul spec-
aunal l ists have been pre-
from every site at which
has been found. Although

hich the various Proconsu-
to species, the following
o-occurrence between a Pro-
t 50% or more of the sÏEs
en found as the criterion,

hipsodont teeth, which sug-
ng coarse ground vegetation.

this would tend to suggest
y not a forest dweller, ot, if
f the woods or by s$ramps, riv-

For example, Proconsul sfricanus has been found at I East
Af rican t'tiocenffi tñffiãFfor this form (table 23.1')
lísts all species found at four or more of these same sites.
Based on the nature of species commonly associated with a
Proconsul form, ecological preferences in the primate spec-
iffie revealed. -

23. 0.1 Proconsul africanus

P. africanuÊ has been recovered from I sites, has been
f ouñd wiñ:.4-'B-Epecies (out of a total East Af rican Miocene
listing of 200), and has been found commonly with 33 forms(table 23.1).

Diamantomys leuderitzi, has been
hæded- mãffiT assigned ro
ding to Pickf ord (1981) ttris f orm

ersror anywhere that grasses would be abundant.

o forms found at 7 of. the I P. africanus sites, the
lesetet and tEe þffida-ctyl Chali-
rather uncertain ecologically. L.be considered an arboreally adapted

he basis of its dentition, has been
legetet
form, and
linked to the Hylobatinae (Lecros CIark and Leakey 1951).

The species found at 6 sites with P.
what more reveating. The insectivole

africanus are sonie-
Rhynchocyon clarki,

the rodents stromeri and P. piqott j. ãnd the tra*
gulid artio nõãTa aFricanüs can all be consid-
ered, to varying degrees, âs being indicators of forest con-
dítions. Rhvnchocvon clarki in particular is considered by
pic kf ord ( 19-8Ð---rbe ãÏ--E'cellänr habi rar indicaror spec-
ies.
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TÀBLE 23.I

SPECTES FOUND IN ASSOCIATION WITH P. AFRICANUS

FOUND AT: AGREE WITH
Proconsul
a f r icanus

GENUS/SPECT ES

8 SITES 1 00% Ðiamantomys leuder itzi
7 SITES 87 .590 Limnopithecus legetet

Chalicother ium rusingense

6 SITES 759. Rhynchocyon clarki
Paraphiomys stromeri
ParaphÍomys pigotti

Walangania africanus

5 SITES 62.52 Amphechinus rusingensi s
Galerix africanus
Rhynchocyon sp.

Prodeinother íum hobleyi
Af rocricetodon songhori

Masritherium aequiLorialis
4 SITES 50% Prochrysochlor i s miocaenicus

Protenrec tricuspis
Gymnurechinus leakeyi

Dendropithecus mac innesi
Proconsul major
Progalago dorae
Progalago minor

Progalago robustus
Teratodon speki

Hyaenodon andrewsi
Kichechia zamane

Epiphiomys coryndoni
Phiomys andrewsi

Simonomys genovefae
Paranomalurus soniae
Paranomalurus bishopi

Bat,hyergoides sp.
Dorcatherium pigotti
Dorcatherium parvun

Dorcatherium songhorensis

Of the remaining forms thaL have commonly been found with
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P. africanus sever aI may be
ysochlor i s

indicators of
mi ocaen icus

forest conditions"
RhynghocvoJr sp.,
and Dorcatherium

Ttre
Pro

y are¡
galago

Prochr
3 sp. ) Paranoma Iurus (Z SP. ),

(3 sp").

Conversely, a few forms can be taken as indicators of
more open conditions.
and several of the hedg
I n total-, however, the
agreement, seem to sugg
found in an environment

D

thaE

Hyaenodon andrewsi Bathyergoides
ehogs would faIl
number of species,

nto this catego
and the degree

us would have b

I
1

E!,"ry.
of

een

In terms of negative correlations, E. africanqe has not
been found wíth a total of 52 species.- wiÏTiEe exception
of two forms, however, these are all species which have ap-

est that P. african
favoured by forest adapted forms.

nyanzae has been found at 4 sítes ( exc Iudi ng

peared very infrequently in the fossil record. No conclu-
sions, therefore, can be drawn from the fact that they have
not been found in association with P. africanus. Two forms,
however, occur at three sites, but-never, as yet, with p.
afrieanus. They ares a proboscidean, Trilophodon anqusti-
ffintl a perissodactyl Dicerorhinus sþffiTort@;,

---

õñce again, the envirónmõffiIEFTñities of these species
are unknown.

23.0.2 Proconsul nyanzae

sites
( outare quest ionable),

of 200) , and has been fo

sible foresL indi

in association with 122 forms
und commonly with 4I species.

There are 7 forms found at aII four sítes at which P.
nyanzae occurS. Of these, several can be considered as pos-

cators. These are: Paraphiomys pigotti
Dendropithecus macin-ruo@añffis

analysis of postcranial
recently carried out by

and the two species of Dorcatherium.
nesi is also considered to be an a
IEã'fa) and this is supported by an
and dental remains of this species
AieIIo (1981).

Of those forms that occur at three of the P. nyanzae
sites, none are stron habitat indicators. rhã
ald. Parapþiomys may
chyhyrax championi is more likely to have lived in

ndicate forest conditions

ly open areas.

I
1

t ragul i ds
while Pa-
relat íve-

Species found wit
generally seem to b
ments. Hyaenodon,
qapedetes (2 sp. )

Of this group, only

h P. nyanzae
eE orms adapt
Orycteropus

at two of the four sites
ed to more open environ-

africanu Ken aIa s , M€-
a into t I s category.

be consid-
and the hyraxe
Limnopi thecus

ered as a forest form.
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TÀBLE 23.2

SPECIES FOUND IN ASSOCTATTON WITH P. NYANZAE

FOUND AT: AGREE WITH
Proconsul

nyanzae

GENUS/SPECT ES

4 SITES 1 00? Dendropithecus mac innesi
Prodeinother ium hobleyí

Paraphiomys pigotti
Acerather ium acut i rostratrum
Masritherium aequítorialis

Dorcatherium pigotti
Ðorcatherium parvun

3 SITES 752 Myohyrax oswaldi
Anasinopa leakeyi

Platybelodon kisumuensis
Paraphiomys stromeri

Ðiamantomys leuderitz i
Pachyhyrax championi

Chalicotherium rusingense
Dicerorhinus leakeyi

Brachypotherium heinzel ini
Hyother ium dartevi llei
Xenochoerus africanus
Dorcatherium crassum
Walangania africanus

Bunolistriodon jeanelli
Propaleoryx nyanzea

2 SITES 50% Proconsul africanus
Limnopithecus legetet
Metapterodon kaiseri
Pterodon africanus
Hyaenodon andrewsi
Metapterodon zadoki
Kichechia zamane

Orycteropus africanus
Kenyalagomys rusingae

Simonomys genovefae
Megapedetes sp.

Megapedetes pentadactylus
Pachyhyrax pygmaeus

Megalohyrax championi
Chalidotheruim pattersoni

Brachyodus africanus
Canthumeryx sirtensis

Hyotherium sp.
Ampullaria ovata
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Perhaps more revealing, however, than lhe individual
spee ies usually f ound wittr l" !-ye¡_?eq ís the overall types
of forms. Of the 22 species whiCh occur at 3 (752) or 4
(100%) of the P. nyanzae sites 9 or 4IZ are artiodactyls.
If the perissodacttls ã-e added to this sample then 13 or
592 of the species commonly associated with P. nyanzae are
ungulates. -This emphasis-on ungulates, if añythîirg, proba-
b1y indicates that E. nyanzae may have been commonly found
with species that preferred open areas as opposed to closed
forest.

In tot.al, the f orms commonly associated with P.
do not form as concise a picturè as those found with
qlcanus did. There are habitat indicators prese
seen to point towards a number of different ênvir
rather than singling out any particular one.

nyanzae
P. af-

nT whiõh
onments,

It seems possible that the forms that are not associated
with P. nyanzae
that Etri s specles

may be signi f icant.
is found with are,

The forest indicators
to a certain degree,

open to debate. The most clear forest indi
those commonly found with P. alricanus 3 i.
and Pqranomalurus are not õommõffiund wi
alsol=-Effiã known small primátes from

cators, such as
ê. Rhynchocyon
th P. nyanzae "the East Àfrican

pr imates as both species of Komba Mi-

Miocene that are considered to be forest indicators are
found with P. , and of those forms, none are commonly
found with 1

nyanzae
. Sucht

cropíthecus clarki, v
ve not yeffi

tc tor iapi thecus F!.h P. nyanzae "
Progalago ha

Overal
found in
denied by
may be si
ysis disc

and some forms of

I, the speculation that P" nyanzae may have been
more open habitats is neiEher õl€ãrfi suþported nor
this analysis. This ambiguity itself, however,

gnificant considering the clear pattern this anal-
losed for P. africanus.

23.0.3 Proconsul malor

P. maior
116 forms (o
spec ies.

has been found
ut of 200), and

at I sites,
has commonly

in conjunction with
been found with 26

The species found in association with P. maior (table
23"3) are remarkably similar to those found-with !. africa-
nus. In fact, only 4 of the forms (11å) commonty-fouñffiiEh
fn"i"t were not f ound generally with P. af ricãnus. That
Ehese two f orms are commõnly aséociateã wiffi--lJtã-Eme spec-
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TABLE 23.3

SPECIES FOUND IN ASSOCIATTON WITH P. MAJOR

FOUND AT: ÀGREE WÏTH
Proconsul

major

GENUS/SPECTES

8 SITES 1 00%

7 STTES 87.5% Paraphionys stromeri
Paraphiomys pigotti

6 SITES 752 Diamantomys leuder itzi
Walangania africanus

5 SITES 62.52 Limnopithecus legetet
Kichechia zamane
Bathyerg

ChaI icother i
Dorcather ium

oides ?p.um rusrngense
songhorensi s

4 SITES 50% Erythrozootes chamerpes
Prochrysochlor i s miocaenícus

Protenrec tricuspis
Amphechinus rusingensis

Galerix africanus
Rhynchocyon clarki

Rhynchocyon sp.
Dendropithecus mac innesi

Proconsul africanus
Progalago dorae

Micropithecus clarki
Teratodon speki

Hyaenodon andrewsi
Paranomalurus soniae
Paranomalurus bishopi
Paranomalurus walkeri

Af rocricetodon songhori

ies may be an indication that they preferred similar
environments.

In terms of habitat indicator specie
of good forest indicators commonly fo

Paranomalurus

s, there are a
und with P.
Prochrysoãhlor

number
maior.
15 AndThese are: Rhynchocyon

l-94



a number of species of small- primates, notably Progalago and
Mic r i thecus.

There are also a few non-forest indicators associatedwith p. maior.
into this categ
a clear relatio
that were almos
therefore, Lha
to foll-ow natur

Bathyergoides and Hyaenodon andrewsi falI
however, there appears to be

23.0.4 Rangwapithecus sDec r e s

ory. In total,
nship between P.
t ceitainly foFes
t this form was a
a1ly.

maior and a group of species
t dwellers. The conclusion,
lso a forest dweller appears

This ana
wapi thecus

lysis has
spec 1 es ,

not bee
gordon i

n fully carried out on the Ranq-
and vancouverinqi. In the caseof E. sordoni,

have a wide en
pearance outside of Songhor wher
gano, in the Hiwegi levels. Th
isolated appearance, and could
tification as P. gordoni is not
Kavirondo site. TIus, ttre tot
may be limited to a single site.

because fhis form does not
. Its only documented ap-
e it is common, ís at Mfwan-
is, though, is an extremely
possibly even be a mis-iden-

found at any other Western
aI distributi-on of this form

this is s
ough distrib

imply
ution

D

slnga
only 8. W

regarding t
OnI

sites:
y thre

vancouverln 1
( H lWe ,âD

such
form

9r.ir
hi

h
s

is known from three sites: Maboko, Ru-
Songhor, but its total M.N. I. equals

a limited frequency, conclusions drawn
must also be Iimited.

somewha t surpr s n9 y, the gastr

e specles occur at
echinus rusinqensis

all three P.
, Limnopitheõus

vanc ouve r i ng i
leqetet, and,+
r ia. Of thed Limicola

above, only L. Ieqetet
tat indicator species,

opo
sidered a fairly good habi-

tions. Limicolaria
from bush Iand throug

v
1

toda
h ful

indicating forest condi-
wide distribution ranging

st conditions (Andrews and

rnay be con
poss ibly

has a
fore

VanCouvering 1975).

A total of 52 forms occur at two of the threveringi sites. There are habitat indicator s
number of environments included in this grou
forest species present are: Rhynchocyon, De

e P. vancou
peãies-Trom-
p. Possibl
ndropi thecus

a
A

,Paraphiomys and Paranomalurus..Tã-j=æ ors of non-forest
condi t i ons incl e3 Hyaeno on I Kenyalagomys MegapedeLes
and Pachvhyrax.

Unlike the
because of its
with a variety
found at two P. vancouverinqi sites are!

Taylor iã Maizania and Trochonanina

other Proconsulines, P. vancouverinqi, perhaps
limited distriburionT ïs commõryãssociatãd
of non-mammalian fauna. Non-mammalian forms

I
elonÍans and pythons.

rus,
c ichl i d fish, ch

- 195
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Of the above,
sidered to be
(1975). LigateIla

Homorus, Tayloria and Maizania are all con-
forest forms b Andrews and VanCouver 1n

repL i I
habi ta

es indicate L
ts near water

v
dtoday is foun in bushland. The fish an

re fer re
ted dis

hat P. vaqco_gver.ingl may have p
. ¡-ecauilõwÐof trre lim-i

g
d
d

his form such conclusions are, of course, very
Furthermore, only one individual of P. vancou-
wn f rom Maboko, and this might alõayF-Ee a-n
rence, or even a mis-identification.

In summation, an analysis of the fauna commonly found (at
greater than 50% of the sites) with each species of Procon-
sul revealed that two forms, P. africanus and P. major are
typicaI1yassociatedwithavãrieEffiecies-thaffi?the
most part !{ere probably f orest oriented. E. nyanzae, oñ the
other hand, vras associated with a suite of f orms which could
not be readily characterised as having come from any partic-
ular environment.

tribution of t
speculat ive.
verinqi ís kno
aberrant occur

The two Rangwapithecus
as their di stribution v¡as
clusions.

species were analysed only briefly
too limited to draw any firm con-
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24. POST-CRANIAL ADAPTATIONS

The morphology of any fossi] form, in partÍcu1ar the
posl-cranial morphology, must be expected, at least to a
certain degree, to reflect the habitat and behavioral pat-
terns of that form. In the same manner that an Anomalure(flying squirrel) is considered to be a forest form because
its skeleton is adapted to dwelling in, and moving between,
trees; the post-crania] skeleton of Miocene primates should
show adaptat-ions which enhanced the survival êapabilities of
each form in its environment. Thus, Proconsul skeletal re-
mains may yield important information concerning possible
environmental adaptations made by several species in this
genus.

Unfortunately, in terms of the whole suite of African
Miocene Proconsul species, Iittle information can be gleaned
f rom this sor.lrce. - The biggest problem, of course, - 

í s the
lack of post-cranial materlã1 which has been recovered, and
ean be assígned wíth eonfídenee to any of the forms de-
scribed on the basis of dental morphology. There are few
post-cranial elements which have been recovered for even two
Proconsul fo rms, and so non-dental morphological comparisons

ies are rare.between spec

Nevertheless, the existing skeletal material wiIl be dis-
cussed as it may help to point out possible environmental
differences between Proconsul forms. Conclusions can be
drawn from the
possible envir
thaL have had
conclusions wi
inferences con
Proconsul spec

form of the post-cranial elements regarding
onmental adaptations of the individual species
remains of this nature assigned to them. Such
11 either tend to support, or tend to deny,
cerning the environmental preferences of the
ies based upon the preceeding paleoecological

Proconsul-ilna añã

analyses.

The best known, and most intensively studied,
post-cranial remains, are the fragmentary humerus,

nal analysis it must be accepted tha
africanus exhibits similarities to man

radius fírst described by Napier and Davis (1959) and as-
signed to Proconsul africanus. There have been many contra-
diõtory stffi this material, but iñ the fi-

t the forelimb of P.
y groups of primatesT

Napier and Davis (1959) initially concluded that the P.
africanus forelirnb most clearly resembled Presbvtis, âD aF-
EõreaI quadrupedal, semi-brach-iating form.-Effie-examin-
ing the material, Pilbeam (1969) listed at least 14 charac-
ters of the forelimb in which the morphology of the P.africanrs remains was comparable to the eitant genus Pan. -A
E:Effiay supported the- conclusion that the Þ. afiìãanus
forelimb vras
1973 ) .

essentially pongid-like ( Zwell-

t97

and Conroy



More recent studies, however, have emphasized the basic
"ryonkey-ness" (Andrews 1981b) of the African Miocene pon-
gids. Several researchers apparently now consider p. afri-
canus to have been a slow, deliberate climber -(rfãÇ'fe
Tffi-T, an arboreal quadruped (Morbeck 1975, Schon and Zieñer
l-973). With this viewpôint accepted several authors have
gone on to discuss whether P. africanus r{as a below or above
branch feeder (Andrews 19816, ÃiãfïõT981).

In total, then, the evidence pointing to a locomotor pat-
tern f or P. af r:þ¡¡4gs is contradictory. Speculations, how-
ever, havã been presented, based upon-the fõrelimb evidence,
suggesting that this form might have been a "knuckle-walker"(Conroy and Fleagle t972); or, at the opposite end of the
spectrum, €vidence to suggest that this form was a brachia-
tor (lewis 1971, 1972). In between, this species may be
considered to have been an arboreal quadruped, much in-the
manner of many monkeys.

In terms of the paleoecology of P. africanus, however, in
view of the fact tÌrat there í; no -co@ETlle-material irom
another Proconsul form , the distinctions discussed above are
of I iLtl
poss ibte
geared to
cant diver
africanus

e sÍgnificance. Almost all of the adaptations and
modes of locomotion discussed above are essentially
an arboreal lifestyle.
gence from the viewpoint
was adapted for an arborea

There is little signifi-
that the forelimb of P.
1 mode of living. ThuE,

africanus was a forestlhu implied notion is always that P.
dwelling form.

Even if the viewpoint that the P. africanus forelimb
shows more terrestrial (ie. knuckle õ'aIkïng) aE-finities is
followed, the basic paLtern is not altered. The only extant
knuckle walkers, Pan and Gorilla, while they may spend up to
90tø of the i r t ime-õÏ the groïrrf, are pr imari Iy, 

* 
although' not

exclusively, forest dwellers (Lasker 1973) . In the- final
analysis, it is possible that much of Lhe research done on
the forelimb of P. africanus has been coloured by the betief
that "since this-f oÏm-Fa þrimate, it must have been living
in the trees". Nevertheless, oD morphotogical grounds there
apparently is no evidence to suggest that this form was
adapted for anything except an arboreal lifesLyle, or at the
outside, limited terrestriality in an arboreal setting.

The conclus
that Proconsul

ion drawn from the
africanus v¡as likel

paleoecological analysi s,
y a forest form, seems,

supported by the morphology of the forelimb.
finds of leg and foot bones of both p. africa-
nyanzae have revealed further inforñation con-

then, to be

Recently,
nus and P.
cerning Ehe post-cran ial skeletons of these forms (walker
I983, Pickford 1982). Morphologically these remaíns, and
hence the forms they represent, appear to have been very
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similar, differing primarily in size. WaIker (1983)
believes that these remains are mo
monkeys and concludes that both P.
were probably slow moving arboreãl
believes that these fossils show fe
tr ial dwell ing in t,he Cercopi thecoi
ing to this oþinion, at leãst two
firmly be placed in an arboreal set

There have also been two fossi
assigl¡ed to the genus Proconsul,
ghor (Lecros Clark and teãIey-T9S
have not yet been assigned to an
LeGros CLark and Leakey stated L
have come from either, or both,
íes.

re like extant apes than
africanus and P. nyanzae

orms. urthã rmore, he
or terres-
s, accord-
consul can

vJ ada
d pat

spec
ting"

ptations f
tern, Thu
ies of Pro

I tali, and one calcaneous
these from Rusinga and Son-
1). Unfortunately, these
y particular form although
hat they would more likely
the larger Proconsul spec-

In form, they concluded, these foot bones w
lar to those from quadrupedal cercopitheciids
and Leakey 1951 ) . They go on to suggest that
was Iikely adapted Lo quadrupedal locomotion,
trially or arboreally, although the size of
would preclude much activity in the trees (r,e
Leakey 1951).

ere most si
(Lecros Cl
Proconsul

either terr
the form(

Gros Clark

m]-
ark
gÊ.
es-
s?)
and

It is interesting to note, Lhen, that one or more of the
larger Proconsul forms may have been adapted to a more ter-
restrial Iifestyle, although this does not preclude, of
course, that it may have still been a forest dweller.
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25. DENTAL ADÀPTATIONS

As was the case with the post
possible to draw ecological
ns of fossil forms. Unlik

-cranial morphology, it may
conclusions from the denti-
e the post-cranial remains,
forms, the dentitions are
Proconsul species discussed

i is not reason-
rior dentition be ing unknown

n dealing with the Proconsul
te well known. Of the five
e only the dentition of P.
y complete: this form's ãnte
drews 1978).

vancouver r ng

Recently, Kay (tgll ) analysed the dentitions of the Early
Miocene African Hominoids to determine Lheir probable diet.
He compared the Miocene prímates to extant forms whose diets
are reasonably well documented in order to determine whether
the fossil forms were most likeIy frugivorous or folivorous.

Briefly, Kay's method used measurements of selected den-
ta} traits such as cusp height and the summed surface areas
of the trigonid and talonid basins, to determine trends in
the dental strucLure. Primarily he was looking for:

I Cusp Height - reflecting capacity for resistance to
dental wear.

2. Shearing Blade Lengths
shearing in the diet.

reflecting the importance of

3. Total Basin Areas - reflecting the importance of
crushing and grinding in mastication.

Using príncipal components on the above variables Kay
demonstrated that he nas able to separate correctly extant
frugivorous primates from ones with a primarily folivorous
diet. His method not only separated fruit from leaf eating
monkeysn but also proved effieient in separating the prima-
rily folivorous Gorilla and Symphalangus from fruit eating

can be applieãapes, thus demonstrat ing rhat his methodology
to the higher primates as well as monkeys.

Kay then went on to calculate the above variables as they
occur in Proconsuline teeth from Rusinga and Songhor. He
measured specimens described as all spec ies of Proconsul ex-
cept P. vancouveringi, âs well as two species o L lmnopr the-
cus. The calculated values for P. af ricanus, P. nyanzae an
il maior fell within the confiden
vorous species. In addition, the
Ieqetet were very close to those
EGTñre . xay äonc luded, oD thí

ce limits o
values for
from Pan

s bas iiltfr

f-moffi--Fugi
B. major and L
troqlodvtes.4.at the evidenc

g

a
À

strongly suggested that the above Miocene forms probably had
diets consisting largely of fruit.
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The final Miocene form studied, B. qordoni, had values
that feIl between those of extant frugivores and folivores.
Since the scores for this form were fairly similar to those
from Gorilla and several species of H Iobates ,Kat P.gordon lma y not have been pr rmar I y frugtha
he

vI
conc luded

vorous but
ous.dia not go as far as to say that it was folívor

It must be assumed that a forest environment, vüith year-
round fruit production, i? the only environment that a fru-
givorous species can live in. Savanna and woodland biomes,
typically r+ith a dry season in which fruit would be unavai-
Iable (Strahler 1970), probably would not supporL a frugivo-
rous form. On the oLher hand, a primarily folivorous spec-
ies could exist anywhere where there are leaves, but
primates in this cLass today are forest dwellers who eat the
leaves from trees. Thus, in terms of the ecologies of the
Proconsul forms Kay's work is somewhat predetermined" As
either frugivores or folivores these forms must have been
forest oriented.

There are, however, two facets of Kay's work, Lhat de-
serve further consideration. First, the study shows that
the dietary limits of the Proconsul
within the parameters of
Kay's work suggests that
possible exception of P.
diet - largely fruit.

extant prima
aII of the M
qordoni , a

forms might well be
te forms. Secondly,
iocene apes, with the
pparently had the same

Recent work by Àndrews (1981b) has carried Kay's
sions a step further. Andrews believes that the
apes must have been able to eat rípe fruit only,
laeked the dental adaptations to a folivorous diet
day in Colobines, and, as they probably lacked the
to detoxify unripe fruíL , an ability today held
monkeys.

conc 1u-
Miocene
as they

seen to-
ability
only by

The sum total of Kay's and Andrews'
conclusion that at least three species of
ricanus, P. nyanzae and P. major vyere a
ÃæEïõnaTIy,-Tey may -havileen abte
fruit.

work leads
Proconsul:

rboreal fru
to eat on

to the
P. af-
Itvores.
y ripe

I
1

In reference to
sions follow with
which suggested
dwellers. Their
the notion, based
P. nyanzae may not

P. africanus and P. maior these conclu-
tñe bõilifinf ormãt ioñ@sented earl ier
that these forms were primarily forest
conclusions, however, Iend no support to
on previously presented information, that
have been a forest oriented form.

It must be noted, however, that there are
with Kay's work. First, dividing primates
broad categories, folivorous and frugivorous,
scure the finer points of dietary adaptations

some problems
into two very

tends to ob-
unique to any
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given species. As Andrews (1981b) points out, primary food
adaptations do not necessarily preclude the eating of other
types of food. For example, colobines, pFimarily folivo-
rous, also eat fruit when available, and this frây, in cer-
tain instances, constitute much of their diet (Àndrews
198Ib). À1so, Lhose cercopithecines that are considered
primaríly frugivorous eat leaves, and indeed, need them for
survival (Andrews 1981b).

As a specific example that a broad characterization of
diet may be essentially, but not entirely, correct, the
chimpanzee may be used. This form is considered a frugivore
(Lasker 1973 o Kay 1977) , and Kay's dental calculations
placed it in thís class. Goodal-I has, however, pointed out
that r¡hi Ie f rui L i s the pr imary f ood of chimpanzees , they
also eat Leaves and seeds among other vegetable matÈer
(tasker 1973). In addition to this chimpanzees relish ter-
mites and other insects, and even eat meat when they can get
it. So, characterizíng this form as a frugívore, while es-
sentially correct, is somewhat misleading.

Thus, if broad characterizations cannot be
complete accuracy to extant, weIl studied, form
be assumed to be even less accurate when dealing
forms. Kay's analysis, on its simplest leveI,
shows that the Miocene apes, except perhaps P.
not have the specific dental adaptations necessa
tively consume leaves. While these forms may ha
marily fruit eaters, their specific diets may
considerable disparity.

applied with
s, they can
with fossil
really only
gordoni did

ry to effec-
ve been pri-

have shown

Furthermore, it has been pointed out that chimpanzees
have several dental adaptations which allow them to more
readily consume fruit. For example, they exhibit greatly
broadened incisors which allows them to scale fruit easily(rattersall 1970). AdditionaIly, their fairly well devel-
oped canínes have a role in fruit eating (.rotty and Plog
1976). These can be considered to be specific adaptations
which enhance thís form's ability to obtain its necessary
dietary resources. The Proconsul forms, with onl
enlargéd incisors (tatterãffiO', Andrews 1978
not particularly robust canines (Andrews 1978),

v
)

slightIy
and and

while they
might be tending towards the chimpanzee pattern, ßay also be
seen as having no specific, unique, adaptations to a frugi-
vorous diet. - It hãs, however, -simply béen assumed that [t¡e
primitive primate dietary pattern was frugivorous, and that
Proconsulines, Iacking specific dental adaptations to an-
other form of diet, must have been frugivorous (Andrews
1981b). This, of course, cannot be specifically proven, and
the fact must remain that the Proconsulines do not show spe-
cific adaptations to a frugivorous diet.
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Finally, a basic assumption, implicit in the works of
both Kay and Andrews, is that the African Miocene pongids
were arboreal forms. This is reinforced, âs was mentioned
earlier, by the belief that a frugivorous form must neces-
sarily be a forest specíes" Chimpanzees, however, cl-assed
as frugivores, while they are generally forest dweIIers, are
not uncommon Ín savanna,/woodlands (-fotty and Plog 1976) "They are adaptable, and spend a considerable portion of
their time on the ground (.fotty and Plog 1976, Lasker 1973),
and may be considered well suited to more open terrain. So,
the chimpanzee is a good example of a frugivore which is
neiÈher t.otalIy frugivorous nor necessarily a forest dwell-
er. Thus, âDy conclusion that aII Miocene apes were forest
dwellers, based on dental,/dietary evidence, fiay not be ac-
ceptable.

If Kay's and Andrews'works are taken at face value, how-
ever, then the dental,/dietary tends to support the other
data presented which suggested that most of the Miocene
pongids were forest' dwell
evidence suggests that P"
form, a cõñclusion whic
with other data. rt is not beyond the realm of possiblity,
however, that P. nyanzae, trây have inhabited a more open
biome yet !,ras still primarily frugivorous, âs is the case
with some chimpanzees today.

ers. On the other hand, the denta]
n anzae was also a forest oriented

15 nO t necessarily in agreement

I f Kay's
part icularly
Proconsul fo
the vast maj
rous species
shortly, wer
tween them?

and Andrews' conclusions are followed than one
interesting question is raised: If a]l the

rms v¡ere f orest dwellers, if alI , ot at least
ority, were frugivorous, if all these frugivo-
required ripe fruít, if many, âs will be shown

e sympatric, then what vras the relationship be-
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26. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRTBUTION OF THE PROCONSUL
SPECT ES

TABLE 26.7

DISTRTBUTION OF PROCONSUL FORMS BY SITE

SPECI ES Ko Le ch So FT Mf RK RH Ka Ma Lo Na Mo

P a f r icanus x x x x X x x x

P. nyanzae X x x x x x

P. major x x x x x x x

P. gordoni x X

P. vancouveríngi x x x x

Ko=Koru, Le=Legetet, Ch=Chamtwara, So=Songhor, FT=Fort Ter-
nan, Mf=Mfwangano, RK=Rusinga Kiahera, RH=Rusinga Hiwegi,
Ka=Karungu, Ma=Maboko, Lo=Losidok, Na=napak, Mo=Moroto.

The distribution of Miocene Proconsulines by site
seen in table 26.I. On the basis of this information
sible home ranges for these forms have been mapped
These may be seen in the appendix.

can be

' PoS-
out.

Although occurrences of single individuals of a species
have been included in table 26.I, this has been done with
reservations. One specimen of any particular form, because
of the actions of natural forces and the possibility of mi-
sidentification, rnay not accurately indicate that that spec-
ies actually lived at a site. It is necessary, however, to
use most of these single individual occurrences, in order to
maximize the amount of information avaitable.

In several cases severe stratigraphic or identification
problems exist, coupled with an extremely low frequency of
appearance of a particular form. In these cases, data have
not been included as it is simply too problematíc to do so.

The first case is the one individual of P. maior from
Kirimon. There is a strong possibility thaT thiE-æcimen
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might be a
individuals
const i tute
sentat ions
zae and P.
Eãt rhei

misidentif ication (Pickford
of each P. maior and P.

the second-casffihese ãr

YI

at a site dominated by P. nyan-
, it must be considered possible

The single
from Rusinga
known repre-

with P. nyanzae

1gg1 ) .
gordon i

e the only
of these species
africanus. Thus
may be mis identi f ications. Furthermore,

specific síte designations are unknown (Andrews 1978)
this presents a considerable problem when dealing with the
complicated Iithology of Rusinga Is1and. Since they could,
in fact, have come from any horizon on Rusingâ, it is proba-
bly advisable to simply exclude these specimens from further
analysis. FinaIIy, in the case of P. maior, there is no
othei evidence to suggest that thís-forñ'Frange included
any of the 5 Kisingiri sites. Thus, if it has been found at
RusiDgâ, this would be an extremely isolated occurrence.

26.I PROCONSUL AFRICANUS

P. africanus is limited in distríbution to the Kavirondo

their
and

êt, been discovered in
ons. Based on minimum

Rift Valley sites as it has not, as
any of the Northern (Uganda) ]ocat

Mfwangano and shares the highest
in the Kiahera horizon on Rusinga.
nus has been found in considerab
Fels on Rusinga although P.

numbers P. africanus is the most common Proconsuline from
f requency

In addi
Ie numbe
nyanzae

tion, Þ
rs 1n
ís more

. africa-
the ttiñegi

f requent

TABLE 26 "2

MINIMUM NUMBERS OF PROCONSUL FORMS BY STTE

SPECT ES Ko Le ch So FT Mf RK RH Ka Ma Lo Na Mo TOT

P. africanus 1 I 2 5 2 5 4 35 55

P. nyanzae 3 3 4 41 2 1 54

P. major I 3 3 15 1 I 2 33

P" gordoni l7 1 18

P. vancouveringi 3 1 3 1 I
TOTAL M.N.I. ¿ 4 5 40 5 10 I 79 2 I 2 I 2
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it shares the highest
(u.N.r.=1 apiece).

frequency wíth E. major at Koru

Based on current information it is possible to postulate
that P. africanqs had a home range centered on the Kisingiri
area,- wffiTFõccurred in greãt f requency. Further irom
this area, at Tinderet, it may have been less common. $fhile
this distribution may be an artifact of excavation, or even
chance, it may also be possible that ecologiêa1 differences,
or competir-ion with other f orms kept this spec ies f rom be-
coming too numerous at the Tinderet sites.

26.2 PROCONSUL NYANZAE

Àpart from one, or maybe two individuals from Losidok,
and the problematie remains from Fort Ternan, âIl the p.
nyanzae fossils t

ingiri it
ra and Ru
r the mo
us, as wa

!.Ygnzæ,
d.

there. Thus, the major finds of this
the Kisingiri vofeano at the Western
Rift. At these Kisingiri sites, 44 of
P. africanus (80%) have been found.

Near Kis
ga-Kiahe
is eithe
so. Th
for P.
i ndidate

qorãon í In the
the only appearance
cy is at Songhor.
from 7 sites and yet

o date have come from the Kisingiri area.
is known from: Karungu, Mfwangano, Rusin-

singa-Hiwegi, and at all of these sites it
st abundant Proconsul form or very nearly
s t,he case wiilq. el¡þ¡rnus, a home range
centered on the-KisÏnffiìlElcano, ffiây Ue

form
end
the

seem to centre on
of the Kavirondo
55 individuals of

P. africanus is also present at the Tinderet sites, ât
the-nasEffi-lãñ-d-of the naüirondo Rif t, but it occurs in'Iow-
er frequencies here than at the Kisingiri locations. OnIy atotal M.N.I. of 9 (excluding Fort Teinan) individuals hãve
been recovered from the Tinderet locations. P. africanus is
never Lhe most eommon Proeonsuline at these si l-ps- alfhorro h

rtable for P.
form has nõt

ons, as have

This notion, however, is somewhat more suppo
nyanzae than for P. africanus. To date this
been found at the -narÏfiTä,õcene Tinderet locati
all the other Proconsulines. It is reasonable to assume
that had P. nyan.zae been at any of the Koru locations or
Songhor, ãomeTäffiduals Iikely-would have been recovered.
Since a M.N.I. of 51 Proconsul individuals have been recov-
ered from these si tes, the non-occurrence of P. nyanzâe can
probably not be attributed to excavation or-ideñliEiãtion
techniques, nor to chance.

P. nyanzae is rarely found with either P. maior or P.
lattei case this is due tõ ttre ?ããt Lhãt
of P. qordoni in an appreciabte frequen-
P. -qeffiõn the otÎr-er hand, is tinoron
is found at only one location where P.
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nyanzae
problem
Los i dok
species
Thus,
patr ic
degree.
been a
sue tha
ter.

Of the o
tric with P
a number oE

ther Proconsu
. africanus.
sites, but
naIIy, P.
, but Lhe

1ines, P.
Not only

they also
nyanzae

is also present. Furthermore, there have been
s with the primate identifications from this site,
, and it is still distinctly possible that only one
, E. maior is present (fol]owing Andrews 1978).
it seems possible that these forms may have been sym-
only to a very limited degree. at least to a certain

If such a separation in ranges existed it may have
result of competition between these two forms, ãD is-
t will be discussed more fully in the following chap-

nyanzae is strongly sympa-
do these forms co-occur at
are common aL the same Io-

is sometimes

occurrence of this latter form is small enough to make any
conclusions regarding the spatial rel-ationship between thè
two species questionable.

26.3 PROCONSUL MAJOR

cations. Fi
vancouver inqi

found with p.
sions should-be

number of individuals
found with p.
and range õf

all the other Proconsulines,
ready been mentioned, it has
been found with P. nyanzae"

P. maior is common at the Early Miocene Tinderet
sitesrand, urìlike any other Proconsul form, is also common
attheNorthern(ugandan)sitffitrasnot,asYêt,been
clearly identified from the Kisingiri area.

P. maior has been found with
in laryÏñÇAegrees. As has al
almost never (or perhaps never)
It has been f ound at 4 sites vr

only at the sites where this
B. major was clearly sympatric
both forms were frequent at Son

irh P.
form is
with p.
ghor.-
but, o

becaus

a f r icanuE
nõt--TS-f

gordon i
FinaIly,

nce agarn,
e of the na

, âlthough
y frequent"
however, âs
it has been
no conclu-

ture of the
P . vancouv er r.ngr

vancouver rnql
drawn from this

remains.

26.4 PROCONSUL GORDON]

E. gordoni has an unusual digtributio¡. While it is the
mosE f requent proõnffiir¡e at -6@r (u. N. r . =I7 ) i t has
been found at only one other site, Mfwangano, and even here
it is extremely rare (M.N.I.=l). It must be assumed that
this Iimited distribution is the result of chance occur-
rence, âlthough it might be an indication that this form was
not widespread spatially.
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Since, however, P. qordoni is currently known from
two sites, discussiõn ré!'a 'g its distriËution, and

though it is
re in all of

only
spa-
cur-
thi s

is less frequent than
fairly widely distrib-
its occurrences. Àt

the other Pro-

tial relationships with other Proconsul forms must be
ta i led. As was mentioned, the re 1s a 9ood chance that
form was strongly sympatric with p. maior.

26.5 PROCONSUL VANCOUVERINGI

In total M.N.I., P. vancouveringi
even P
uted r-

. gordoni, and, âI
it is extremely ra

two of the four sites at which it, appears it is represented
by a single individual, while at the other two sites its
f requency is only slightly greater (tq.¡1.I.=3). p. vancou-
veringi has occurred with p. africanus at threã siffiît
shows no pattern of co-occurrence with any of
consul forms.

It is impossible to
of Proconsulines was

udge, ât this time, if this smallest
n fact less common than the other

j
1

species of this genera, if it has not been found due to
chance factors, or if it had a behavioral pattern that tend-
ed to preclude it from becoming fossilized.

At the present t
whatever reason, P.
fossil record. Be
reached regardÍng t

ime, all that
vancouver ingi

can be said is that, for
occurrs only rarely in the
no firm conclusions can because of this

his species.
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27. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE PROCONSUL SPECIES

Table 27,I lists the total M.N.I. for each Proconsul
species, as recorded in chapter 29.
breakdowns of individuals from each

Table 27.2 gives the
species as they are

found together wíth those from aII other species, at aII
sites" This is expressed in terms of percentages of co-oc-
currence in table 27.3.

TABLE 27.I

PROCONSUL M.N.T.

SPECIES TOTAL M.N.I "

P. africanus 55

P. nyanzae 54

P. major 33

P. gordoni 18

P. vancouveringi I
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TABLE 27.2

Co-occuRRENcE oF PRocoNSUL FoRMS (I¿ni )

SPECI ES Þ

afr
D

nya
P
maj

D

90r
I)

van

P. africanus n=55 51 22 18 7

P. nyanzae n=54 46 1 1 4

P. major n=33 9 I T7 3

P. gordoni n=18 10 3 15 4

P. vancouveringi n=8 45 44 15 18
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TABLE 27.3

% co-occuRRENcE oF pRocoNsuL FoRMs (u¡¡r )

SPECT ES P.
afr

D

nya
Þ

maj
Þ

90r
Þ

van

P. africanus n=55 94.5 66.8 100 85.7

P. nyanzae n=54 84 3 5.5 50

P" major n=33 16.5 2 94.5 37 .5

P. gordoni n=18 18 5.5 45.5 50

P. vancouveringi n=8 82 81.5 45.5 100

27.I PROCONSUL AFRTCANUS/PROCONSUL NYANZAE

P. africanus individuals occur
zae índividuals (tables 27.2 and
ffinzae have been found with 842
viduals. The difference is due to the Eact that a greater

africanus individuals come from sites where P.
of present.

nyanzae/P.not equal P.
true in the analyses o

with 94,52 of the P. nyan-
27.3) while thosã õE-Þ.

of the P. africanus indi-

Thus, P.
afr icanu

africanus/P. nyanzae doãs
s. This, of course, holds

each pair of ProconsuL specles.

of co-occurrence between individ-
89.252, This tends to indicate
relationship between these two

cal distribution and frequency of
their agreement is due to the fact

common in the Hiwegi levels on Ru-

number of P.
nyanzae rs n

t

The averaged percent.ag
uals of Lhese two forrns i
that there was a stron
forms, based on geograph
occurrence. The bulk of
that they are both very
singa Island.

ê
s

II
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Since, âs this analysis indicates, these forms are gener-
alIy foynd together, tþey must be considered fairly stiongly
sympatríc. On the surface, this in turn would tenä to inai:
cate,that they might have had similar habitat preferences,
and does not lend much support to the notion Lhat p. nyanzae
may
prl

and thi
has not
is most
of P.
witF P.
has bãe
apparen

There
patry.
Ti nderet

have preferred more open habitats while P. africa nus was
marily a forest dweller. r t must be remeñbe;ÐñãGver ,that the individuals fr orn Rus i nga I s land , constitutíng thevast majority of the individuals of each of these forms,

have been gleaned from dozens of s fic sites which likety
would have dif fered ecologicall v one another n pe rhaps
even to a considerable degree. Thus, once again, the envt-
ronmental interpretation of Rusinga Island is of paramount
importance.

pec 1

f rom

27.2 PROCONSUL AFRICANUS CONSUL MAJOR

It has been suggested here that two biom
savanna/woodland, ßây have exísted side by
Island during the Early Miocene (G 18-20 m.
more, it is possible that P.. nyanzae may hav
more open of these two envîronñõFlhiIè p.
marily exploited the other. Because, howãve
location, to date, has been treated as a whol
as a group of sites, these two forms naturall
analysedr to have been exploiting a single e
even habitat. With specific site locations
fossils, if possible, and a good understandi
ronmental indicators from each individual si
seen that these forms, while sympatric to a cgree, were actually utilizing quite different
in a limited geographic area.

ês, forest
side on Rus
y. ) . Furt
e preferred
africanus

r I the Rus
e, rather
y appear,
nvi ronment ,for all of
ng of the e
tê, it ma
ons iderable
habitats vr

and
inga
her-
the

Pti-
r.n9a
than
when

or
the

nvi-
ybe
de-

i rh-

The agreement
while between P.
average is 41.65U.

between P"
nalor /P .*

afrieanus/P.
af ricanus it 1S

qAjor is 66.ïeo,
only 16.5%: the

Both of these forms have been found at the Tinderet sites
s accounts
been foun
common,

af r icanus

for the agreement betw
d in the Kisingiri area
and Èhis sharply brings
individuals that have

cimens. Furthermore, j
equently at the Kisingi
undant at the Tinderet

een them. P. maior
wnere P. ãtrrãîus

t
t
famalor spe

n found fr
tly was ab

down tñe pe
been found
ust as P.
ri siteõ,

centage
ogether
r 1cânus

sites. Thuã
P

f

e

ma'l or.-.+In to-
sympa-La1, it rnay be considered that these two forms wertric only in a limited way

afe tvro possible explanations for this limited sym-First,.thg ecological analyses of the Kisingiri ãndsites indicates that there probably was a cõnsider-
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able amount of
between them
ented form amon
found at the K

at least,
Thus, P. maior
the Proconsul

micro-ecological di f ferences
, the most clearly forest ori-
species, might not have been
if there was a considerable

ronments West

I
I singi ri sites

cussed later, competition with P.
P. maior from expãnding into enli
amount of savanna/woodland there. Second, as will be dis-

nyanzae ma v have prevented
of Tinderet.

27.3 PROCONSUL AFRÏ CANUS/PROCONSUL GORpONT

Ther agreement
while between P.
average of 572:

between P. africanus
gordoni/P. af.r canus t

qordoni is 100%,
only 18%, for an

s
s
e two forms is
and P. maior.

uency from only
concerning the
on geographic

ible that these
gh there was a

1S

The pattern of co-occurrence between the
almost identical to that between P. africanu
B. qordoni, however, is known i
Songhor so no firm conclusions can

n high freq
be reached

relationship between these two forms based
range. On current evidence, it seems poss
species were not strongly sympatric, althou
certaín overlap ín range, as at Songhor.

27,4 PROCONSUL AFRICANUS/PROCONSUL VANCOUVERTNcI

The agreement betwe
85.72 while between P.
for an average of 83;5

en P. a f r icanus vancouverrngL ls
vancouverLn I afri canus it is 822,

z,

On the basis of this information it may be postulated
that these two forms vrere largely sympatric. This is highly
conjectural, however, as Lhe nature of the P. vancouveringi
remains does not allow for any firm conclusions to be drawn.

27.5 PROCONSUT NYANZAE/PROCONSUL MAJOR

The
whi Ie
age of

Thi s
must be
to have
of the

agreement
between P.

2.5e"

between
major /P.

maior
2%,

only 3eo

an aver-
P. n anzae
nyanzae s butt

is
for

seems Lo be a cl
considered, oD
been almost tota

E, maior índivid
of P. nyanzae are found
Furthermore, P. nyanzae
cene Tinderet-síffiñãr

ear índication that these two forms
the basis of available information,
lly non-sympatric. The distribution
uals centre on Tinderet, while those

abundantly at the Kisingirí sites.
has not been found at t,he Early Mio-
e P. maior fossils are frequent: and
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ha
re

mator
s whe

P.
Eite

Since, however, P. major was almost
dweller while therå aFe sõnFíndícations
have inhabited a more open biome, their

found at the Early Miocene Kisingiri
was common.

are the tr{o }argest
that they have never
indicate that they

certaínIy a forest
that P. n anzae may
distribu r.on m ight

s
E

not been
. nyanzae

It is interesting to note that these
African Proconsul forms and the fact
been (

were u
) found together may

This could irr faeÈ be an example of eom-
patative exclusion, which is one result of competition be-
tween species. Competitive exclusion occurs when the eco-
logical requirements of closely related species are
sufficiently símilar that their co-existence is unstable and
their populations are forced to occupy mutualty exclusive
domains (Terborgh 1971) .

conc lus i vely
ompetitors.

t
have come about as a result of ecological divergence. In
this concept, if two species are competitors, eventually
one, or both, will be forced to move into different ecologi-
cal niches because of the competition (Mayr 1963). Such a
relationship ís, of course, impossible to prove in a fossil
situation. Nevertheless, the separation in range between
these two forms is such that it is not likeIy to have come
about as a chance occurrence.

Admittedly, it is not entirely necessary that these two
forms had to have been competitors to achieve their bi-polar
distribution. Certainly, if they were simply adapted tò, orpreferred, different environments, they might never have
been found together. That such a situation may have exist-
êd, is borne õut, to a certain degree, by the ecologies of
the sites where they have been found. Still, once again,
that they preferred different environments might simpty be
an índication of compeLition between them, rather than a
situatíon that, arose in the absence of competítive pressure.

27.6 PROCONSUL NYANZÀE/PROCONSUL GORDONT

The agreement betw
between P. qordoni/P.

The percent.age
is only marginally
zae and P. q!A.i-gr.
il nyanãae-does n
individuals of P.
may be possible- t

een P. nyanzae/P. gordoni is 5.5% while
nyañzaé-lt Tffirsffil

hat the ecologies of these
fered considerably from one-another, but suc
must be very tentatively made in light of P.
culiar distribution.

of co-occurrence between
greater that the average
The Low figures are due

of occur at Songhor where
gordoni have been found.

these two forms
between P. nyan-
to the fact that
17 out of the 18

Once again, it
two forms dif-
h a conclusion
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27.7 PROCONSUL NYANZAE /PRocoNsuL vaNcouvgRrNGI

The agreement between P.
while beÈween P. vancouveFin

n anzae Þ vancouverlngl
nyanzae it is 81.5%

average of 65.7 5%.

While there is a fairly high rate of agreement between
these two forms, this is due only to the fact that have both
been found in the Hiwegi levels on Rusinga where P
is very frequent. Because of the nature of the F

1

is 50%
for an

cation and the scant number of P
conclusions regarding the naturã
these two forms can be drawn at

. vancouverinqi
of the relations

this time.

. nvanzae
usinga Io-

remains, no
hip between

27 .8 PROCONSUT MAJOR/PROCONSUL GORDONT

The
between
69 "52.

P. ma i or,/P.
malor rt 1s

gordon iagreement between
P. gordoni/P.

i s 94 .52 whi le
an average of

There is a fairly high rate of agreement between these
two forms but, once again, it is largely due to the fact
that almost aII of t,he P. sordoni individuals come from a
single site, Songhor. Tf¡ese two species are, however, the
two most abundant Proconsulines at Songhor, with M.N.I.'s of
17 ( P. qordoni) and 15 (P. maior) respectively. Since all
of thã eEõTõffial evidenõe EñFfar 9âined, suggests that
Songhor vras likely a closed forest site, it may be possible
that not only vrere these two forms sympatric but they may
also have consistently exploited similar environments,

27.9 PROCONSUL MAJOR/PROCONSUL VANCOUVERING]

45.52 f or

between P. ma or D vancouver r.ngl. 1

vancouver 1 n 1 D ma-ior it is 45:52
The agreement

while between P.
average of 41.5?.

The above figu
verse relationshi
upon their distr
nature of the P.

res indicate ne
p existed betw
ibutions and fr
vanc ouve r i ng i

ither a positive nor
een these two forms,
equenc ies. Because
sample, Do further

s 37.5%
for an

an ln-
based

of the
conc 1u-

sions are vlarranted here.
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27.I0 PROCONSUT GORDONI ROCONSUL VANCOUVERINGI

The agreement
while between P.
average of 752:

between P
vancouver 1n

ordon i vancouveringí
D qordoni it is 100%

is 50%
for an

This would tend
tween them but, aga
ordoni's distribut

a cert a r.n degree,

to indicate a high degree of sympatry be-
in, this result is largely a result of P.
ion. These two forms appear, ât least To
to have been sympatric, but at Lhis time

it is impossible to estimate how strong the agreement be-
tween them míght have been.
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28. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an attempt has been made to draw to
all of the ecologically pertinant material that is avã
in published form concerning the East African Miocene
Proconsul.
Þroconffi

ether
labIeI

I

To this end, each site at which a, or several,
species have been found, has been examined in de-

tail in order to assess the probable environment that exist-
ed there during the Miocene,

as gained from
that have been

. africanus reve
esent 1 nt is t
which tended to

y the hypot
nyanzae

from these
inhabiting
determined

inly forest
were proba-
erred a sa-
based, not
where they
forms that

an analysis of the
assigned to this

aled that there may
orm to an arboreal
confirm the conclu-

9enera

older lhan
rIy defina-
en envlron-
et general-
ne91 vras a
vanna/wood-
it was pro-
s separated

malor was
open ter-

In general terms, it was determined that site
20 m.y., and younger than 18 m.y., were not c1e
b1e ecologicalIy, but seemed to reflect rather o
ments. Those that fe1l into the 18-20 m.y. brac
Iy appear to have been forested. Rusinga-H
special case in which both facies, forest and s
Iand, were clearly represented in the fauna, and
posed that both biomes existed together, perha
by a moisture gradient,.

Using the assembled ecological information

s
a
p
k
i
a

p

sites, the likelihood of each Proconsul species
any particular environment wa s examined. It was
that P. maior and P. gp!:doni were almost certa
adaptãd f óffi p. aEr icaffiTã p. vancouver inqi
bly forest dwellers, and P. nyanzae may haié Þref
vanna/woodland biome. These corclusions were
only on the determined ecologies of the sites
v¡ere f ound, but also on the basis of other faunal
each species was typically associated with.

Furt,her informaLion vr

few post-craniaL remains
genus. The forelimb of P
have been adaptations pi
Iifestyle, a suggestion
sion drawn ea
dweller. Le
nyanzae also
arboreal sett
tali and a ca
reveaLed poss
in an arborea

rlier that this species was probably a forest
g and foot bones of both P. africanus and P.
indicated that these forms-may ñave TIGa in ãn
ing. On the other hand, âD analysís of the
lcaneous assigned. to. P. nyên?aç and/or P._ m?jor
ible adaptatiõns to terrestrîilf living,-whffi
I or non-forest setting. Thus, this could nei-

ther help confirm nor
a forest dweller while
rain.

hesis that P.
preferred mõre

den
E,

Analyses of
(I977 ) and Andre
under díscussion
cept perhaps P.
fruit only. Th
part, consístent

the Proconsul dentition
v¡s (

carried out by Kay
all of t,he species1982) suggested that

here were forest dweIlers, frugivorous (ex-
gordoni ) ,.+:1S COnCIUSI0n

and adapted for a
was found to be,

diet of ripe
for the most

with those from the other forms of analysis
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carried out. Several problems with
especially the underlying assumptions t
Kay's papers were discussed¡ and it
there i's a possibility that their three
sions listed above may not accurately

the results, and
of both Andrews' and
was concluded that
generalízed conclu-

apply to aII of the

these f orms vrere s imi Iar :
ivorous diet, probable con-
e dietary staple, probable
nd possible adaptations to a

specific Proconsul spec ies.

Finally, t,he distribution of aIl the Proconsul species
was chartéd, and geographical ranges for ãTI oEThe- forms
proposed. In additíon to this, co-occurrence between the
individuals of each species was calculated in order to de-
termine to what extent these forms were sympatric. It was
concluded that with some exceptions the forms were largely
sympatric with one another, at least to some degree.

In the tight of information presented in this paper sev-
eral questions should be asked concerning the relationships
between the various Proconsul species. As far as can be de-

certain amount of terrestrial locomotion. ÀdditionaIly, all
were sympatric with at least two other Proconsul forms.

If aII of these factors have been correctly assessed, it
would be small wonder if there !{as competition between some
of these species. One example of such a relationship might
have existed between P. l-lle¡rae and _8. ¡lej,qf . It has never
been satisfactorily been demonstrated that these two forms
were sympatric and it is within the range of possibífity
that they lvere allopatric.

termined, in
dental morpho
centratÍon on
foresL habita

many !{ays all of
logy, probable frug

ripe fruit as th
t for most forms a

. nyanzae
The evide

Of all of the Miocene Proconsulines P. maior
clearest in terms of ecological preference. It is
distributed at the majority of the sites that can
belled as forest. On the other hand, there seems to

is the
widely
be Ia-

be evi-
an opendence to suggest that P

savanna/woodland biomel
may have preferred
nce for this is:

I Many of the forms
ed are non-forest

with which it
spec i es .

is commonly associat-

2. It is not commonly
Proconsul species,
õicãFrs of-a forest

found, âs are most
with many forms that
biome.

of the other
are good in-

3. It is not found, âs are all of the other
species, at the sites that were very likely
Legetet, Chamtwara, Songhor and Napak.

ProconsulTõæ:

It has
run9u,

been recovered from
which were probably

several sites, such as Ka-
non- forested.

4
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5. It is common
biome probably
forest biome.

at Rusinga where a
existed side-by-side

woodland/savanna
with an evergreen

6, It has an apparently nejor, a congeneric spec
forest habitat.

ative assoc iation
es that probablyI

1

with P. ma-
pref eFreila

Thus, oî the basis of present evidence, these
P. nyanzae and P. major may have been separated,
geographically, but also ecologically.

two forms
not only

In ecological theory, there are a number of ways in which
such a distribution may have been achieved, and several of
them involve competition between closely related species.
First, competitive exclusion would force them to occupy mu-
tually exclusive donains if they v¡ere competitors with ex-
tremely similar requirements. Thus, they would have had
separate ranges, which they apparently may have had: but
al"so they would each have lived in basically the same habi-
t,at that they had shared, which does not seem to have been
the case here.

The theory of ecological divergence would account for
both the separate ranges, and for the fact that both forms
seem to have inhabited different environments as well. If
two forms with similar requirements are competitors, one may
be out-competed and f orced into a dif f erent habitat (tntayr
1963), and thus diverge ecologically from its competitor.
So it may be possible that P. nyanzae was out-competed in a
forest situation and gradually begán to inhabit more savan-
na/woodland type areas.

There is no doubt that competition for food must have
been intense. Following Andrews (1981b), not only were all
of the Miocene pongids frugivores, but they would also have
been able to eat only ripe fruit. This means that in some
cases, such as at Songhor, there would have been four Pro-
consul species vying for the same resource. Added to tEiã,
the other Miocene primates common in this area such as Den-
dropithecus and Limnopithecus were also probably frugivóTãs
lTay-î-EJ?f nurEïffiñãre are a conäiderabie nuñber of
smaller primates from the East African Miocene, and if the
primitive primate diet r{as f ruit, as has been suggested by
Andrews (1981b), they would also have been in competition
for this resource. FinaIly, there are many non-primate fru-
givores, primarily rodents, present in the fossil record:
not to mention a number of frugivorous forms that are gener-
ally not present in the fossil record, such as bats. As An-
drews (1981b) points out, in any one year fruit is a non-re-
newable resource, and with this many forms relying upon the
same food, competition between them may be postulated.
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sible foraging strategy for the larger forms might have been
to eat ripened fruit that had fallen to the ground.

I t must
utilization
strategy.
would have
cessable ar
the larger
RyaRzac wou

IT IS
of a fema
the trees
on the g
nyanzae
with this

If P.
seems ïike
their dist
tion, ffiây
t ion. Al
breeding u
rated from
and furthe
comes impo
sures and
are effect

While Lhis wo
range between th
ties, and for th
environments,
speciation in th
P. nyanzae site
sites. These f

maior had a common ancestor,
their similar morphologies,

be assumed that to maximize their resource
each species must have had a particular foraging

It is probable that the most easily reached fruit
been the f irst t,aken. As f ruit in the more inac-
eas of the trees became the primary food source,
Proconsul forms, such as P. maior and perhaps P.ïã-proEã6ly have been unaEle ñEach it. a- poE-

quite certain Lhat P. major, approximately the size
Ie gor i lla ( 0 2OO Tbs .f-was- ñot highly- mobi Le in
. Thus, it probably did much of its food gathering
round. This form is considerably larger than P.
however, and to suggest that it cõmpeted for fruit
latter form is highly conjectural. However, if

they were competitors for a particular resource, using aparticular foraging strategy, it may have resulted in one
form being forced out.

In any event, Oh the basis of current evidence it appears
as if their ranges were geographically separated, and even
if f ood Ì.¡as not the critical f actor, it is possíble that
these two forms were in competition for some limiting re-
source.

nyanzae and P.
based upon

bution, rather than being a result of
1y
r1
have come about as a product of allopa
lopatric species arise when a deme (in

as
then

compet i -
spec 1a-tric

this case a
nit which could become either form) becomes sepa-

the parent population by a geographic barrier,
r inter-breeding between the two populations be-
ssible (uayr 1963). then, due to selective pres-
genetic drift, two separate species arise which
ively unabLe to breed with one another.

uld aecount for the apparent separation in
ese two forms, their morphological similari-
e fact that they may have utilized different
it is problematic to postulate allopatric
is case. Many of the species found at the
s are the same forms found at the P. mai?r
orms include species similar to thã ones in

question, for example P. africanus , other primates, and a
number of other forms. If a geográphic barríer gave rise to
two species in separate areas it would, in aII Iikelihood,
have changed the characters of the entire faunas substan-
tia1ly in the two regions. It is possible, however, that
the removal of the geographic barriers that caused the spec-
iation would have allowed the two separate faunas to re-in-
tegrate to a certain degree, resulting in some of the same
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spec ies t,hemselves
stantially in range would probably be due, once again, to
competitive factors.

The fact that P" qllanzae and P" major may have been com-petitors has been- añffiãted, -if ffial iines of evoru-
tionary theory are followed. According to Pianka (1978),
work by Elton (fg¿A) nas shown that¡ "fewer pairs_of congen-
eric species will occur within any given natural community
than would be found in a completely random sample from the
various species and genera occurring over a broader geo-
graphic area". To Pianka this suggests that competitive ex-
clusion would be more frequent between congeneric species
than between distantly related ones. fL should be remem-
bered also that competitive exclusion (Lo extinction) may be
considered the most final, and most unlikely result of in-
terspecific competition (Winterhalder 1980). It would be
much more likely to see competition between forms resulting
ín: character displacement (Brown and Wí1son 1956), ecolog-
ical divergence (t'tayr 1963 ) , or a repulsion interactión
(Terborgh 1971).

On the basis of the distributions of the five species of
Proconsul taken as a whole there is some evidence which

forms being found
case, that the two

with both nyanzae and maior. In such a
affit overlap sub-

, this distribution may also be
íon between some of the species
ue to geographic isolation"

might suggest that some form of barrier to the E/W movement
of animals existed during, at least part, of the Miocene.
There is a bi-polar distribution with two Proconsul species(P. nyanzae, P. af ricanus ) being common-ãFEãilis-ingiri
sitesn'ñîIta dîf f erentlffi ( P. ñaior, P. oordoni ) "are
common at TindereÈ. There doeB not seem to hãve -6een much
i nt erchange of Proconsul individuals between these two re-
grons.
seen as
i nvolved

Based
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Once again, however
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According to the evidence already presented, not only
were the former pair similar in both size and morphologyn
Þut they may have even had a similar diet. Following Pianka(1978) it could weII be expected that there would be strong
competition between congeneric forms that share ryany characl
Leristics, and these two species fall into this category.
If they llere competitors, their competition apparently did
not end ín the most obvious results i.e. competitive exclu-
sion (geographic) or repulsion interaction.- If they were
competitors, however, their struggle may have resulted in
ecological separations that were primarily non-geographical
in nature. Detailed investigation of closely rel-ated con-
generic forms Ìiving today have often shown that there are
subÈle but important ecological differences between such
species. These differences usually fall into one of three
types:

I The
tat,s

They

They

for

species exploit different habitats or microhabi-(in the same area).

eat different foods.

are active at different times.

2

3

Thus,
succe
ronme

ssfull
nts, a

P. africanus and P. nyanzae toy ttrã!-Gy h-ave beõn exþlõilïng
s was suggesLed earlier.

have co-existed
different envi-

In regards to P. gordoni and P. maior , these f.
to be in- roughly Eheãe situaEion-ãfrhe preceed
but because of the great size difference between t
cro-habitat and behavioral dífferences are much mopostulated. While such differences wiIl not show
fossil record, it is aLmost certain that they would
isted, and have been substantial.

orm
ing
hem
re
up

ha

s seem
pair,

, ffiI-
easi ly
in the
ve ex-

Finally, it is possible that Èhe African
ies represent an adaptive radiation. If thes
appears 1ike1y, had a common ancestor from
panded to fiII unoccupied ecological niches,
pected that there would be a degree of dist
habitats of the various species (Mayr 1963).
the forms are largely found together, there
believe that they had "ecologicaIIy signific
niche or habitat" (winterhalder 1980). Thus,
together, their ecologies may have varied
perhaps with P. af ricanus and P. !-y@.

The models of how new species may be formed during an
adaptive radiation are many and varied. The most prevalent
idea, and the simplest concept, is allopatric spèciation.
Unfortunately, this does not necessarily satisfactorily ac-

Proconsul spec-
e forms, âs now
which they ex-

it would be ex-
inctness in the

Just because
is no reason to
ant overlap of
although found

considerably as

count for how all of the Proconsul
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least two congeneric forms apiece. Sympatric speciation, oD
the other hand, despite the fact that dozens of mechanisms
have been proposed, has
strated (Uayr 1963). It
mechanism whereby one for
f íve morphologically simi
would inhabit a fairly r
one is forced to return
tríc speciation to find a
for the appearance of the
ent in the fossil record,
due to geographic isolati

never reaIly been reliabl
i s, in fact , di f f icult to

m can be dividedr or give
lar but distinct species,
estricted geographic area.
to geographic barriers and
modeÌ which can accurately
Proconsul forms. WhiIe no
the Proconsul forms probab

y demon-
find any
rise to,
when aIl

Thus,
a11opa-
account

t appar-
Iy arose
barriers
diverse

, ade-
st have
have be-

on. Later, the geographic
must have been removed in some manner, allowing the
populations to inter-mingle. By this time, however
gree of morphological and habitat distinctness mu
been achieved by each specíes, and inter-breedíng
come impossible.

FinaIly, Proconsul can be seen as being
usl n two senses, F irst, it expanded to

and was ain the Early Miocene of Africa,
at least several million years. Secondly, and more impor-
tantly, it was a genus which may be seen as being a base
stock for many later primates, including Homo.

a successful gen-
oeeupy Rew niches

presence there for
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29. MIOCENE HOMINOIÐEÀ

29.T EARLY MIOCENE AFRICAN HOMINOIDS

These forms do not exhibit heavy buttressing of the
gnathic region nor do they have thick molar enamel.

1. Proconsul (Proconsul) africanus (ttopwood 1933)

2. Proconsul (Proconsul) nvanzae (Clark and Leakey 1950)

3. Proconsul ( Proconsul) maior (Clark and Leakey 1950)

4. Proconsul

5. Proconsul

(Ranqwapithecus) qordoni (Andrews ]-974)

(Rangwapithecus) vancouverinqi (Andrews

The following forms exhibit neither heavy buttressing of
the gnathic region nor thickening of the molar enamel.

t974)

29.2 MIDDLE MIOCENE EUROPEAN HOMINOIDS

1. Ðrvooithecus fontani (Lartet 1856)

2. Dryopithecus Iaietanus (Simons and Pilbeam 1965)

29.3 MIDDLE TO LATE MIOCENE 'RAMAPITHECINEI HOMINOTDS

1. Siva itheeus sivalensis (1) (lydekker 1879)

2. Sivapithecus indicus (eil9rim 1910)

3. Sivaoithecu s darwini (2) (Andrews I976)

4. Sivapithecus meteai (3) (Andrews and Tekkaya 1980)

5. Bodva I thecus altipalatus (4) (Kretzoi 19741

6. Rudapithecus hungaricus (5) (Kretzoi ]-974)

7. Ouranopithecus macedoniensis (6) (deBonis and MeIen-

These forms exhibit both heavy buttressing of the gnathie
region and thickening of the molar enamel.

tis 1977 )
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8. Ànkarapithecus meteai (7) (Ozansoy 1957)

o Ramani thecu s puniabícus (eiIgrím 1910)

10. Giqantopithecus blacki (von Koenigswald 1935)

11. Gígantopithecus bilaspurensis (Simons and Chopra
1969 ) )

Sivapithecus africanus (8) (C1ark and Leakey 1950)

Kenyapi thecus wickeri (9) (Leakey 1962)

Dryopithecus darwini (10) (ebet 1902)

Sivapithecus chin rensls (11) (eitgrim 1915)

S ivapi thecus simonsi (12) (ttay 1982)

Australopithecus afarensi s (Johanson, White and Cop-
pens 1978)

Kenyapithecus af ricanus ( 13 ) (pic¡cf ord 1982 )

(pickford t982)Kenyapithecus sp. nov.

29.3.1 notes

(1) May be synonymous
drews and Tekkaya 1980).

with Ramapithecus puniabicus (an-

designated Dryopitheeus
ed to D. fontani (sfmons

May be synonymous with Sivaë_lbecus. indicus (Andrews

t2.
13.

!4.
15.

16.

t7.

18.

19.

(2') May include material first
darwini (ebel 1902) and then assign
anETiTbeam 1965) (endrews I976).

(3) New species proposed for the synonymized material
o-riginally designated as Ankarapithecus meteãi and Ouranopi-
thecus macedoniensis (An@ ¡nffiws and--teRËla
rgs-õf

(4)
rg76) 

"

(5) Ma
drews 1976T.O" 

synonymous with Ramapithecus puniabicus (en-

( 6 ) See note 3.

0) see note 3.
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(8) May be synonymous with SivapiLhecus sivalensis (si-
, or Kenyapithecus wickeri (Leakev
ene formffia l¿oTEn 1979)1

or may be synonymized with Kenvapithecus wickeri to
Kenyapithecus af ricanus (PickEordLTB2I, oi-mãy-Ee sy
mous wiffi-fenvãpTEffi af ricanus but distinct fiom Ken

mons and Pilbeam 1965)
1967), or no known Mioc

f orm
nony-
yapt -

thecus wi ckeri (Pickford 1982).

I s synonymous with Ramapithecus wickeri (Andrews
Ma Rama ithecus pun la icus ( si-

mons and Pi

(e)
1976 ) . y be synonymous with

Ibeam 1965).

(10) see note 2.

(11) May be synonym
mons and Pilbeam 1965)
is a distinct form.

(12) sp. nov.

(13) see note 8.

ous with Sivapithecus sivalensis (

but Prasad (1969) maiñtaffiat
si-
it

í:t,
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30. MIOCENE HOMTNOTD EVOLUTTON

t'rom 1856 to the present, hundreds of prímate fossils of
Miocene and Pliocene age have been found on all continents
of the old w
era, usually
erected to represent these f.
plethora of named forms was

or1d. Over the years dozens of species a
considered to be members of Dryopithecus

nd gen-
, !{ere

africanus and
.) nyanzae, D.

essary to take steps to alleviate the situation. This was
done by Simons and Pilbeam who undertook a synthetic review
of these fossils and devised a nev¡ taxonomic schema to in-
clude a}l of the hominoid material.

orms. Consequently, by 1965 the
so confusing that it became nec-

beam proposed, based upon the morphology of
t the
three
us.

Simons and Pi1
the fossils, tha
contained within
and Giqantopithec
further divided into th
su], Sivapithecus) co
genera were repre
the dryopithecíne
indeed, some were
was primarily on
on morphological
D. (P. ) laietanus
Tp. ) ma or and D"

sented
spec i
seen as being so alike that Lheir division
eographic and temporal bases, rather thang

factors (as between D. (P. )D. (p. ) f ontani añA o.- (p
(s") iñdicF). -

Simons and Pilbeam went on to
from one or more of these dryopit
Pan and GoriIIa on one hand, and
ffin latél-Eñinids on the other.
relationships between the species
generally left unexplored"

tentatively suggest that
hecine species had arisen

Ramapithecus and
The exact phylo

defined, however

perhaps
genet ic
, were

This view of the evolution of the Hominoidea, expressed
diagramatically in Fig 30.1, held precedence for about 10
years. The period from the mid-seventies to the present,
however, has been one of increased activity both in terms of
new Miocene Hominoid material uncovered, and in the hypoth-
eses presented to fit them into an adequate evolutionary
framework.

By 1976
evolut i on
Proconsul

the only changes to this view of Miocene Hominoid

and Sivap ithecus be chan ged fromsrarmml976)" Subseque

were relatively minor:
(Andrews 1974), and it

species were added to
propo sed that Proconsul
generic to ful I I

d
ener 1c
newlynehr f inds an

new
v¡a s

sub
nt ly ,

proposed species have necessitated a re-evaluation of Mio-
cene Hominoid evofution. These new forms, Ouranopithecus
macedoniensis (de Bonis and Melentis 1977) , Sivapithecus me-

and Tekkaya 1980),
Bodvapithecus altipal

teai (Andrews
ffi's t97 6, ,
Rudapithecus h

Sivapit us darwini (ñ'-
atus (KretzoreÃT and

ungaricus (Kretzoí 1974)
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Figure 30.1: HOMINOID EVOLUTION

interest because they shared
Mid-Miocene Eurasian Hominoids (

Gigantopithecus) several distin

U

with many of the other
S ivapi thecus

ct features:
Ramapi thecus
a high1y but-

enamel on thetressed gnathic region and greatly thickened
molar teeth (Andrews 1976).

sing these features primarily as
Andrews Ãgl A ) proposed that

d be divided into 2 groups:

an index of
the Miocene

relat i on-
Hominoidsshi

cou
p
I
1. Proconsul - including Proconsul, Limnopithecus and

Rangwap I ecus, the early African forms, and

2. Sivapithecus
Sivapi thecus,

including the Mid-Miocene Asian
Ramapithecus and Gigantopithecus.

assoCiatérl di agram , fig 30.2, showed this
alignment between the above forms.

In 1977, Pilbeam et al argued for the retention of
two distinct Mid-Miocene Eurasian Hominoid groups,

forms
His

c lose
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Figure 30.2: Miocene Hominoid Evolution (Andrews
t97 6)

the Sivapithecini and the Ramapithecini
30.3 for their evolutionary positions),
Pilbeam had altered his position to one
Andrews' (1976) (see fig. 30.4).

cus being from distinct
stituted between them
1979, Greenfield I979,
Pilbeam 1982, Kay 1981,

only a s
I
I ngle

v

1980, Andrews 19
Wolpof t 1982) 

"

( see f ig.
but by t.979
similar to

probably con-
genus (Pilbeam
82, Lipson and

At the present time it seems to have been general-
Iy conceded that far from S iva ithecus and Ramapithe-

fam I les

Kenyapi thecus Ankarapithecus and
Australopithecus afarensis

pe
)

rhaps even
are includ-
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Figure 30.3: Hominoid Evolution (pilbeam et al L977)

ed in this group
Ramapithecinaõ, si
ithee ini, Ramapit,h

3. What
j oin
amel,

which has variousl
ithecinae, Ramapit

v
h

been
ecini,

ca I Ied
S ivap-va

ee
PI

If it is accepted for the moment that all of the
forms listed above do, indeed, constitute a single
group, then several important questions should be
ra i sed:

1. What ís the origin of t,his group?

2 I,fhat

nes and ramamorphs.

is its evolutionary position?

is the significance of the features
these forms together (ie. heavy molar
robust gnathic regions)?

that
en-

The first question raised above is basically the
easiest to answer although the answer itself raises a
further questíon. AIl of the recently proposed sys-
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tems of Miocene Hominoid evolut
of the 'ramapithecines' somewhe
pithecinae, or more precisely, w
beam et al 1977, Pilbeam 1979,
1982, Greenfield 1979, 1980, P
and Pi lbeam 1982, T,ToIpof f 1982 ) .

ion place the o
re within the
ithin Proconsul
And rews 1976,

ickford 1982, L

rigin
Dryo-(pir-
1978,
ipson

Since
peared 14-
raI/geogra
Proconsul.

the f irst' ramapithecines'
12 m.y. â9o, they occupy a
phical position to have been

Furthermore, Pickford (198

in Africa ap-
Iogical tempo-

derived from
2) states that
phology, aside
Kenyapi thecus

rom Proconsul.

11er African
forms repre-
ted Kenyapi-
n Africa is
t ime Q+-tZ

it would take few changes in dental mor
from those already mentioned, to derive(as represented at Majiwa and Kaloma) f

It is possible that a number of sma
'ramapithecines' (the actual number of
sented by fossils that have been designa
thecu? , WÉ_t¡ecus , and s ivapi thecus
questlonabl-e) appear at about the same
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m.y. ) . One of these could have given rise to Later
Eurasian forms and thus could have been the first
' ramapithecine' . Conversely, these forms may all
have been derived from an
derived from Proconsul I

as yet unknown
which would have

form, itself
existed be-

tween 17-14 ñ.y. and would have had, presuma
some changes in dental/gnathic morphology from
Proconsul pattern.

proposed a lineage of
from Proconsul ma or

brv,
the

Tn 1976, however, Andrews
larger Hominoid forms, running
through
I f true
pendant
gnathic

thís would
, acquisiti
complex by

darwini to
ve require
of the 'r
vapi thecus

S ivapi thecus si vapithecus in LCUS.
d a second, and inde-
amapi thec i ne ' denta l,/
darwini.

At first glance this would seem to be a doubtful
proposition. In an evolutionary sense it seems more
reasonable to believe that a single form developed
any particular trait, or traits, and then gave rise
to subsequent forms which displayed the same feature.
On the basis of current evidence, however, it appears
as if Sivapithecus darwini, a large form, arose in
Asia at aSouE--TEe sanre TTme (f S ffi.y. ) tt¡at smaller
'ramapithecinesf were appearing in Africa (Andrews
and Tobien 1977, Pickford 1982, Pickford and Andrews
1981). Thus, it is possible that there were two
Iineages present. Either of these could have given
rise to the main body of 'ramapithecine' forms which

9I
ardless of the
ther event, a
been ancestral

The second question raised above is a considerably
more perplexing one. If the 'ramapithecines' do con-

subsequently appeared in Eurasia. Re
'ramapithecine' lineage, however, in e(or several) Proconsul form would have
to the 'ramapffiEiñET group.

ha
on
si

stitute a
it f it int
If it is a
cines'lay

single, albeiÈ dispersed, group; how does
o the larger pattern on Hominoid evolution?
ccepted that the origin of the 'ramapiÈhe-

within Proconsul then the first Iink of
the lineage has been drawn a I
cepted by most researchers (i.e
field 1980). From this point,

ink that would be ac-
. Pilbeam 1979, Green-

however, views con-

thal the line leading to
early date from the line
and Homo (Àndrews 1982).
from-Ekistan and China

hat at least some of the

cerníng Hominoid evolution diverge considerably. The
major question, of course, is¡ where do the Iineages
that eventually lead to Pongo, Pan and Gorilla, and
Homo lie?

It is generally
Ponqo diverqed at4

which led to Pan,
Recent finds, ês
(pilbeam 1982) i

beI i eved
quite an
GoriIla

pec ia 1 }y
ndicate t
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'ramapithecines' were morphologically ( in dental,
gnathic and facial regions) very simílar to Pongo.
This has led to the conclusion, widely held, that one
of (at least) ttre 'ramapithecines' lies on the Pongo
lineage (Greenfield 1980, Lipson and Pilbeam TgW
Andrews 1982, Wolpoff 1982, Pilbeam 1982).

For many paleoanthropologists, the origins of the
Hominids and the African pongids also Iies somewhere
in the 'ramapithecines'. Thus, both Greenfield
(1980) and Wolpoff (1982) envision a Hominíd/Atrican
Pongid common ancestor arising from the 'ramapithe-
cus' complex. The advantage of their approach is
that ít coíncides with the belief of the molecular
anthropologists whose work with serum proteins and
other genetic markers has indicated that the split
between these two groups may have been much more re-
cent than most workers in the field believe, perhaps
as little as 5 m.y. ago. Not only would such a "late
divergence hypothesis" be consistent with the molecu-
lar evidence but it would also help to explain exist-
ing morpholog
cus and Pan.

ical similarities between Austral i the-

The major fault with this schema, in my opinion,
is that it requíres forms that apparently exhibit the
primitive conditíon in a set of dental,/gnathic char-
acters ( pan, Gorilla), to be derived from a form ( a
' ramapi thecÏne' ) v¡hrc h displayed a derived condition
in regard to the same features. Not only this, but
Pan's closest relatives,
me 'ramapithec Ínes' would
dit.ion (tt¡ick molar enamel
while it displays the pri
rived) pattern. WhiIe th
an evol-ut i onary sen se , i
most likety solution.

Australopithecus, Homo and
all share the derived con-

, heavily buttressed jaw)
mitive (or secondarily de-
is scenario is possible, in
t does not seem to be the

A second approach would be that posed by tipson
and Pilbeam (1982) (see fig 30.5). In this approach
Pan and Gorilla may be derived dírectly from Procon-
ffi and ffimineãge need not pass thrõugh a EãEITy
õãmelled dentition stage. Unfórtunately, Lipson and
Pilbeam's model requires the independant acquisiÈion,
from that of the 'ramapithecines', of specific den-
tal/gnathic characteristics by Australopithecus or
its direct ancestor. Thus, the dental/gnathic fea-
tures in common betv¡een Australopithecus and the 'ra-
mapi thec i nes ' woul d not be shared derived characters,
but rather, would be convergences. WhiIe this also
seems unlikely, it may be postulated that the last
common ancestor of the Àfrican pongíds and the Homi-
nids, between 15 and 10 m.y. â9o, vlas some sort of
intermediate form which could have given rise to the
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thickly enamelled Hominids (thus resulting in conver-
gence with the 'ramapithecines') and to the thinly
enamelled Pongids. While this model does not agree
completely with the molecul-ar evidence and the late
divergence theory (as explicated by Greenfield 1980)
in regard to the exact timing of the Hominid/Pongid
split, the difference is comparatively slight, only
3-5 million years.

Th
by Si
early
model
la, a
ter,

this conce
eveR one o
futed it.

e third approach i
mons and Pilbeam i
divergence hypot
has the lines lea

nd Homo essentiall
ProõñEuI t imes.

s basically the model proposed
n 1965, which may be termed an
hesis (see fig 30.1). This
ding to Pongo, Pan and Goril-
y separate in, or shortly af-
Proconsul is considered ances-

tral fo the Mid-M i oc ene 9enupongids on one hand, and to
Iater Hominids on the other.

s Dryopithecus and later
the' ramapithecines' and

The thickly enameLled,
gnathically robust Australopithecus and Pongo can be

less robustderi ved from the 'ramapithecines'. The
extant Pongids lie on a line which begins with Pro-

cus as an offshootconsul and contains Dryopithe

The major advantage of this model is that it re-
Iies upon neither convergences nor secondarily de-
rived primitive-appearing characters to explain the
morphologies of the fossils and extant forms in-
volved. Its major fault is that it places the ape/
human split at a much earlier date than the molecular
evidence indicates.

A critical factor in thís hypothesis is: to what
degree does the available evidence link the extant
Pong ids to a Proconsul precursor? In the past links
have been proposed between Proconsul spec
and Go¡ i llq ( s imons and eilSeam -f965 ,
Davis-T95Ð-Pilbeam 1969). In recent time

ies and Pan
Napier anã
s, however,

was challenged (see Andrev¡s 1978) and
its major prõponents (pilbeam lg77 ) re-
New evidence has, once again, however,

Iete lower
africanus

Iatter set
of Kenya

s are very
which is

esented by
limb of P.
ion of tñe
n 1948 has
rain síze/

pt
f

changed the picture substantially.
In the last two years or so nearly comp

leg and foot bones attributed to both P.
and P. nyanzae have been discovered, tñe
in the collections of the National Museum
(walker 1983, Pickford 19821. These bone
ape-like in their morphology (walker 1983)
consistent with much of the information pr
Napier and Davis (1959) concerning the fore
af r icanus .
P. africanus

Furthermore, a new reconstruct
cranium found by Mary Leakey i

allowed for a revised estimation of the b
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coids in the str
seems probable
Iike modern apes
this reason a I
can now, again,

ineage }eading
be proposed.

modern monkeys.
from Proconsul

map t ec rnes as
ilarities between

ucture of the hand, wrist and hip, it
that Proconsul was at least as much
asl t was like For

to Pan

On t.he basis of the above evidence, it is my opin-
ion that the early divergence hypothesis constitutes
the most logical and rational picture of Hominoid ev-
olution throughout the Miocene to the present. Al-
Èhough perhaps not for exactly the same reasons, the
model proposed by Simons and Pilbeam in 1965, and re-
cently reiterated by Pilbeam (1979) (see fig 30.4A)
and Kay (1983) is again supportable.

The most logical ancestor o f Austral ithecus must

two groups (Greenfield 1980, Wolpoff. 1982), and pon-
90, in all li kel ihood, arose out of thi s grouþTs
weIl (Pilbeam 1982, Andrews 1982). On the other
hanÇ, the most logical ancestor of the great apes of
Africa is Proconsul, or at least a procõnsul dérived
dryopitheciñãTñis view can be seeñ@ 30.6.

The two major drawbacks to this schema lie in ac-

surely have been one of the 'ra
are strong dental/gnathic sim

there
the

dence for a late
b) the consider-
ist between Pan
question raisS
f D,lolpoff (1982)
y can accept the
lowed at a later
rgence) provided
e dates it pro*
the Pongid/Hom-

, but this date

co
Ho
ab
an
rh
an
br
da
by
v1
ín
1s

unting for:
mi n idlPong id
Ie number of
d Homo. In
i s rnonograph
d Pilbeam (19
anching seque
te by the maj
the molecula

des. The mol
id split in t

nce ( Pe¡go first, fol
or eongffiominis oive
r method, but not th
ecular evidence places
he 5-7 m.y. ago range

a) the molecular evi
divergence date, and,
similarities that ex
regard to the first

will follow the lead o
83) who staLe that the

lot supported by the fossil remains (Wolpoff
). On the basis of bhese remains, it may be pos-
ted that the Pongid/Hominid split occuired - be-n l-7-14 m.y. ago (rig. 30.6).

r982
tula
twee

In regard to the second question, there is no
doubÈ that there are considerable similarities be-
tween Pan and Homo, which must indicate some degree
of af fÏñTty beffin these species. It must be rãal-ized, however, that both forrns are known in minute
detail, not only dentally, but also in terms of fa-
ciaI, cranial and skeletal structure. Furthermore,
there is a fuII range of behavioral and developmental
data avaiLable for both species. Thus, with this
kind of information to work with, it would be very
surprising to not find a number of similarities be:
tween these forms.
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Miocene Hominoids. I.lhen reading about the
'ramapithecines' one can be left with the impression
that these dent,aIIy and gnathically robust forms bear
almost no relationship, morphologically, to the moregracile forms such as Proconsul and Dryopíthecus. In
actuality, the dental morphology of a]l of these

^ : 
- ---l 

r 
-!--f 

Igreups J.s qurE,e 51u1rJ.ar, wnlcn 1s vrny slmons ano prl-
beam grouped most of them together in 1965. For ex-
ample, at this time Simons and Pilbeam were forced to
assign a fossil found in 1902 by Abel (caIled at the
time Q¡fep_i_lheçUs darwini) to one of the drlzopithe-
cine ffiey werìe--ffiscussing. The choiõe- actu-
aIly lay between the thickly enamelled,
robust large sivapithecine, Sivapithecus i

gnath i ca1 1y
ndicus , and

the thinly enamelled, I nathically gracile med ium
sized European dryopithec 1ne , Dryopithecus fontani.
They p laced the fossil in Dr o 1 thecus. ?his foss Í Iis now seen as being c lear v ramapr t ine' and has
been used in the designation o f a neh¡, heavily but-
tressed, thickly enamelled lar ge form,
darwini ( Andrews 1976 Thus, it is pl

S i vaoi thecus
ain that the

ðenEli-morpho
are not wildt

lo ies of Dryopithecus and Sivapi thecus
v ivergent In po I nt of f act, t,here

Drvo
thes

I
d

are many dental similarities between Proconsul
pithecus and many of the 'ramapitheciñilãñ d e
ñãFbeen di scussed by Simons and Pilbeam (1965), An-
drews (1978) and others.

It is my opinion that this degree of similarity
amongst Miocene Hominoids, regardless of whether theylikely faII on the Hominid or Pongid lineage, is simlply the result of the common heritage they all share
from their Pr__qçer¡ru! ancestry. A propoáition that
the extant dffiñTs (the efrican Þonþlas and man)of these forms themselves still show similarities

The third, and final,
garding the significance o
cine' dental/gnathic adapt
an ecological sense since
1981, Wolpoff 1983) ttrat
a change ín habitat and/
Miocene Hominoid form.

based upol their common ancestry (common until 17-14ffi.y. ago), more distant though it may be, is not un-
reasonable.

q
f
uestion raísed above, Eê-
the important'ramapithe-

tions, mây best be seen in
it has been proposed (ttay
his feature was related to
r diet in a (or several)

1981, Kay proposed a
ecine' dental/gnathic
ffering from, JolIy's
1970). In his hypo

n dental/gnathic (anA
ckened dental enamel,

a

t
o

In
mapi t
but d
( .rot t
cert,a
as th

h
i
YI

new model to explain 'ra-
adaptations based upon,
"seed eaters" hypothesis

thesis Jolly argued that
many other) traits, such
appeared as a consequenceI
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of a shift to a diet which required heavy grinding
and chewing of food particles. He proposed that the
diet of the form which developed thick dental enamel(a Hominid), was largely composed of small Èough
seeds which !{ere nutritíous, but hard to masticate.
Unfortunately, JoIly's theory was too broadly orient-
ed and made many assumptions concerning the relation-
ship between morphological and behavioral traits.
For example, his form, in order to acquire enough
food to survive, would have had to demonstrate thumb
opposability, âD upright stance and bipedalism (wot-
poff 1982). A further assumption was that thís form
must have been terrestrial and a savanna/grassland
dweller in order to collect seeds.

Kay's (fggf) position is that, to arrive at the
'ramapithecine' dental/gnathic pattern it is only
necessary that a dietary shift be made to foods that
are hard to crack or chew. This shift need not have
been to seed-eating, with its implications of terres-
triality and bipedalism, but could have been to nut
eating. Eating nuts would require a robust dental/
gnathic complex but would also yield a rich, nutri-
tious and easi)-y assimiliated food source. Such a
diet would not necessarily require any assumptions as
to the habitat or locomotor pattern of a nut eater,
as such foods can be found in both forest and savanna
habitats (ttay 1981). In thís regard, however, it is
Kay's belief that the 'ramapithecines' lvere f orest
oriented forms. As evidence for his "nut-eaters"
theory, Kay presents Pongo and Cebus ape1la, both of
whom êat härä nuts, -Ïffi veryTffikEal enamel,
and are forest dweIlers,

!.ihiIe they do not agree on a 'ramapithecine' habi-
tat affiliation, or
off (1982) would a
ental/gnathic adapta

recise diet, JoIly, Kay and I,lol-
I agree that the 'ramapithecine'
tions resulted from a shift to a
Fd, dífficult to chew objects.
!{ere would depend, to a large

ronment the 'ramapithecines' in-

p
Ip

d
diet consisting of ha
What these hard foods
part, Upon what envi
habi ted.

The earliest 'ramapithecine' appearances occur at
sites where paleoecological analysis indicates that a
woodland or more open biome prevailed. The environ-
ment at Ft. Ternan was probably a woodland, and two
other African sites of corresponding â9ê, Majiwa and
Kaloma (ltenya ) , both of which also contain ' ramapi-
thecine' remains, had vegetation types that ranged
from open to closed woodland (pictford 1982). Thus,
it is possible to support an association between the
African 'ramapithecines' and a non-forest, probably
woodland,/savañna biome .
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It is also possible, at least to a certain
to support a similar contention in regard to
numerous, and more widely dispersed, Eurasian
ithecines' .

The Siwalik Hills of Northern Pakistan and India
have, for the last oRe hundred or so years, proved to
be the most prolifíc collection area for fossils of
'ramapithecines' . Lithologically, the Siwaliks are
divided into horizons, three of which contain Homi-
noid fossils. These are¡ a) Chinj i Gl4-11 ffi.y. â9o,
b) Nagri G11-7.5 m.y. ago and c) OtroX pathan OZ.S-e.Offi.y. ago (Krynine 1937, Vasishat et al 1978a, Vasis-
hat et al 1978b, Pilbeam et al 1977a).

Chinji times, represented primarily by thetant sites of Ramnagar and Chinji (pilbeam
1977a), and containing fossils of-Sivapithecus

degree,
the more

'ramap-

lmpor-
et aI
indi-

cus and Siva i thecus punjabicus (s. sivalensis + Ra-
mapi thec us un a 1C USTGffiñ aña Tekkaya 1980, Arì-
ã'rêr.rs T9-BZ) , were probably dominat ed by rainforesLs
and lar ge watercourses (Krynine J-937 Vasishat et alI
1978b). i t has recentl v been speculated, however,
that in the Chin ji per I od more savanna-like condi-
tions may have been common (Pilbeam I979, Jo
t977). The Chin ji fauna from the site of Ramna
itself ambi II

hnson
ar is
ve of
It is
nota-

any environmental type (Vasishat et a
guous and not particularl vI 1978a ) .

i ndicat
interest in
b1v Hippar I1 on and numerous bovids

to note, however, that some forms,
are often used in

the Siwaliks as marker spgcies differentiating Chinji(where they are not found) sites from succeedlng na!-ri (where they are common) locatíons (pilbeam-et ãf1977a\. Since these forms may be seen as being indi-
cative of rather open conditions (de Bonis and-Melen-tis 1980), it seems likely that this type of environ-
ment was not prevalent in Chinji times.

On the other hand, Nagri site
Iyangar ( tndia ) , Sethi ñagri ,
Khaur area seem to have been clear
in nature. Pongids, equids and g

(Hippar ion
smeyer 1980

dominate the faunas
), which include S.

s, such as Harita-
and those from the
1y woodland/savanna
iraffids, includíng
Badgley and Behren-

indicus I s. puniabicus
+ishat et al

prevailing en-
vras grassland

and Gigantopithecus bilaspur ensis (Vas
1978a, Pilbeam ét ãT 1977a, Prasad 1964). Whatever
the dominant vegetative pattern
period, by Nagri times it seems I
mates present were associated with
biome.

was in the Chinj i
ikely that the pri-
a woodland,/savanna

There is
v i ronment

eneral agreement that the
uring Dhok pathan times

I
d
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(vasishat e
Tat ter sa I 1
apparently
they, with
pear from t

t aI 1978a, Badgley and Behrensmey
1969, Krynine 1937). Such conditi
unsuitable for most 'ramapithec

er 1980,
ons v¡ere
ines' as

di sap-Gigantopi thecus,

t, the site of Rudabanya has yielded
amapithecines' which have been named
and Rudapithecus by Kretzoi (1975).

The flora1 and faunal remains from th is site are con-

the exception of
he fauna.

Further wes
remains of 'r
Bodvapi thec us

sistent with those from Nagri sites in the Siwa1iks,
up to and including the a{uatic zonation often found
in those locatíons (Kretzoi 1975, Badgley and Behren-
smeyer 1980, Vasishat et al 1978a).

times. The flora at the site of Lufeng (China) has
both deciduous and evergreen elements, with a strong
aquatic facies represented (Andrews 1981). The pa-
leoecology is considered by Andrews (1981) to be a
temperate woodland, a conclusion that is consistent
with the Síwalik and European sites which have yield-
ed S. indicus remains.

In the extreme east, remains
been turning up frequently (Wot

of S. indicus have
poff 1 982) in recent

II

'Ramapithecine' fossils from the Sinap series in
Turkey (=? Sivapithecus meteai) have been found in
associat ion wiT5-!îraEffisl:T'ocerot ids, probosc i -
deans and Hipparion. The paleoenvironment here was
I i kely a - wõãffinÏi,/bushland- biome (McHenry et a1
1e80 ) .

From Greece, specimens of Ouranopithecus (=? S-.meteai) are generally f ound wi@yls, prõ-
bosc:ideans and artiodactyls (giraffids and bovids)
(de Bonis et aI 1974, de Bonis and Melentis 1980).
At the site of Pikermi, Hipparion is common while the
fauna at the important "Ravin de Ia Plu ie" Iocation
is dominated by bovids (de Bonis and Melentis 1980).
In short, Lhe paleoecology of Pontian Greece was
probably an open woodland possibly even verging on
grassland.

Remains of a 'ramapithecine ( g. darwini) from pa-
salar (Turkey) are signif icant beõauffifrheir early
date (GfS ß.y. ago) (Andrews and Tobien 1977). Since
these may be the oldest 'ramapithecine' remains
known, their paleoecological setting is crucial. In-
forrnation available, however, concernin this site,

low for anyis extremely
paleoecologi

provisional, and does not a
cal reconstruction. Andrews (1981) ap-

parently believes, Lhough, that a woodland biome pre-
vailed at Pasalar. If so, this would mean that vir-
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tually aII
found in
biomes.

of the 'ramapithecine' remains have been
association with woodland/savanna/bushland

Returning, t
c ine' diet; it
-1---i --- L rcru51on5, ÞuE R
thecine'habitat
evidence. Very
thaL the 'ramapi
even in a wood
readily availabl
For the 'ramapit
hard foods, suc
inhabited more o
association can
not for other 'r

It is possible that this dietar
happened more than once as the smal
thecines' may have appeared aLmost

hen, to the question of 'ramapithe-
seems likely that many of Kay's con-
ot his interpretation of the uramapi-
, can be supported by paleoecological

IittIe of this evidence indicates
thecines' were forest dwellers, but
Iand,/savanna habitat nuts should be
e, at least for most of the year.
hecines' to have specialized in other
h as grain, they probably would havep€D, grassland areas. A grassland
be supported for Giqantopithecus but
amapithecines'.

In conclusion, it is possible to spe
Wolpoff (1982) has, that one, or several,
forms moved into new niches , and thus bec

culate, âs
Proconsul

ame assocl-
ated with a different, non-forest habitat. One (or
more) of these forms subsequently gave rise to a lat-
êr , successful , adapt ive radiat ion of assoc iated
f orms ( ttre ' ramapi thec ines' ) .

with a large Asian form.
that this earliest Asian

/ecological shift
Àfrican 'ramapi-

contemporaneously
(I976) has proposed

Sivapithecus darwini

v
1

Andrews
form,

was descended t
that the small

rom Proconsul ma or
Afr ican 'ramap t e

been derive
smaller spe

speculaLes that the form ancestral
' ramapithecinesf was probably about
nyanzae.

. It
c ines'

15 Un
would

Iikely
have

d from this large proconsuline, so the
cies of Proconsul must be considered bet-ter potential ancestors for them. Wolpoff (1982)

to the African
the size of P.

gicãI evide
sul nvanzae

-+
been associ
bushland, biomes. If so, this form would be a norelikely ancestor to the woodland dwelling 'ramapithe-cines' on two counts, size and habitat.

It is possible, based upon the paleoecolo-
nce presented in this paper, that þocon-, unlike the other proconsulines, mãlTãve
ated with non-forested, woodland/savanna/
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